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Memorandum
Harold H. Greene, Chief

TO Appeals and Research Section DATE:December 31, 1963
Civil Rights Division

DR:BR:icb

FROM David Rubin
Battle Rankin

SUBJECT: Sit-In Cases

This memorandum contains a chronological
narrative description of the history of the Thirteenth
and Fourteenth Amendments. We have quoted every state-
ment made in the debates which conceivably provides
support, either specifically or generally, for thefol-
lowing propositions contained in the Solicitor General's
memorandum of December 18, 1963, concerning the sit-in
cases:

At p. 6:

The Amendment [the Fourteenth Amendment]
was concerned not merely with what a
State did, but with the effect of the
State's action upon the opportunities for
the former slaves to become equal with
other maen. It was concerned with condi-
tions--with denials of equal civil rights
as a consequence of State action. The
right to equal treatment in places of
public accommodation is one of the funda-
mental rights the Amendment was intended
to secure against all forms of denial as
a consequence of State action. The con-
sequence does not end when the State
action ceases. We do not suggest that
the victim of the discrimination has a
right to service that he can enforce
against the proprietor of the private
establishment. Our case is pitched upon
the much narrower proposition that so
long as the custom of practicing dis-
crimination against Negroes in places of
public accommodation survives as a
proximate consequence of earlier dis-
criminatory State laws, Congress has
power to enact legislation appropriate to
remedy the violation and the State may
not, without a further violation, lend
the aid of its police or courts to sup-
port the discrimination.
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At p. 11:

The Amendment was intended to grant
power to enact broad civil rights legis-
lation in situations in which the States
had denied the freedmen equal protection
of the laws. Congress is not limited
under Section 5 to inhibiting the Statet s
violations, It has the power to secure
the right to civil equality by dealing
with the consequences of the violation.

We have also included any material which
might be relevant to other theories tentatively
raised in connection with the sit-in cases which de-
pend on historical support, ie., material indicating
that Congress wished to abolish the incidents of
slavery as well as slavery itself when it adopted
the Thirteenth Amendment; material indicating that
the framers of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amend-
ment expected that private discrimination, at least
in public places, would wither away after the
Amendments took effect, and material indicating that
the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment intended to
impose an affirmative duty upon the States to afford
protection to the Negro from private discrimination,
or from certain types of private discrimination.

We have not attempted in this memorandum to
editorialize about what the framers intended to do.
We have felt that, within the time limitations im-
posed, it would be best to get as much raw material
to the Solicitor General as quickly as possible, We
have therefore followed the format contained in the
Appendix to the Brown brief, filling in the history
where necessary, eliminating where necessary. We have
attempted to err on the side of inclusion rather than
exclusion.

Since we have not yet completed our research
on the Civil Rights Act of 1875, the history of that
Act is not discussed in this memorandum, but will be
submitted separately.
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A. The Thirteenth Amendment

The Thirteenth Amendment originated in S.J.
Res. 16, introduced by Senator Henderson of Missouri on
January 11, 1864. 1/ It was referred to the Judiciary
Committee, of which Senator Lyman Trumbull of Illinois
was chairman (Globe, 38th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 145). 2/
The resolution was reported by Trumbull on February 10,
1864 (Globe, p. 553), in an amended form, which was the
form finally adopted. At that time Senator Trumbull
opened the debate, stating (Globe, p. 1313):

If these Halls have resounded
from our earliest recollections with
the strifes and contests of sections,
ending sometimes in blood, it was
slavery which almost always occasioned
them. No superficial observer, even,
of our history North or South, or of
any party, can doubt that slavery lies
at the bottom of our present troubles.
Our fathers who made the Constitution

1/ The text of the resolution was as follows:

Art. 1. Slavery or involuntary servitude except
as a punishment for crime, shall not exist in the
United States.

Art. 2. The Congress, whenever a majority of the
members elected to each House shall deem it necessary,
may propose amendments to the Constitution, or, on
the application of the Legislatures of a majority of
the several States, shall call a convention for
proposing amendments, which in either case shall be
valid, to all intents and purposes, as part of the
Constitution, when ratified by the Legislatures of
two thirds of the several States, or by conventions
in two thirds thereof, as the one or the other mode
of ratification may be proposed by Congress (Globe,
38th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 1313).

2/ All references to the Congressional Globe in this sec-
tion, unless otherwise noted, are to the 38th Congress, 1st Session.
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regarded it as an evil, and looked
forward to its early extinction. They
felt the inconsistency of their posi-
tion, while proclaiming the equal
rights of all to life, liberty, and
happiness, they denied liberty,
happiness, and life itself to a whole
race, except in subordination to them.

Senator Wilson of Massachusetts began his
speech by stating (Globe, p. 1319):

Mr. President, 'our country,' said
that illustrious statesman, John Quincy
Adams, #began its existence by the
universal emancipation of man from the
thralldom of man.' Amidst the darkling
storms of revolution it proclaimed as its
living faith the sublime creed of human
equality. From out the rolling clouds
of battle the new Republic, as it took
its position in the family of nations,
proclaimed in the ear of all humanity
that the poor, the humble, and sons of
toil, whose hands were hardened by
honest labor, whose limbs were chilled
by the blasts of winter, whose cheeks
were scorched by the suns of summer,
were the peers, the equals, before the
law, of kings and princes and nobles,
of the most favored of the sons of men.

Denouncing slavery, Wilson said (Globe, p. 1320):

Sir, this gigantic crime against
the peace, the unity, and the life of
the nation is to make eternal the hate-
ful dominion of man over the souls and
bodies of his fellow-man.

Near the close of his speech, Wilson declared
(Globe, p. 1324):

If this amendment shall be incorporated
by the will of the nation into the Con-
stitution of the United States, it will
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obliterate the last lingering vestiges
of the slave system; its chattelizing,
degrading, and bloody codes; its dark,
malignant, barbarizing spirit; all it
was and is, everything connected with
it or pertaining to it, from the ace
of the nation it has scarred with
moral desolation, from the bosom of
the country it has reddened with the
blood and strewn with the graves of
patriotism. The incorporation of this
amendment into the organic law of the
nation will make impossible forevermore
the reappearing of the discarded slave
system, and the returning of the
despotism of the slavemasters' domina-
tion.

Then, sir when this amendment to
the Constitution shall be consummated
the shackle will fall from the limbs of
the hapless bondman, and the lash drop
from the weary hand of the taskmaster.
Then the sharp cry of the agonizing
hearts of severed families will cease
to vex the weary ear of the nation, and
to pierce the ear of Him whose judgments
are now avenging the wrongs of centuries.
Then the slave mart, pen, and auction-
block, with their clanking fetters for
human limbs, will disappear from the
land they have brutalized, and the
school-house will rise to enlighten the
darkened intellect of a race imbruted
by long years of enforced ignorance.
Then the sacred rights of human nature,
the hallowed family relations of husband
and wife, parent and child, will be pro-
tected by the guardian spirit of that
law which makes sacred alike the proud
homes and lowly cabins of freedom. Then
the scarred earth, blighted by the sweat
and tears of bondage, will bloom again
under the quickening culture of rewarded
toil. Then the wronged victim of the
slave system, the poor white man, the
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sandhiller, the clay-eater of the wasted
fields of Carolina, impoverished, debased,
dishonored by the system that makes toil
a badge of disgrace, and the instruction
of the brain and soul of man a crime,
will lift his abashed forehead to the
skies and begin to run the race of im-
provement, progress, and elevation.

On March 30, 1864, the debate continued. Senator
Davis of Kentucky, speaking against the amendment, argued
that slavery had not caused the war, and that its aboli-
tion by federal action would be a serious violation of
state sovereignty, and would have a "potency * * * for
large and permanent mischief" (Globe, Appendix, pp. 104,
108). On the following day, March 31, he offered an
amendment that no Negro could ever hold citizenship or -
public office in the United States. This was defeated by
a vote of 28 to 6 (Globe, p. 1370). On that day, Senators
Salsbury of Delaware and Clark of New Hampshire engaged
in an extended debate over the constitutional authority
of Congress to propose an amendment at a time when several
states were out of the Union (Globe, pp. 1364-1370). In
the course of this debate, Senator Clark asserted (Globe,
p. 1369):

There is, Mr. President, an essen-
tial difference between the emancipation
of slaves and the abolition of slavery.
The act of Congress of the 17th July, 1862,
set free certain classes of slaves. The
President's proclamation of January 1,
1663, proclaimed freedom to those of
certain districts. Both were measures of
emancipation. They concerned the persons
of slaves, and not the institution of
slavery. Whatever be their force and
extent, no one pretends they altered or
abolished the laws of servitude in any
of the slave States. They rescued some
of its victims, but they left the institu-
tion otherwise untouched. They let out
some of the prisoners, but did not tear
down the hated prison. They emancipated,
let go from the hand, but they left the
hand unlopped, to clutch again such
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unfortunate creatures as it could lay
hold upon. This amendment of the Con-
stitution is of wider scope and more
searching operation. It goes deep into
the soil, and upturns the roots of this
poisonous plant to dry and wither. It
not only sets free the present slave,
but it provides for the future, and
makes slavery impossible so long as
this provision shall remain a part of
the Constitution. Sir, this amendment
will be most propitious. On all the
slave-accursed soil it shall plant new
institutions of freedom, and a new or
regenerated people shall rise up, with
an undying, ever-strengthening fealty
to that Government which has bestowed
nothing but benefits and blessings.

On April 4, Senator Howe of Wisconsin spoke in
favor of the joint resolution (Globe, Appendix, p. 111).
Pointing to the many degrading economic, moral and in-
tellectual effects of the slave system, he stated (Globe,
Appendix, p. 118):

Ir think your amendment should go furtherthan as I understand it does. I think
that when the American people command
that these persons shall be free, they
should command that they be educated,
or at least that there be no laws enacted
in any State to prevent their education
* * * the State which enfranchises its
people and does not educate them shall
be doubly damned * *.

On April 5, 1864, Senator Reverdy Johnson of
Maryland declared that the proposed amendment was proper
and necessary. He declared (Globe, p. 1424):

We mean that the Government in future shall be
as it has been in the past, one, an example of
human freedom for the light and example of
the world, and illustrating in the blessings
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and the happiness it confers the truth
of the principles incorporated into the
Declaration of Independence, that life
and liberty are man's inalienable right.

On the same day, Senators Davis and Powell of Kentucky
each offered amendments imposing conditions upon the
emancipation of the slaves. All these amendments were
defeated (Globe, pp. 1424-1425). 3/

In a speech on April 6, 1864, Senator Harlan
of Iowa, supporting the proposed amendment, reviewed
some of the incidents of slavery (Globe, p. 1437). He
pointed out that slavery necessarily resulted in the
abolition of the relation between husband and wife
and parent and child; it precluded the relation of
person to property, because a slave was declared in-
capable of acquiring and holding property; it deprived
slaves of status in court, and of the right to testify;
it resulted in the suppression of freedom of speech

' and press because in the slave states "it becomes a
crime to discuss * * * (slavery's] claims for pro-
tection or the wisdom of its continuance;" its con-
tinuance required the perpetuation of the ignorance
of its victims. 4/ Senator Harlan asked (Globe,
p. 1439):

3/ One of the Davis amendments would have added the
following words to the first section of the proposed
article (Globe, p. 1425):

"But no slave shall be entitled
to his or her freedom under this
amendment if resident at the time
it takes effect in any State the
laws of which forbid free negroes
to reside therein, until removed
from such State by the Government
of the United States."

4/ Senator Harlan also discussed the effect of slavery
in degrading the white race and in impoverishing the
slave states.
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If, then, none of these necessary
incidents of slavery are desirable, how
can an American Senator cast a vote to
justify its continuance for a single hour,
or withhold a vote necessary for its
prohibition?

Senator Salsbury of Delaware rose to rebut
Harlan. Quoting Biblical authorities, he stated that
slavery had existed almost since the flood, and was a
fact of nature (Globe, p. 1442):

The theory now common seems to be
that the law of God's providence is
equality and uniformity. Such a law
never did pervade or regulate the works
of God's providence to man; but the
law of His providence is inequality and
diversity. I treat of this inequality
of races, of human beings, precisely
as I treat of the inequality which I see
in inanimate and physical nature all
around me.

Senator Hale of New Hampshire followed Senator
Salsbury. He stated in the course of his speech (Globe,
p. 1443):

Mr. President, permit me to say
that this is a day that I and many
others have long wished for, long
hoped for, long striven for. It is
a day when the nation is to commence
its real life, or if it is not the
day, it is the dawning of the day;
the day is near at hand. The day is
to come when the American people are
to wake up to the meaning of the
sublime truths which their fathers
uttered years ago and which have
slumbered dead letters upon the pages
of our Constitution, of our Declara-
tion of Independence, and of our
history -- a day when the nation is
to be disembarrassed of the inconsisten-
cies which have marked its history and
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its career, patent to the world and
to ourselves when we have had the
courage faithfully, fairly, and
boldly to look the truth in the face.

Sir, what is the truth? We
have had upon the pages of our public
history, our public documents, and our
public records some of the sublimest
truths that ever fell from human lips;
and there never has been in the
history of the world a more striking
contrast than we have presented to
heaven and earth between the grandeur
and the sublimity of our professions
and the degradation and infamy of
our practice. That day is to pass
away, and to pass away, I trust,
right speedily.

Later in his speech Senator Hale declared (Globe,
p. 1444):

. . . whenever unconditionally and
without equivocation we come up to
the mark and place ourselves on the
high standard of Christian duty and
resolve that despite of all extraneous
circumstances, of all doubtful contin-
gencies, of all questions of expediency,
we will place ourselves firmly upon
the everlasting rock of duty and our
action shall be in accordance with
our conscientious convictions, then,
and not till then, will that pillar
of cloud by day and fire by night
which led the chosen people from the
house of bondage to the land of
promise be ours. Then we shall in-
deed and in truth be worthy of our
genealogy and our history. Then the
sublime teachings of the Pilgrim
fathers who left everything behind
them that they might come hither and
plant in this wilderness a temple of
liberty and throw wide open its doors
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for the oppressed of earth to enter
and be at rest -- then will all that
be realized. Then without shame,
without reproach, and without apology,
we can stand in this nineteenth century,
soldiers of the new civilization and
of an old Christianity, going forth
to battle with every impulse of our
hearts and every purpose that we
entertain in full accordance with the
best wishes and hopes of the good on
earth and of the God in heaven; when
we take this position and take it
firmly and ably, then and not until
then shall we triumph; then and not
till then shall we see the beginning
of the end.

After some further debate, the Committee of the Whole
agreed to the Judiciary Committee Amendment (Globe, p.
1447).

On April 7, 1864, Senator Hendricks of Indiana
echoed Saulsbury's views of the natural inferiority of
the Negro race. No constitutional amendment could change
that, for (Globe, p. 1457)

* * * they never will associate with
the white people of this country upon
terms of equality. It may be preached;
it may be legislated for; it may be
prayed for; but there is that differ-
ence between the two races that renders
it impossible. If they are among us as
a free people, they are among us as an
inferior people. 5/

5/ After some further debate, Senator Hendricks, in
questioning whether three quarters of the states were
competent to abolish by constitutional amendment an insti-
tution which existed by virtue of state law, stated (Globe,
p. 1458):

All of our great men and jurists have held
that this institution exists by virtue of
State law. That State law may be the common
law of the State, the usage of the State, or
it may be that system of statutes which
recognizes and regulates the institution . .
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Then Senator Henderson, author of the resolution,
spoke for its passage. It must be done, he said, to save
the Union. He also said (Globe, p. 1465):

I will not be intimidated by the fears
of negro equality. The negro may possess
mental qualities entitling him to a
position beyond our present belief.
If so, I shall put no obstacle in the
way of his elevation. There is nothing
in me that despises merit or envies its
rewards. Whether he shall be a citizen
of any one of the States is a question
for that State to determine. If New
York or Massachusetts or Louisiana shall
confer on him the elective franchise,
it is a matter of policy with which I
have nothing to do. The qualification
of voters for members of Congress is a
question under the exclusive control
of the respective States. Whatever
qualifications are prescribed by the
States for electors of the lower branch
of the State Legislatures, the same are
constitutionally prescribed for electors
of members of Congress. Senators are
chosen by the State Legislatures, and
the people of each State determine the
qualifications of voters for both branches
of the Legislature. The manner of
choosing presidential electors is left
to the Legislatures of the States. So
in passing this amendment we do not
confer upon the negro the right to vote.
We give him no right except his freedom,
and leave the rest to the States.

On April 8, 1864, the last day of the Senate
debate, Senator Charles Sumner took the floor. He took
the position that slavery was not sanctioned by the exist-
ing Constitution, stating that "what is true of slavery
is true of all its incidents" (Globe, p. 1479). Recogniz-
ing that slavery still existed, however, ,he urged its
abolition, declaring (Globe, p. 1481):
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. . . It is the rare felicity of such
an act, as well outside as inside the
rebel States, that, while striking a
blow at the rebellion, and assuring
future tranquility, so that the
Republic shall no longer be a house
divided against itself, it will add at
once to the value of the whole fee
simple wherever slavery exists, will
secure individual rights, and will
advance civilization itself.

Sumner also stated that (Globe, p. 1482):

Such an amendment in any event will
give completeness and permanence to
emancipation, and bring the Constitu-
tion into avowed harmony with the
Declaration of Independence. . . .

Sumner, however, preferred that the amendment
be phrased differently. He offered the following sub-
stitute (Globe, p. 1482):

All persons are equal before the
law, so that no person can hold another as
a slave; and the Congress shall have
power to make all laws necessary and
proper to carry this declaration into
effect everywhere within the United
States and the jurisdiction thereof. 6/

6/ This amendment in the nature of a substitute was
originally offered on February 17, 1864, but had not
been discussed prior to this time (Globe, p. 694). Sumner
had also offered a joint resolution (S.J. Res. 24) on
February 8, 1864 (Globe, p. 521), to the same effect.
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Sumner disclaimed any intention of chang-
ing the effect of the original resolution; he only
wished to express its purpose more forcefully, by
explicitly stating the doctrine of equality before
the law. He believed that that expression gave
precision to the principle of protecting human
rights enunciated in the Declaration of Independ-
ence. Acknowledging that the language was new in
this country, he pointed out that it was already
well known in France, and all of Europe, as an
overriding principle of human rights (Ibid)._7/

Commenting on the Sumner amendment,
Senator Howard stated (Globe, p. 1488):

* * * the proposition speaks of all
men being equal. I suppose before the
law a woman would be equal to a man, a
woman would be as free as a man. A wife
would be equal to her husband and as
free as her husband before the law.

The learned Senator from Massachusetts,
I apprehend, has made a very radical mis-
take in regard to the application of this
language of the French constitution. The
purpose for which this language was used
in the original constitution of the
French republic of 1791, was to abolish
nobility and privileged classes. It was
a mere political reformation relating to
the political rights of Frenchmen, and
nothing else. It was to enable all
Frenchmen to reach positions of eminence

7/ The next speaker after Sumner was Senator
Powell of Kentucky, who opposed the original reso-
lution. He stated (Globe, p. 1484):

. Those who favor it do not wish the
Union to be restored as it was. They are
willing, I suppose, to let the southern
States come in as conquered provinces,
bereft of all their property and all
their rights, social and political.

, . . You seem to care for nothing but
the hegro. That seems to be your sole
desire. You seem to be inspired by no
other wish than to elevate the negro to
equality, and give him liberty.
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and honor in the French Government, and
was intended for no other purpose what-
ever. It was never intended there as a
means of abolishing slavery at all. The
Convention of 1794 abolished slavery by
another and separate decree expressly
putting an end to slavery within the
dominions of the French republic and all
its colonies.

Now, sir, I wish as much as the
Senator from Massachusetts in making
this amendment to use significant
language, language that cannot be mis-
taken or misunderstood; but I prefer to
dismiss all reference to French consti-
tutions or French codes, and go back to
the good old Anglo-Saxon language
employed by our fathers in the ordi-
nance of 1787, an expression which has
been adjudicated upon repeatedly, which
is perfectly well understood both by
the public and by judicial tribunals, a
phrase, I may say further, which is
peculiarly near and dear to the people
of the Northwestern Territory, from
whose soil slavery was excluded by it.
I think it is well understood, well
comprehended by the people of the
United States, and that no court of
justice, no magistrate, no person, old
or young, can misapprehend the meaning
and effect of that clear, brief, and
comprehensive clause. I hope we shall
stand by the report of the committee.

Sumner withdrew his amendment (Globe, p. 1488,
1489). Thereafter, Senators Davis, Saulsbury and
McDougall of California delivered final speeches
against the resolution. Saulsbury offered a
lengthy substitute, which was rejected. The final
vote was then taken, resulting in passage of the
resolution by a vote of 38 to 6 (Globe, p. 1490),
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Proceedings were more extended in the House.
When the resolution was taken up on May 31, 1864, an
immediate motion for rejection by Representative
Holman of Indiana was defeated by a vote of 76 to 55
(Globe, p. 2612). Representative Morris of New York
then opened the debate, citing the evils of slavery
which had led the country away from the principles of
equality embodied in the Declaration of Independence.
In his opinion, the amendment was necessary to conform
the Constitution to those principles (Globe, p. 2613).
At an evening session that day, Representative Herrick,
also from New York, attacked the amendment as tampering
with the Constitution of the fathers which would
promote "eternal disunion" (Globe, p. 2615). According
to Representative Herrick, the amendment would abolish
"the right of the States to control their domestic
affairs, and to fix each for itself the status, not
only of the Negro, but of all other people who dwell
within their borders.' Following a speech by Representa-
tive Kellogg of New York, which is not significant here,
the House adjourned (Globe, p. 2621).

The House resumed consideration of the pro-
posed amendment on June 14, 1864. Representative Pruynq,
Wood and Kalbfleisch, all of New York, argued that the
amendment was an invasion of the reserved rights of
the States (Globe, pp. 2939, 2940, 2945). Mr. Wood
opposed the amendment because (Globe, p. 2940):

tats? it aims at the introduction
of a new element over which Government
shall operate. It proposes to make the
social interests subjects for governmental
action. This is the introduction of a
principle antagonist to that which under-
lies all republican systems. Our Union
was made for the political government of
the parties to it, for certain specified
objects of a very general character, all
of them political, and none of them
relating to or affecting in any manner
individual or personal interests in those
things which touch the domestic concerns.
There is no feature or principle of it
giving to the Federal power authority
over them. These were reserved and left
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exclusively to the jurisdiction of the
States and tthe people thereof.t Of this
character are the marital relations, the
religious beliefs, the right of eminent
domain within the territorial limits of
the States, other private property, and
all matters purely social. Slavery where
it exists is a system of domestic labor;
it is not the creature of law. It existed
without law before this Government was
established, It is incorporated into the
organization of society as part of the
existing domestic regulations. It cannot
be brought within constitutional jurisdic-
tion any more than can any or either of
the other private and personal interests
referred to,

On the other hand, Representative Higby of
California upheld the power to amend the Constitution
in the manner proposed (Globe, p. 2943)0 He stated in
the course of his speech (Globe, p. 2944):

Whenever the spirit of free discussion
has arisen, and the question of slavery
has been debated, they who were in favor
of the abolition of slavery were told
that they were in favor of giving to
the slaves the civil rights that white

,K people had, the political rights, and
not only that but the social rights.
The latter point was pressed with more
vehemence than all the others. And
while they have pressed that as an
argument why slavery should not be
annihilated, the secret with the South
in holding fast to slavery has been the
political power which it has given them
in this Government, There is the charm;
there is the fascination, It is power,
political power. That is what they
have held to.

In an evening session that day, Mr. Wheeler
of Wisconsin offered a proviso to the amendment that
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emancipation should not take place in the loyal border
states until ten years after ratification (Globe,
Appendix, p. 124), 8 / Representative Shannon declared
that slavery was inconsistent with the spirit of the
institutions of the nation. Not only the slave, but
also the non-slaveholding class of white men was harmed
by its evils. He noted that (Globe, p. 2948):

This institution necessarily establishes
three conditions of society where it pre-
vails: the master, the slave, and that
most degraded condition of all, the middle-..
man, or the poor white trash, whose vocation
is pander and pimp to the vices of both master
and slave, and ultimately dependent on both,
having no recognized condition, and enjoying
none of the privileges of the governing or
governed class, but an outcast from both and
despised by both.

Now let it never be forgotten that our
mission also is to elevate and disinthrall
that most injured and dependent class of our
fellow white men from their downtrodden and
degraded condition, that they too may be men,
and enjoy the independence and rights of
manhood.

Mr. Shannon concluded with an argument against
Wheelerts proviso, insisting that Congress "must not
only emancipate the slaves in the seceded States, but
we must include the slaves of the border States, leaving
no root of the accursed tree to spring up for the future
to the peril of the country"(Globe, p. 2949).

Representative Marcy of New Hampshire, speaking
against emancipation, stated that the resolution was an
attempt to overthrow the Constitution, and asserted that
his constituents did not believe that "the black man is
equal to the white" (Globe, p. 2950). Representative
Kellogg of Michigan, on the other hand, believed that the

8 / On June 15, 1864, just before the final vote was
taken, Wheeler's amendment was defeated.
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adoption of the amendment was necessary in order

* * * to carry out the objects of the
Constitution itself as set forth in the
preamble, and remove the only cause of
discord and contention from our midst.
We propose to insert an article prohibi-
ting slavery throughout the Republic; and
unless this is done I fear we shall
experience greater calamities in the
future than we have suffered already.

We have called John Brown a fanatic;
we have said that he was crazy, and I
should not wonder if he was. He was a
man who had a clear perception of the
wickedness of slavery, and was so affected
by it that he could think of nothing else.
'Here,' said he, tare millions of human
beings whom God made and Christ died for,
who are robbed of every right by a people
professedly Christian. They are men, but
they must not read the word of God; they
have no right to any reward for their labor;
no right to their wives; no right to their
children; no right to themselves! The la.w
makes them property and affords them no
protection, and what are the Christian
people of this country doing about it?
Nothing at all%

But what caused this conspiracy against the
best Government that ever existed? What
but slavery itself and its influence upon
them? It taught them to love absolute
power, imbued them with a hatred of demo-
cratic ideas and institutions, and a love
for those social and political distinctions
in society which prevailed in the Govern-
ments of the Old World (Globe, p. 2955).

Representative Ross of Illinois indicated his
belief that the amendment was part of the administrations
policy to "place the Negro as to civil and political rights
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on an equality with the whites * * *" (Globe, p. 2957).

This was the "Negro-equality doctrine tendered by the
party in power" (Globe, p. 2959). Representative
Holman of Indiana also was against freeing the Negro.
He characterized the amendment as an invasion of "the
domestic policies of States so solemnly guarantied by
the Constitution" (Globe, p. 2961). He presented this
interpretation of its scope (Globe, p. 2962):

It confers on Congress the power to invade
any State to enforce the freedom of the
African in war or peace. What is the
meaning of all that? Is freedom the
simple exemption from personal servitude?
No, sir; in the language of America it
means the right to participate in govern-
ment, the freedom for which our fathers
resisted the British empire. Mere exemp-
tion from servitude is a miserable idea
of freedom. A pariah in the State, a
subject, but not a citizen, holding any
right at the will of the governing power.
What is this but slavery? It exists in
my own noble State. Then, sir, this
amendment has some significance. Your
policy, directed in its main purpose to
the enfranchisement of a people who have
looked with indifference on your struggle,
who have given their strength to your
enemies, and then the constitutional power
to force them into freedom, to citizenship.
If such be your purpose, why deceive a
noble and confiding people? Your purpose
in this amendment is not to increase the
efficiency of your Army or to diminish
the power of your enemies. No, sir; you
diminish the one and increase the other.
You run the hazard of all that to gratify
your visionary fanaticism, the elevation
of the African to the august rights of
citizenship.

On June 15, 1864, the last day of House debate
on the amendment, Representative Farnsworth of Illinois
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deprecated the opposition fears of Negro equality and
miscegenation, stating (Globe, p. 2979):

I thank God that the Republic has at
last recognized the manhood of the negro.
Gentlemen may call us 'miscegenists,t and
they may talk of equal rights. I do not
know of any man in the party to which I
belong who is fearful of coming into
competition with the negro. I know
there are many men of the party of my
colleague who spoke last evening, [Mr.
Ross ] who do feel that the negro is their
natural competitor and rival, and they do
fear, and fear with some reason, too,
that the negroes will outstrip them if
we give them a fair chance. I have heard
gentlemen talk about their fears that
negroes might become Representatives upon
this floor. Well, I am inclined to think
that the country would not suffer by such
a change in some instances. Oh! they are
afraid of 'negro equality' and tmiscegena-
tion.t You must not unchain the slave and
allow him the fruits of his own toil and
permit him to fight for the Republic for
fear of negro equality and miscegenation!
Can the head or heart of man conceive of
anything more mean and despicable?

Mr. Mallory of Kentucky asserted that passage
of the amendment would lead the States to abject sub-
mission (Globe, p. 2981):

Give up our right to have slavery if we
choose, submit to have that right
wrested from us, and in what right are
we secure? One after another will be
usurped by the President and Congress,
until all state rights will be gone,
and perhaps state limits obliterated,
and a grand imperial despotism erected
upon our rights and liberties.

Mr. Mallory pointed out that numberses of the free states
by law prohibit their immigration within their limits"
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(Globe, p. 2983), and stated (Ibid):

How have you freed them in Louisiana?
Banks, with the consent of the President,
has established a system of slavery there,
better for the master and worse for the
slave, than any that I have any experience
of. By it the master is relieved of the
expense of rearing the slave until he is
capable of performing profitable labor,
and released from all obligation to main.-
tain him after he had become unfitted by
age or disease to render remunerating
service. Nor is there the least freedom
conceded to the slave by this system,
unless it be the liberty to wander off,
when overtaken by death, and die like
a dog on the first dung heap intended
and uncared for by a kind and Christian
master. He has not the liberty to work
where he pleases; he is confined to the
limits of a particular plantation. He
has not the right to work when he pleases;
his hours of labor are prescribed.

Representative Kelley of Pennsylvania,
supporting the amendmentderided its opponents. He
declared (Globe, p. 2984):

Their love of Democracy and the Consti-
tution finds expression in degrading the
laboring man to a thing of sale, upon
the auction-block, in shutting out
from more than half our territory schools
and churches and civilization in all its
aspects, whether it be religion, science,
art, or social life.

He said (Globe, p. 2985):

Let justice to all men be our aim. Let
us establish freedom as a permanent
institution, and make it universal,
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Representative Edgerton of Indiana charged
that the object, in part, of the party in power was
by means of the proposed amendment, to "make the Negro
population not merely a passive but an active basis
of representation in the Federal Government" (Globe,
p. 2987). He stated (Ibid.):

First, the negro a citizen of the United
States; secondly, the negro a free citizen
of the United States, protected everywhere,
in defiance of existing State constitutions
and laws, as such citizen; and thirdly,
the negro a voting citizen of the United
States, are all propositions logically
involved in the proposed amendment.

At another point in his speech, Mr. Edgerton
declared (Globe, p. 2987):

There can, therefore, it seems to
me, be no practical purpose to be accomplished
by this attempt at constitutional amendment
at this time, except to indicate to the
world, and especially to the men in arms
against us, that the war on our part is
to accomplish the very purpose with which
they charged us in the beginning,namely,
the abolition of slavery in the United
States, and the political and social
elevation of negroes to all the rights of
white men.

Mr. Edgerton asked (Globe, p. 2988):

[Is] it right or wise, I ask, that we,
a fraction of the constitutional repre-
sentation in Congress, should attempt to
provide for a fundamental change in the
Government that will over turn their social
and industrial systems, and affect for
all time the absent and protesting States?

His speech concluded with this accusation
against the majority in Congress (Globe, p. 2988):
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You desire no peace, and you do not
intend, if you can help it, to accept
peace until you have abolished slavery;
deprived if not robbed by confiscation
the property-holders of the South of
their rightful inheritance; made negroes
socially and politically the equals of
white men; and remodeled the Constitution
to suit your own political purposes.

Mr. Arnold of Illinois, who followed Mr. Edgerton,
favored the amendment. He stated (Globe, p. 2989):

The America of the past is gone forever.
A new nation is to be born from the agony
through which the people are now passing.
This new nation is to be wholly free.
Liberty, equality before the law is to
be the great corner-stone.

The next speaker was Representative Ingersoll,
who spoke in favor of the amendment. He said of the
amendment (Globe, p. 2989):

It will be heralded over the world as
another grand step upward and onward in
the irresistible march of a christianized
civilization. The old starry banner of
our country, as it "floats over the sea
and over the land," will be grander and
more glorious than ever before. Its stars
will be brighter; it will be holier; it
will mean more than a mere nationality;
it will mean universal liberty; it will
mean that the rights of mankind, without
regard to color or race, are respected and
protected. The oppressed and downtrodden of
all the world will take new courage; hope
will spring afresh in their struggling
and weary hearts; and when they look upon
that banner in distant lands they will
yearn to be here, where they can enjoy the
inestimable blessings which are denied
them forever on their native shores.

Mr. Ingersoll gave some idea of his definition
of freedom (Globe, p. 2990):
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I am in favor of the adoption of this
amendment because it will secure to the
oppressed slave his natural and God-given
rights. I believe that the black man has
certain inalienable rights, which are as
sacred in the sight of Heaven as those of
any other race. I believe he has a right
to live, and live in a state of freedom.
He has a right to breathe the free air
and enjoy God's free sunshine. He has a
right to till the soil, to earn his bread
by the sweat of his brow, and enjoy the
rewards of his own labor. He has a right
to the endearments and enjoyment of family
ties; and no white man has any right to
rob him of or infringe upon any of these
blessings.

In his view, however, freedom, in a broad sense, would
not be given to the slave alone (Ibid.):

I am in favor of the adoption of this
amendment to the Constitution for the sake
of the seven millions of poor white
people who live in the slave States but
who have ever been deprived of the blessings
of manhood by reason of this thrice-accursed
institution of slavery. Slavery has kept
them in ignorance, in poverty, and in
degradation. Abolish slavery, and school-
houses will rise upon the ruins of the slave
mart, intelligence will take the place of
ignorance, wealth of poverty, and honor of
degradation; industry will go hand in hand
with virtue, and prosperity with happiness,
and a disinthralled and regenerated people
will rise up and bless you and be an honor
to the American Republic

Mr. Randall of Pennsylvania then spoke against
the amendment, maintaining that (Globe, p. 2991):

[TJhe only mode in which the Union can be
restored and put on the march of a newer
and more glorious progress, is by having
due regard to the mutual advantages and
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interests of the States. This will
rest our liberties on a solid basis.
This cannot be done by laying waste their
lands, or by carrying off their property,
or by endeavoring to make the African
that which God did not intend--the
physical, mental, and social equal of
the white man.
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A vote was taken on June 15, 1864: yeas 93,
nays 65, not voting 23. Since the required two-thirds
majority had not been obtained, the resolution failed.
However, Congressman Ashley of Ohio, originally voting
in favor of the amendment, changed his vote for the
declared purpose of enabling him, under the rules, to
bring on a motion to reconsider (Globe, p. 2995). No
further action was taken at that session of the House.

In the second session of the 38th Congress,
the "lame duck" session, President Lincolnts message
on the State of the Union referred to the victory of
the Republican party at the polls on the antislavery
issue. He recommended the reconsideration and passage
of the resolution at that session, pointing out that
the next Congress would almost certainly pass the
measure if this one did not (Globe, 38th Cong., 2d
Sess., App., p, 3).

Representative Ashley, the floor leader for
the measure in the House, opened the discussion on
reconsideration on January 6, 1865, again urging that the
resolution be passed, and reiterating the harmful effects
of slavery upon the non-slaveholding population of the
South (Globe, 38th Cong., 2d Sess., p. 138). 9 / He
predicted a glorious future for the country ofthe
amendment were adopted (Globe, p. 141):

Suppose your Secretary of the Treasury
goes into the market to-morrow to borrow
$500,000,000, payable in thirty or forty
years, what will be the first question
asked by the capitalist? Will it be as to
the rate of interest you are willing to
give, or will it be rather as to your
ability to pay the principal? I take it
that that would be his first inquiry.
He would ask you, "What will be the con-
dition of your country and Government
thirty or fourty years hence?" If you
could answer him, as you might truthfully
answer him, were this amendment adopted,

9 / The remaining references to the Congressional Globe
in this section are to the 38th Congress, 2d session.
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"Sir, in thirty or forty years we shall
not be indebted at home or abroad a single
dollar, and will be the most powerful and
populous, the most enterprising and wealthy
nation in the world;" if you could tell
him this, and add, as you may, that in
thirty or forty years we will show the
world a Government whose sovereignty on
the North American continent will not be
questioned from ocean to ocean, and from
the Isthmus of Panama to the ice-bound
regions of the North; and tell him, also,
that our system of free labor, guarantied
by the national Constitution to all gener.
ations of men, with free schools and
colleges and a free press, with churches
no longer fettered with the manacles of
the slavemaster, with manufactures and
commerce exceeding in vastness anything
which had ever been known, and a nation
of men unrivaled in culture, enterprise,
and wealth, and more devotedly attached
to their country than the people of any
other nation, because of the constitu-
tional guarantee of the Government to
protect the rights of all, and secure the
liberty and equality of its people; if
you could tell him this, and that such a
race of free men would make the South and
the entire nation what New England is
to-day, your Secretary could have all the
money he wanted, and on his own terms.

Representative Orth of Indiana declared that
an amendment prohibiting slavery in the United States
would effect a practical application of the self-evident
truths embodied in the Declaration of Independence,
i.e., "that all men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights;
that among these, are life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness" (Globe, p. 142). He continued (Globe, p. 143):

While we remember that it is the constitu-
tional duty of the United States to
"guaranty to every State in this Union a
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republican form of government," let us
not forget that the surest and safest way
to discharge this duty is to provide
proper guards and checks for the protec-
tion of individual and social rights in
these communities; to keep over them, so
long as may be necessary, a guardian
watch and care; to remove every opposing
element; "to bind up the broken reeds;"
to infuse a love of country and of
devotion to the Constitution and laws of
the land; and last, but not least, to
see that the name and spirit of human
bondage shall be erased from every State
constitution, and personal freedom with-
out distinction assured to every one of
their citizens.

When these things shall have been
accomplished, and society reconstructed
upon this improved basis, with every
germ of aristocracy uprooted, we shall
then be prepared to perform the consti-
tutional injunction, readmit these "way-
ward sisters" to the family circle, and
establish within the borders of each,
in truth and in fact, a republican form
of government.

Some good people, in connection with
this matter, are giving themselves, in
my opinion, much unnecessary uneasiness
about the question, "What shall we do
for or with the late owners of these
freedmen?" The one is as important as
the other, and both may well claim the
consideration of the statesman and the
philanthropist, Both classes have been
and are being liberated from the
thralldom of slavery, and their new con-
dition presents many interesting phases.
The war, however, in its varying changes,
is daily relieving both questions of
many of their supposed complications, and
probably the wisest course to pursue is to
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hasten the day when the system which has
debased the one and enfeebled the other
shall cease to exist; to leave both
classes in the hands of God who created
them, and giving to each equal protection
under the law, bid them go forth with the
scriptural injunction, "In the sweat of
thy face shalt thou eat bread."

Representative Bliss of Ohio, in his speech
on January 7, 1865, continued his opposition. Even
the Negroes "have sense enough to know", he said,
"that politicians cannot reverse the decree of
Almighty God and make their race equal, socially or
politically, with white men" (Globe, p. 150).

Representative Rogers of New Jersey denied
the assertion that the amendment would have the effect
of conforming our institutions to the principles of
the Declaration of Independence. In his view the
Declaration had nothing to do with slaves, for (Globe,
p. 152):

Neither the persons who had been imported
as slaves nor their descendants, whether
they had then become free or not, were
then included in the general words of the
Declaration of Independence or acknowledged
as a part of the people. They had for more
than a century before been regarded as an
inferior race and not fit to associate with
whites, socially or politically; that the
negro might justly and lawfully be reduced
to slavery for the benefit of the white
race; he was bought and sold like any other
article of merchandise,

Mr. Davis of New York then rose to observe that
the definition of civil liberty, as indicated in Mr.
Rogerst speech, apparently consisted "in the right of
one people to enslave another people to whom nature has
given equal rights of freedom." Repudiating that inter-
pretation, he declared (Globe, p. 154):

Nature made all men free, and entitled
them to equal rights before the law; V
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and this Government of ours must stand
upon this principle, which, sooner or
later, will be recognized throughout
the civilized world.

His speech closed with a plea that (Globe, p. 155):

when we speak of civil liberty let it not
be that which represents only the blood
of a particular race; let it be that
which represents man, no matter what land
may have given him birth, no matter what
may have been his political condition.

y .- JA-

I am not, sir, one of those who believe
that the emancipation of the black race
is of itself to elevate them to an equality
with the white race. I believe in the
distinction of races as existing in the
providence of God for his wise and bene-
ficent designs to man; but I would ma1'
every race free and equal before the law,
permitting to each the elevation to which
its own capacity and culture should entitle
it, and securing to each the fruits of its
own progression.

This we can do only by removing every
vestige of African slavery from the American
Republic.

On January 9, 1865, consideration was resumed.
Congressman Yeaman of Kentucky, Morrill of Vermont and
Odell of New York all spoke in favor of the amendment
(Globe, pp. 168, 172, 174). Mr. Ward of New York, how-
ever, remained against it, He stated that (Globe, p. 177):

* * * we are now called upon to sanction
a joint resolution to amend the Consti-
tution, so that all persons shall be
equal before the law, without regard to
color, and so that no person shall here-
after be held in bondage * * *

Sir, it would seem to me that the sum
total of the wisdom of the ruling party
is contained in the dogma that the Negro
is exactly like the white man,
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Similarly, Representative Mallory of Kentucky refused
to support the amendment, declaring (Globe, p. 179):

I know hundreds of the Republican party--
or I did know hundreds of them in former
times; I do not know what their opinions
may be now--who were bitterly opposed to
this policy; who would have fought to
the bitter end against setting free the
negroes to remain in the States where
they were freed, and to control the
destinies of this Government by the
exercise of the elective franchise, main-
taining an equality with the white man,
socially, civilly, politically. Do they
entertain that opinion now? Does any
colleague entertain it? Is he, are they,
now in favor of the negro remaining when
freed in the States where freed, enjoying
the right of suffrage, politically the
equal of the white man?

Mr. Mallory also feared that Section 2 of the Amendment,
giving Congress enforcement power, would be used to
require enfranchisement of the Negro. 10/

10/ He stated (Globe, p. 180):

You intend that no State shall deny
the freed negro the right of fran-
chise. If it shall be done in any
State you will set aside its action
by the Federal power. I believe you
intend to claim the right to prevent
it by legislative enactment under that
clause of this joint resolution which
provides that Congress make the
necessary laws to carry out the provi-
sions of this amendment. Is not this
your purpose? Will gentlemen deny it?
This I aver to be the object of the
leading few who control the following
many of the party in power.

I
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On the following day, January 10, 1865,
remarks were made by various members essentially
repeating previous arguments (Globe, pp. 189, 193,
195, 199, 200). Representative Wood of New York,
an opponent, inquired "whether, even if the effect
[of the amendment] shallbe to free the slaves, we
shall have given to that unfortunate race any
amelioration of their condition, any social or
political elevation of their status, or have
advantaged them in any regard whatever." (Globe,
p. 194). He asked what was to be done with the
freed Negro after abolition. He stated (Globe,
p. 194):

Well, sir, we will assume that we have
abolished slavery. What then? The gentle-.
man from Kentucky [Mr. Mallory] asked you
yesterday what do you propose to do with
these people when you have freed them?
Deport them? As the gentleman told you,
it would add $4,000,000,000 to your debt,
but that, in his own expressive language
would not deter gentlemen upon the other
side of the House. The scheme of coloni-
zation has been abandoned; that scheme had
for its supporters such men as Henry Clay
and Daniel Webster. Our new lights have
gone against that. They desire to keep
these negroes here for home consumption.
First, to use them as instruments by which
to obtain political power. Secondly, to
retain the power thus obtained. Thirdly,
to gratify vengeance against the slaveholder.
Fourthly, as an excuse for continuing the
war, and thus to continue the army of
Government officials, and finally, if
possible, to elevate the negro to the con-
dition of the white man and give him
suffrage, and by that means to create a
power which will forever rule and control
this country.
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On the other hand, Representatives Grinnell
of Iowa, Farnsworth of Illinois and McBride of Oregon
supported the amendment. Grinnell revelled in "this
grandest opportunity . . . to make the land of the
Pilgrims and of Washington free; so free that another
rebellion will be impossible; to make the nation's
destiny so glorious that Heaven shall look down to
see" (Globe, p. 200). Congressman McBride undertook
to rebut the argument that emancipation meant enfranchise-
ment (Globe, p. 202):

A recognition of natural rights is one
thing, a grant of political franchises is
quite another. * * * If political rights
must necessarily follow the possession of
personal liberty, then all but male citi-
zens in our country are slaves. This
illustration alone reduces the conclusion
to an absurdity. Sir, let the rights and
status of the negro settle themselves as
they will and must upon their own just
basis. If, as a race, they shall prove
themselves worthy the elective franchise,
I tell gentlemen they will enjoy the right;
they will demand and they will win it, and
they ought to have it. If, on the contrary,
as a race, they are so far inferior to those
with whom they must compete as to be unequal
to the high and responsible position of free
electors, any attempt to elevate them to
that standard will be a signal failure. I
have no faith in their ability to contend
in the race before them successfully, and
no fear of degrading my own race by contact
with them, for, sir, there is an antagonism
between the races which will prevent any-
thing like a complete blending of them, and
I leave all questions of the consequences of
emancipation to be settled by justice and
expediency as experience shall dictate.
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On January 12, 1865, Representative Smith
of Kentucky, Cox of Ohio, Woodbridge of Vermont, and

Thayer of Pennsylvania debated the question of state

rights (Globe, pp. 235-246). Representative Smith

urged the House to "l[g]ive the negroes their freedom

and let them go where they please." (Globe, p. 236).
"Shall we not" he said,"look forward one hundred and

fifty years and see millions of freemen, men who know

no masters, and one free country, stretching from
the Atlantic to the Pacific under one Constitution,
with the one motto of liberty and justice forever?"
(Globe, p. 238).

Mr. Cox questioned the power to amend the
Constitution in the respect proposed. He declared
(Globe, p. 242):

If we may change the relation of the
blacks to the whites in one respect, may
we not in another? May we not change the
Constitution to give them suffrage in
States in spite of all State laws to the
contrary? Must we not declare all State
laws based on their political inequality
with the white races null and void?
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On January 13, 1865, Mr. Rollins of Missouri,
who had voted against the measure in the spring, now
changed his vote, stating:

"I am a believer in the Declaration of
Independence wherein it is asserted
that 'all men are created equal.' I
believe that when it says 'all men'
it means every man * * * without regard
to race, color, or any other accidental
circumstances by which he may be sur-
rounded." (Globe, p. 260.)

After additional speeches in favor of the
Amendment by Representatives Garfield of Ohio, Stevens
of Pennsylvania 11/ and Baldwin of Massachusetts (Globe,
pp. 263, 265, 2667, the House adjourned for the day.

Consideration of the resolution was postponed,
and not resumed until January 28, 1865. On that day,
the debate consisted of a number of short addresses
which added little to the discussion. (Globe, pp.
478, 480, 481, 482, 485, 487.) However, in the course
of one speech, Representative Patterson of New
Hampshire indicated that all the previous remarks
about "negro equality" were irrelevant to the dis-
cussion of the resolution. He pointed out that

"In seeking to purge our
institutions of the mortal taint
of slavery, in seeking to rescue
our liberties by an organic change
from the fatal imperium in imperio,
it is not necessary to fix the
ethnological position of the
African or to prove his equality
with the white races." (Globe, p. 484.)

11/ This was the speech in which Thaddeus Stevens
declared what he hoped would be his epitaph after his
death:

"Here lies one who never rose to any
eminence, and who only courted the
low ambition to have it said that he
had striven to ameliorate the condition
of the poor, the lowly, the downtrodden
of every race and language and color."
(Globe, p. 266.)
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When debate opened on January 31, 1865, the
day on which the final vote was to be taken, Repre-
sentatives McAllister and Coffroth of Pennsylvania,
and Herrick of New York, who had all voted against
the resolution in the first session, rose to announce
that they had changed their minds and would now
support the proposed amendment. (Globe, pp. 523,
524.) Congressman Brown of Wisconsin, however,
remained opposed, on the ground, inter alia, that
immediate emancipation

"1 * * * utterly ignores the
greatest evil of slavery; [which]
extends through generations its
effect in completely debasing the
subject of it and making him unfit
either to be a good citizen or a
good man. (Globe, p. 527.)

After Mr. Ashley's pending motion to recon-
sider had been agreed to, the final vote was taken
on the resolution. It passed by a vote of 119 to 56,
slightly more than the required two-thirds, and the
House immediately adjourned, "in honor of this
immortal and sublime event." (Globe, p. 531.)
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B. The Black Codes

The Thirteenth Amendment was submitted to the
States for ratification in February, 1865. On March,
1865, Congress adjourned. During the interval between
adjournment and the convening of the 39th Congress in
December, 1865, the provisional governments in the
Southern States, which had been established by
President Johnson under his "restoration" policy, en-
acted the so-called "Black Codes", which were designed
to restrict the freedom of the newly freed Negroes in
the Southern States. These Codes discriminated
against Negroes in ways which make modern segregation
laws pale by comparison. They were regarded by the
majority in Congress as "an attempt on the part of
Johnson's reorganized governments to reestablish
virtual slavery and thus reverse the result of the
war. "12/

The Codes were contained either in statutes
or in ordinances. An ordinance of the City of
Opelousas, Louisiana, referred to in the Congres-
sional debates on the Freedmen's Bureau and Civil
Rights bills, both of which were enacted before the
adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment (see infra),
provided, inter alia, that "no negro or freedman shall
be allowed to come within te6 limits of the town of
Opelousas without special permission from his em-
ployers, specifying the object of his visit and the
time necessary for the accomplishment of the same";
that "every Negro freedman who shall be found on the
streets of Opelousas after 10 o'clock at night with-
out a written pass or permit from his employers
shall be "fined or imprisoned; that "no Negro or
freedman shall be permitted to rent or keep a house
within the limits of the town under any circum-
stances" nor to reside within the town limits if not
in the regular service of some white person or
former owner; nor to engage in public meetings or
congregations within the town limits without permis-
sion of the mayor or the president of the Board of
Police (except "usual church services conducted by
established ministers of religion"; nor to "sell,
barter, or exchange any articles of merchandise or
traffic within the limits of Opelousas without per-

12/ Randall, The Civil War and Reconstruction (1937),
p. 724.
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mission in writing from his employer or the mayor or
president of the board." Senate Executive Document
No. 2, 39th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 92-93.

Other Black Codes referred to in the de-
bates included the newly enacted "Freedments Bill" in
Mississippi which prohibited Negroes from holding,
leasing, or renting real estate; forced freedmen to
marry whomever they were then living with; excluded
Negroes from testifying against whites; and gave local
authorities power to prevent freedmen from entering
business (Globe, p. 941). The South Carolina Code
provided that all Negroes were to be bound out to some
master; the adult Negro was compelled to enter into a
contract with the master and a district judge was to
fix the value of the labor (Globep. 588). In
Tennessee, a vagrant Negro could be sold to the
highest bidder to pay his jail fees and his children
could be bound out to a master by the county court.
Also, if a master failed to pay the Negro, the Negro
could not sue him or testify against him. (Globe,
p. 589). Similar provisions existed in Alabama
(Globe, p. 589, 517, 941). In Virginia a Negro was
forced to work for "the common wages given to other
laborers" and the land owners formed combinations
setting rates of wages; (Globe,p. 589). If a Negro
refused to work for these wages he was seized as a
vagrant, and sold into service (Globe, p. (589).
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C. Thirty-ninth Congress Legislation

1. The Wilson Bill (S. 9)

On December 4, 1865, the opening day of the
39th Congress, Senator Wilson introduced in the Senate
a bill (S. 9) providing for the nullification of the
Black Codes (Globe, p. 2). It declared null and void
all state laws, statutes, acts, ordinances, rules, and
regulations whereby ing&A9it of civil rights and
immunities was "recognized, autborized-, EEiaWIt or
maintained, by reason or in consequence of any dis-
tinctions or differences of color, race, or descent or
a previous condition or status of slavery or involuntary
servitude . . . "(Globe, p. 39). On December 13, he
moved to take up the bill without committee reference.
In urging immediate adoption of his measure, Wilson
noted that "whatever differences of opinion may exist
in regard to the right of suffrage, I am sure there can
be no difference of opinion among honest and just men
in regard to maintaining the civil rights and immunities

Qgfreedmen; they should tLad ny rate lke tk e
non-voting white popul't on o those States" (Globe p. U
3#TIh quoted length yts e P'UM'the Black Codes
of Mississippi and Alabama, remarking that such legis-
lation made freedmen the "slaves of society" and that it
was far better to be a slave of one man than to be the
"slave of arbitrary law." He added that not only did
the "old slave codes still exist" in many Southern states,
but that the new codes were

inhuman, unchristian, and inconsistent
with the idea that these freedmen have
rights. These freedmen are as free as
I am, to work when they please, to play
when they please, to go where they
please, and to use the product of their
labor, and those states have no right to
pass such laws as are now pending and
have just been passed in some of them.
(Globe, p. 41)

A

Senator Reverdy Johnson of Maryland, although
stating that he favored the general proposition of the
bill, objected to it on the grounds that it was too in-
distinct as to the rights to be protected and that its
effects were too uncertain. (Globe, p. 40). Also,
Senator Cowan of Pennsylvania expressed himself as "ex-
ceedingly desirous that by some means or other the natural
rights of all people in the country shall be secured to
them, no matter what their color or complexion may be, andV~4O
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may be secured to them in such a way as that States
themselves cannot hereafter wrest them away from them"
(Globe, p. 40). He thought, however, that this aim
could be attained only by means of an amendment to the
Constitution (Globe, p. 41). Senator Wilson rose to
state his understanding that the Thirteenth Amendment
had already been adopted,13/ and that under its second
section, "we have the power to pass not only a bill that
shall apply these provisions to the rebel States, but to
Kentucky, to Maryland, to Delaware, and to all the loyal
States" (Globe, p. 41).

Senator Sherman of Ohio concurred with Senators
Johnson and Cowan that the measure ought to be postponed
until the Amendment was finally ratified. There would
then be no doubt of the power of Congress to pass the
bill and to make it definite and general in its terms,
and applicable throughout the United States. In his
view the Thirteenth Amendment contained "not only an
express guarantee of liberty to every inhabitant of the
United States, but an express grant of power to Congress
to secure this liberty by appropriate legislation. Now,
unless a man may be free without the right to sue and be
sued, to plead and be impleaded, to acquire and hold
property, and to testify in a court of justice, then
Congress has the power, by the express terms of this
amendment, to secure all these rights." (Globe, p. 41).
He also objected that the bill did not specify what
rights were to be protected. He wished it to be more
specific, for there was "scarcely a State in the Union

13/ This statement was made on December 13, 1865. The
Thirteenth Amendment was actually declared to have been
adopted on December 8, 1865, by a proclamation of the
Secretary of State, 13 Stat. 774. However, Wilson based
his bill on the war powers of Congress (41).

I
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that does not make distinctions on account of color"
(Globe, p. 41). He preferred that

when we legislate on this subject we
should secure to the freedmen of the
Southern States certain rights, naming
them, defining precisely what they
should be. For instance, we could
agree that every man should have the
right to'sue and be sued in any court
of justice * * *. So with the right
to testify, * * * the right to acquire
and hold property, to enjoy the fruits
of their own labor, to be protected in

educated, and to go and come at pleasure.
These are among the natural rights of
free men. (Globe, p. 42).

Mr. Saulsbury of Delaware indicated his doubts
that the proposals just mentioned were authorized or even
necessary. He believed that such measures could not be
authorized under the Thirteenth Amendment, which had been
enacted "for the purpose, and none other, of preventing
State Legislatures from enslaving, under any pretense,
those whom the first clause declared should be free."
(Globe, p. 43). However, Senator Trumbull of Illinois
then declared that the second section of the Thirteenth
Amendment had been inserted for the very purpose "of
preventing State Legislatures from enslaving, under any
pretense, those whom the first clause declared should be
free, and for the conferring upon Congress authority by
appropriate legislation to carry the first section into
effect." (Globe, p. 43).kY/ He thought it was idle to
say that a man was free who could not go and come at
pleasure, who could not buy and sell property, and who
could not enforce his rights.

/ He added that what was appropriate legislation was
for Congress alone to determine; this was directed at
protecting the Wilson bill from attacks that the Consti-
tution did not authorize such legislation by the Federal
government.
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When asked by Senator Saulsbury if he had made
clear his understanding of the scope of the Amendment
when it was being debated in the Senate, Trumbull replied:
"Ido not know that I stated it . . . I could make it no
plainer than the statement itself makes it." (Globe, p.
43).

He too preferred that the Congress wait and
proceed under the Amendment, which would authorize
Congress to enact more sweeping legislation, and be gave
notice of his intent to introduce such a bill. (Globe,
p. 43). However, he expressed the hope that such legis-
lation would be made unnecessary by the actions of the
Southern states.

I trust there may be a feeling among
them in harmony with the feeling through-
out the country and which shall not only
abolish slavery in name, but in fact, and
that the legislation of the slave states
in after years may be as effective to
elevate, enlighten and improvP-th African as
it has been in the past to insecure .and de-
grade him. (Id.) 1'

A week later debate was resumed on the bill.
Senator Sumner decry fred that the purpose of the bill was
"nothing less than to establish Equality before the Law,
at least so far as civil rights are concerned in the
rebel states." (Globe, p. 91). The argument for the
bill he found "irresistible." It was, he felt, essential
to complete Emancipation. "Without it Emancipation will
be only half done. It is our duty to see that it is
wholly done. Slavery must be abolished not in form only,
but in substance, so that there shall be no Black Code;
but all shall be Equal before the Law." (Ibid.) During
the course of his lengthy speech, Sumner reTfrom letters
and reports of anonymous travelers and observers com-
menting on conditions in the South. Typically, these
letters reported that Southerners "hope as long as the
black race exists here to be able to hold it in a con-
dition of serfdom." (Globe, p. 92) and that the Black
Codes would result in establishing in the South "a
Mexican system of peonage." (Ibid.) Another letter
writer quoted by Sumner remarked that by virtue of the
Codes "The South is determined to have slavery -- the
thing if not the name." (Globe, p. 94-95).



In responding to Sumner's speech, Senator
Cowan objected to the vagueness of the proponents of
the bill about just what civil rights they wanted to
secure for the Negro. Noting that slavery had been
abolished in all Southern states, he noted: "But
still further guarantees are wanted; we are not told
what they are. What are they? What is wanted?"
(Globe, p. 96). He preferred that the States continue
to regulate these matters. cd).

On the following day, December 21, 1865,
Senator Steward of Nevada opened the debate. Although
he avowed he was "in favor of legislation on this sub-
ject, and such legislation as shall secure the freedom
of those who were formerly slaves, and their equality
before the law - - -", he was against the bill as being
too radical, and he expressed the hope that the conduct
of the Southern states would render Congressional enact-
ments unnecessary. (Globe, 109-111).

Mr. Wilson responded by declaring that the
Black Codes had to be annulled so that the

,man made free by the Constitution of the
United States, sanctioned by the voice of
the American people, is a freeman indeed;
that he can go where ,he pleases, work
when and for whom he pleases; that he can
sue and be sued; that he can lease and buy
and sell and own property, real and personal;
that he can go into the schools and educate
himself and his children; that the rights
and guarantees of the good old common law
are his, and that he walks the earth, proud
and erect in the conscious dignity of a free
man * * * (Globe, p. 111).

He added that the policy of emancipation carried with it
equality of civil rights, rather than making a freedman
a "serf or peon, the slave of society, its soulless laws
and customs." (Globe, p. 111).

However, he noted that the bill would probably
be postponed over the Christmas recess. After the
holidays, the Congress would "probably enter on the dis-
cussion of the broader question of annulling all the
black laws in the country and putting these people under
the protection of humane, equal, and just laws." (Id.).



Mr. Saulsbury again insisted that the Thirteenth
Amendment did not authorize Congress to protect the civil
rights of freedmen. He argued that the "status or con-
dition" of slavery could be abolished "without attempting
to confer on all former slaves all the civil or political
rights that white people have. . . there is nothing in
your Amendment which gives Congress power to enter my
State and undertake to regulate the relations existing
between classes and different conditions of life."
(Globe, p. 113). The Congress adjourned that day for
the Christmas recess and the bill was not brought up
again.

I



2. The Schurz Report

On December 12, 1865, the Senate passed a
resolution requesting President Johnson to submit to
the Congress "information of the state of that portion
of the Union lately in rebellion," the information to
include the report to the President made by Major
General Carl Schurz, which was based on a lengthy tour
of the South (Cong. Globe, 39th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 30).
The requested information was submitted by the President
and ordered printed, on December 19, 1865 (Id., 78-80),
during the course of debates on the Wilson Bill.

The report was heavily relied upon by pro-
ponents of the Reconstruction leg'slati n in relating
conditions in the South. As it - s some of the
conditions with which the Congress was concerned, the
Report throws some light on the purposes of the legis-
lation which followed its publication.

The date was prefaced by a brief message from
the President to the effect that local government was
being quickly restored in the southern states; that the
people were yielding obedience to the laws of the United
States; and that effective measures were being taken by
those states "to confer upon freedmen rights and privileges
which are-essential to their comfort, protection and
security" (S. Ex. Doc. No. 2, p. 1). The Schurz report,
however, indicated that the Southern states were far from
tranquil, and that the measures taken relating to freed-
men were not to be mistaken for real measures of protection.
In discussing the treatment of the Negro, Schurz wrote that
he had discovered a widely-spread conviction in the South
that the negro would not work without physical compulsion.
This attitude, he believed, naturally made Southerners
want "to preserve slavery in its original form as much
and as long as possible--or to introduce into the new
system that element of physical compulsion which would
make the Negro work." (Id. p. 17) Even though many
Southerners realized that slavery in the old form could
not be preserved, attempts were being made to incorporate
into the new system the element of physical compulsion
by adhering as much as possible to the traditions of
the old system. (Id. p. 19).

He also noted that many white men possessed
such "singularly bitter and vindictive feelings" toward
Negroes, and that the spirit of persecution was so strong
as to make necessary protection of freedmen by the military.



A second major prejudice he found against
inegroes was that

"the negro exists for the special
object of raising cotton, rice,
and sugar for the whites....An in-
grained feeling like this is apt
to bring forth that sort of class
legislation which produces laws
to govern one class with no other
view than to benefit another.QW21)

Indeed, Schurz reported that new statutes and
regulations "attempted to revive slavery in a new form."(,& .J$

( Referring to the regulations of Opelousas, Louisiana,
Schurz pointed out that although the system did not ex-
actly re-establish slavery in the old form

"&gb as for the practical working
of the system with regard to the
welfare of the freedmen, the
difference would only be for the worse.
The negro is not only not permitted
to be idle, but he is positively
prohibited from working or carrying
on a business for himself; he is
compelled to be in the 'regular
service' of a white man, and if
he has no employer he is compelled
to find one. It requires only a
simple understanding among the em-
ployers, and the negro is just as
much bound to his employer 'for
better and for worse' as he was
when slavery existed in the old
form." ( ".1)

Schurz concluded that the Opelousas ordinance was "a strik-
ing embodiment of the idea that although the former owner
has lost his individual right of property in the former
slaves, "the blacks at large belong to the whites at large."
(1bid.)



In discussing a tendency toward reaction in
the South, Schurz noted that although it was probable
that no attempt would be made to restore slavery in
its old form

"there are systems intermediate
between slavery as it formerly
existed in the south, and free
labor as it exists in the north,
but more nearly related to the
former than to the latter, the
introduction of which will be
attempted."

He then referred to the Opelousas and St. Landry
ordinances qnd the proposed "Black Code" of South
Carolina. /S/

Not only did Schurz foresee the enactment of
discriminatory laws, he also suggested that measures
taken by the Southern states abolishing slavery and
protecting freedmen were not to be mistaken for real
measures of protection:

"(Wherever abolition was publicly
advocated, whether in popular
meetings or in State conventions,
it was on the ground of necessity
-- not unfrequently with the signi-
ficant addition that, as soon as
they had once more control of their
own State affairs, they could
settle the labor question to suit
themselves, whatever they might
have to submit to for the present.
Not only did I find this to be the
common talk among the people, but
the same sentiment was openly avowed
by public men in speech and print.

/ Schurz' tour of the South was made in 1865,
before the enactment of the "Black Codef in the
Southern states.



It is worthy of note that the
convention of Mississippi -- and
the conventions of other States
have followed its example --
imposed upon subsequent legis-
latures the obligation not only
to pass laws for the protection
of the freedmen in person and
property, but also to guard against
the dangers arising from sudden
emancipation. This language is
not without significance . .
It will be observed that this clause
is So vaguely worded as to authorize
the legislatures to place any re-
striction they may see fit upon the
emancipated negro, in perfect con-
sistency with the amended State
constitutions; for it rests with
them to define what the dangers of
sudden emancipation consist in, and
what measures may be required to
guard against them. It is true, the
clause does not authorize the legis-
latures to re-establish slavery in
the old form; but they may pass
whatever laws they see fit, stopping
short only one step of what may
strictly be defined as 'slavery.'"
(Id. pp. 33-34.)

Schurz also noted that while southerners accepted
"'the abolition of slavery' they think that some
species of serfdom, peonage, or other form of com-
pulsory labor is not slavery, and may be introduced
without a violation of their pledge." (35) He noted
that southern states desired reorganization of the
militia for the purpose of restoring the patrol system
which had been a characteristic feature of the slavery
regime. (36)

In the conclusion of his report, Schurz
reiterated his view that the Southern states wanted
to perpetuate elements of slavery through state
laws:
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"The emancipation of the slaves is
submitted to only in so far as chattel
slavery in the old form could not be
kept up. But although the freedman is
no longer considered the property of
the individual master, he is considered
the slave of society, and all inde-
pendent State legislation will share
the tendency to make him such. The
ordinances abolishing slavery passed
by the conventions under the pressure
of circumstances, will not be looked
upon as barring the establishment of
a new form of servitude."

He then urged that the federal government continue in
control of the South until the "advantages and blessings"
of the new order of free choice had established itself.

"As to the future peace and harmony
of the Union, it is of the highest
importance that the people lately in
rebellion be not permitted to build
up another 'peculiar institution'
whose spirit is in conflict with the
fundamental principles of our
political system; for as long as
they cherish interests peculiar to
them in preference to those they
have in common with the rest of
the American people, their loyalty
to the Union will always be
uncertain." (Id. p 46,)
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The Freedman's Bureau Bill (S. 60):

The provisions of the Wilson bill reappeared
in an altered form in 2 sections of the Freedmen's
Bureau Bi-11, introduced by Senator Trumbull on January 5,
1866, the first day Congress convened after the Christmas
recess. It was the first "reconstruction" action fol-
lowing the submission of the Schurz report. The bill
was reported from the Judiciary Committee on January 12
(Globe, p. 209) and debate on the floor began 5 days
later.

The Bill provided for enlarging the powers of
the Freedmen's Bureau, which had been set up the previous
year to care for destitute freed slaves within the territory
under the control of Union forces. There were eight sec-
tions in the 1866 bill. Under it the President was
directed to divide the country into districts, to appoint
commissioners, to reserve certain public lands in the
South to be allotted to freedmen and refugees, and to
purchase sites for schools. The bill also authorized
the issuance of clothing, food, medical supplies, etc.
to freedmen. (Globe, p. 209).

The 7th and 8th sections dealt with denials
of civil rights and immunities. Under the 7th section
the President was given the duty to extend military pro-
tection and jurisdiction over all cases where any of the
civil rights or immunities of white persons were refused
or denied to anyone in consequence of local law, custom
or prejudice, on account of race, color, or previous
condition of servitude;.or when different punishments
or penalties were inflicted on colored people than were
prescribed for white persons committing like offenses.
The rights and immunities specifically enumerated in the
section were the right to make and enforce contracts; to
sue, parties, and give evidence; to inherit, purchase,
lease, sue, hold, and convey real and personal property;
and "to have full and equal benefit of all laws and pro-
ceedings for the security of person and estate." (Globe,
p. 318).

The 8th section made it a misdemeanor to deprive
anyone on account of race or color or previous condition
of servitude any of the rights secured to white men. Un-
like the first six sections of the Bill these two applied
only to those states in which the ordinary course of
judicial proceedings had been interrupted by war; and the
military jurisdiction authorized by the section was to end
whenever the discrimination on account of which it could
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be conferred ceased or the state resumed constitutional
relations with the United States (Globe, 209, 318).

Unlike Senator Wilson's bill which only nulli-
fied discriminatory state laws, S. 60 sought to confer
military protection in cases affecting persons discrimi-
nated against by statute or custom. One effect of the
bill was to interfere with state control over matters
which States and communities had heretofore regulated,
such as qualifications to testify in court or to sue.
Thus, the debates in Congress centered around the consti-
tutional authority of the Congress to enact such a measure.

The proponents of the measure relied heavily
on the second section of the Thirteenth Amendment as
giving the Congress the necessary authority. They argued
that the Black Codes merely reinstated aspects of slavery
and thus Congress could act under the second section of
the Amendment to nullify these Codes and to protect the
rights of freedmen if it considered such action necessary.

Senate debates

Debate on the bill began on January 18, 1866,
after several minor committee amendments had been agreed
to.

Mr. Stewart of Nevada opened the Senate's
consideration of the bill by remarking:

. 0. .here is a practical measure before
the Senate for the benefit of the freedmen,
carrying eat the constitutional provision
to protect him in his civil rights . ..0.

I am in favor of this bill. It goes to the
utmost extent that I think we are entitled
to go under the constitutional amendment.
There is another bill introduced by the
Senator from Illinois which must go along
with it, which provides civil jurisdiction
for the protection of the freedman. Under
this constitutional amendment we can protect
the freedman and accomplish something for
his real benefit. (Globe, p. 297).
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Stewart was, however, opposed to the move-
ment to grant suffrage to the Negro. While he was
"in favor of legislation under the constitutional
amendment that shall secure to him a chance to live,
a chance to hold property, a chance to be heard in
the courts, a chance to enjoy his civil rights, a
chance to rise in the scale of humanity, a chance to
be a man" (Globe, p. 298), still he thought that negro
suffrage was not one of the issues of the war. If
pushed, it would result in further conflict in the
South. "Let no mere theory of the equality of races
deprive us of peace and union." (Ibid.)

The following day, January 19, 1866,
Senator Hendricks of Indiana, a member of the
Judiciary Committee, made a lengthy speech in
opposition to the bill. He objected to the pro-
ponents' interpretation of the Thirteenth Amendment:

It is claimed that under this
second section (of the Amendment]
Congress may do anything necessary,
in its judgment, not only to secure
the freedom of the Negro, but to
secure to him all civil rights that
are secured to white people. I deny
that construction, and it will be a
very dangerous construction to adopt.
The first section abolishes slavery.
The second section provides that
Congress may enforce the abolition
of slavery "by appropriate legis-
lation." What is slavery? It is
not a relation between the slave
and the State; it is not a public
relation; it is a relation between
two persons whereby the conduct of
one is placed under the will of the
other. It is purely and entirely a
domestic relation . . . This consti-
tutional amendment broke asunder this
private relation between the master
and his slave, and the slave then,
so far as the right of the master was
concerned, became free; but did the slave,
under that amendment, acquire any other
right than to be free from the control
of his master? The law of the State
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which authorized this relationship is
abrogated and annulled by this pro-
vision of the Federal Constitution,
but no new rights are conferred upon
the freedman. (Globe, p. 318.)

He interpreted the second section of the
Amendment as authorizing Congress to "pass such a
law as will secure the freedom declared in the first
section, but we cannot go beyond that limitation. . .
If a man has been, by this provision of the Consti-
tution, made free from his master, and that master
undertakes to make him a slave again, we may pass
such laws as are sufficient in our judgment to prevent
that act; but if the Legislature of the State denies
to the citizen as he is now called, the freedman,
equal privileges with the white man, I want to know
if that Legislature, each member of that Legislature,
is responsible to the penalties prescribed in this
bill? It is not an act of the old master; it is an
act of the state government, which defines and regu-
lates the civil rights of the people." (319)

Senator Trumbull then rose to defend his
measure and delivered what was perhaps the most
forceful statement of the view that the second section
of the Thirteenth Amendment authorized Congress to
legislate to guarantee civil rights.

What was the object of the consti-
tutional amendment abolishing slavery?
It was not, as the Senator says,
simply to take away the power of the
master over the slave. Did we not
mean something more than that? Did
we not mean that hereafter slavery
should not exist, no matter whether
the servitude was claimed as due to
an individual or the State? The
constitutional amendment abolishes
just as absolutely all provisions
of State or local law which make a
man a slave as it takes away the
power of his former master to control
him.

If the construction put by the
Senator from Indiana (Mr. Hendricks)
upon the amendment be the true one,
and we have merely taken from the
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master the power to control the slave
and left him at the mercy of the
State to be deprived of his civil
rights, the trumpet of freedom that
we have been blowing throughout the
land has given an 'uncertain sound;'
and the promised freedom is a delusion.
Such was not the intention of Congress,
which proposed the constitutional
amendment, nor is such the fair meaning
of the amendment itself. With the
estruction of slavery necesariff

follows te estrucfELon of the inci-
dents to slavery. When slavery was
abolished. slave codes in its support
were abolished alo (322)

Such affirmative measures by the Congress
were necessary because of the discriminatory laws and
customs in the South:

Those laws that prevented the colored
man going from home, that did not allow
him to buy or to sell, or to make con-
tracts; that did not allow him to own
property; that did not allow him to
enfoz gig hts; that did not allow him
to be educated, were all badges of servi-
tude made in the interest of slavery and
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as a part#slavery. They never would have
been thought of or enacted anywhere but
for slavery, and when slavery falls they

where slavery has existed has been to
legislate in its interest; and out of
deference to slavery, which was tolerated
by the Constitution of the United States,
even some of the non-slaveholding State-s
passed laws abridging the rights of the
colored man which were restraints upon
liberty. When slavery goes, all this
system of legislation, devised in the
interest of slavery and for the purpose
of degrading the colored race, or keeping
the negro in ignorance, of blotting out
from his very soul the light of reason,
if that were possible, that he might not
think, but know only, like the ox, to
labor, goes with it.

Now, when slavery no longer exists,
the policy of the Government is to legis-
late in the interest of freedom. Now,
our laws are to be enacted with a view
to educate, improve, enlighten, and
Christianize the negro; to make him an
independent man; to teach him to think
and to reason; to improve the principle
which the great Author of all has im-
planted in every human breast, which is
susceptible of the highest cultivation,
and destined to go on enlarging and
expanding through the endless ages of
eternity.

I have no doubt that under this pro-
vision of the Constitution we may destroy
all these discriminations in civil rights
against the black man; and if we cannot,
our constitutional amendment amounts to
nothing. It was for that purpose that
the second clause of that amendment was
adopted, which says that Congress shall
have authority, by appropriate legislation,
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to carry into effect the article prohibit-
ing slavery. Who is to decide what that
appropriate legislation is to be? The
Congress of the United States; and it is
for Congress to adopt such appropriate
legislation as it may think proper, so
that it be a means to accomplish the end.
If we believe a Freedmen's Bureau neces-
sary, if we believe an act punishing any
man who deprives a colored person of any
civil rights on account of his color
necessary--if that is one means to secure
his freedom, we have the constitutional
right to adopt it. If in order to prevent
slavery Congress deem it necessary to de-
clare null and void all laws which will
not permit him to testify, which will not
permit him to buy and sell, and to go
where he pleases, it has the power to do
sand -no t Non ly the o""we r',-, b UI it ~

comes its duty to do so. That is what is
priEdetobe done by this bill. Its
provisions are temporary; but there is
another bill on your table, somewhat akin
to this, which is intended to be perma-
nent and to extend to all parts of the
country, and to protect persons of all
races in equal civil rights. [The Civil
Rights Bill] (Globe, p. 319-322).

As for Senator Hendrickst remarks about
the Indiana miscegenation laws, Senator Trumbull
thought those laws would not be affected at all as
they operated alike on both races and the purpose
of his bill was to secure the same civil rightsandv
subject to the same punishments persons of all
races and colors (Globe, p. 322).

A brief debate occurred on January 20,
1866, during which the Senator from Kentucky ob-
jected to the possibility that the bill would apply
to his state and proposing to limit it to the
rebellious states (Globe, pp. 334-337).
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When debate resumed on January 22, Senator
Creswell of Maryland voiced opposition to the amend-
ment to limit the act to the Confederate states, for
he thought it was necessary in his state to protect
returned colored soldiers to whom the civil law of
Maryland afforded no remedy (Globe, p. 339).

SIn reply
[to Senator Cowan's objection that the

Freedmen's Bureau Bill would not apply in all states
of the Union, Senator Wilson referred to the immediate
problem of the severe Black Codesof the South (Globe,
p. 340). As to the ultimate aims of the Congress he
stated that:

is "The whole philosophy of our action
is... that we cannot degrade any
portion of our population or put a
stain upon them, without leaving heart
burnings and difficulties that will
endanger the future of our country.

* The country demands.. . the
elevation of a race."

He also stated that the country demanded
not only the enlargement of the powers of the Freed-
men's Bureau, but "the increase of schools, and the
instruction,, protection, and elevation of a race."
He then urged the Congress to enact the needed laws
"that tend to the freedom, the elevation, the im-
provement of all our people . . ." (Globe, p. 341).

Mr. Cowan then protested that legislation
was unnecessary, for if the Black Codes were but a
thinly disguised form of slavery, they were clearly
unconstitutional, and the Supreme Court was sitting
to give remedy (Globe, p. 342).

Furthermore, Cowan confessed an inability
to understand, from the generalities used in the bill,
just what was the equality the proponents were aiming
for. What was meant by equality, as he understood it,
was "in the language of the Declaration of Indepen-
dence . . . that each man shall have the right to
pursue in his own way life, liberty, and happiness.
That is the whole of it. It is not that he shall be
an elector, it is not that he shall receive the
especial favors of the community in any way, but
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it means that if he is assailed by one stronger
than himself the Government will protect him to
punish the assailant. It means that if a man owes
another money the Government will provide a means
-by which the debtor shall be compelled to pay. . .;
that if an intruder and trespasser gets upon his
land he shall have a remedy to recover it. That is
what I understand by equality before the law."
(Globe, p. 342)

Senator Wilson answered with a very
impassioned speech. The equality which
was to be enforced by this bill was not a
matter of uniformity of person, "that all
men shall be six feet high," he said, and
then asked if Senator Cowan did not know
that "we mean that the poorest man, be he
black or white, that treads the soil of
this continent, is as much entitled to
the protection of the law as the richest
and proudest man in the land? Does he
not know that we mean that the poor man,
whose wife may be dressed in cheap
calico, is as much entitled to have her
protected by equal law as is the rich man
to have his jeweled bride protected by
the laws of the land? Does he not know
that the poor mants cabin, though it may
be the cabin of a poor freedman in the
depths of the Carolinas, is entitled to
the protection of the same law that pro-
tects the palace of a Stewart or an
Astor?" (Globe, p. 343).

The proponents of the legislation, he declared

have accepted the sublime truths of
the-Declaration of Independence. We
stand as the champions of human rights
for all men, black and white, the whole
world over, and we mean that just and
equal laws shall pervade every rood of
this nation; and when that is done our
work ceases, but not until it is done. If
anybody wants to stop this mighty work,
all I have to say to him is just to stand
out of the way and let us go on to its
accomplishment, for we shall pass through
or over all opposing obstacles. (Globe,
p. 344)
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Senator Guthrie agreed with Senator Cowan
that the measure was too extreme and that the Constitu-
tion alone was sufficient to nullify the Codes (Globe, p. 346).

The amendment to restrict the bill to the re-
bellious states was then defeated by a vote of 33 to 11 (Globe,
p. 347). Senator Davis of Kentucky then proposed an
amendment to make the Freedman't Bureau subject to the
jurisdictbn of the state courts. This, too, was defeated
31 to 8 (Globe, p. 348). Various other amendments on
details of the bill were then considered and disposed
of (Globe, pp. 348-349).

On January 23, 1860, Senator Saulsbury of
Delaware voiced his objection to the bill. He argued
that the power to pass such a measure could not be
derived under the Thirteenth Amendment, which abolished
only the status of slavery.

For the first time in the history of the
legislation of this country it is attempted
by Congress to invade the States of this Union,
and undertake to regulate the law applicable
to their own citizens. The power to enact
such a law is claimed under the second section
of the act providing for the Amendment to the
Constitution. Can it be possible that any
person can conceive that under that section
such an extensive power as that now claimed
is actually given? * * *

What was the amendment? An amendment
abolishing the status or condition of slavery,
which is nothing but a status or condition which
subjects one man to the control of another, and
gives to that other the proceeds of the former's
labor. Cannot that amendment be carried into
effect and the status of freedom established
without exercising such a power as this. I
say here, as I have said before, that when
that constitutional amendment was under con-
sideration in this Chamber, there was no
friend of the measure who claimed or avowed
that such a power as this existed in the Congress
under it. (Globe, p. 362)
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Senator Fessenden of Maine then suggested
that the present state of things should not be "avoided,
shunned" because there was no provision in the Consti-
tution*

If so, what miserable, weak, powerless
people are we. We can carry on a great
war, but the moment the clash of arms has
ceased to strike our ears we become utterly
powerless to provide for any of its necessary
and inevitable results because it is not
written in the Constitution what we should
do . * * .

. . o Whether you call it the war power or
some other power, the power must necessarily
exist, from the nature of the case, somewhere,
if anywhere, in us, to provide for what was
one of the results of the contest in which we
have been engaged. (Globe, p. 365)

But Senators McDougall, Hendricks and Davis all agreed
with Senator Saulsbury on Congress' power under the
Thirteenth Amendment (Globe, pp. 367, 368, 370).
Senator Reverdy Johnson of Maryland announced that he
would have liked tovoth for the measure because he was
very anxious to provide for the Negroes to a certain
extent, hnd unfortunately he, too, had doubts as to the
constitutionality of some of its provisions (Globe, p. 372).

Consideration on January 24, 1866, was largely
devoted to the proposal of a series of amendments by
various members of the opposition. They were all
decisively defeated (Globe, pp. 392-402). On January 25,
1866, the final vote on the passage of the bill was taken.
The measure passed by a vote of 37 to 10, and the Senate
turned immediately to the consideration of Trumbull's
Civil Rights bill (Globe, p. 421).
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House debates:

In the House, a substitute bill was reported
from the Select Committee on Freedmen by its Chairman,
Representative Eliot of Massachusetts, on January 30,
1866 (Globe, p. 512). Save for a few minor details,
the bill was substantially the same as the Senate
version, and the sections on civil rights were left
unchanged.

The discussion on the measure the following
day, January 31, 1866, consided chiefly of a long speech
by Mr. Dawson of Pennsylvania against Reconstruction
policies generally. He accused the proponents of aiming
at equality for the negroes and eastern control over
the affairs of the South. A result of this theory was
social equality. He painted this picture of the aims of
the Reconstruction proponents:

They hold that the white and black
race are equal. This they maintain
involves and demands social equality;
that negroes should be received on an
equality in white families, should be
admitted to the same tables at hotels,
should be permitted to occupy the same
seats in railroad cars and the same pews
1.i n eRh, ti't they should be allowed
to hold offices, to sit on juries, to
vote, to be eligible to seats in the
State and National Legislatures, and
to be judges, or to make and expound
laws for the government of white men.
Their children are to attend the same
schools with white children, and to sit
side by side with them. Following close
upon this will, of course, be marriages
between the races, when, according to
the philanthropic theories, the prejudices
of caste will at length have been over-
come, and the negro with the privilege
of free miscegenation accorded him, will
be in the enjoyment of his true status.
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To future generations it will be a
marvel in the history of our times, that
a party whose tenets were such wild rav-
ings and frightful dreams as these should
be permitted, in their support, to urge
the country into the highest and most
destructive of civil wars, and should,
when war was inaugurated, be permitted to
shape its policy in furtherance of their
peculiar ends. For the full realization
of their plans, they are ready to sacri-
fice not only our priceSless system of
government, but even our social superi-
ority as well. (Globe, p. 541)

He also argued that it was a violation of
the principle of self-government to impose on the
South "any modification of her social condition,any
political status not sanctioned by her people."
(Globe, p. 543).

The next day Representative Donnellyspoke
in favor of the bill. He stated that the mind of
the North must assert its "majestic sway in the
South." (Globe, p. 585) Otherwise he feared the
nreenslavement" of the freedmen and that the South
would remain a distinct people. (Id.) He said:

The Southern insurrection was but the
armed expression of certain popular con-
victions, which in their turn arose from
peculiar social conditions. The disease
was so radical and the remedy must be
ne&,1less so. We flst lay the ax to the
root of the tree. We must legislate
against the cause, not the consequences;
otherwise we become the mere repressers
of disturbances, not a wise and provident
Government; we play the part of execu-
tioner, not the law-maker.

Having prohibited slavery, we must not
pause an instant until the spirit of
slavery is extinct, and every trace left
by it in our laws is obliterated. (Id.)

In the course of the speech, he cited pro-
visions of some of the Black Codes and said these
laws were but the "re-establishment of slavery under
a new name. (Globe, p. 589). In his view, mere
prohibition of slavery was not enough for
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. . . slavery consists in a deprivation
of natural rights. A man may be a slave
for a term of years as fully as though he
were held for life; he may be a slave when
deprived of a portion of the wages of his
labor as fully as if deprived of all; he
may be held down by unjust laws to a
degraded and defenseless condition as
fully as though his wrists were manacled;
he may be oppressed by a convocation of
masters called a Legislature as fully as
by a single master. In short, he who is
not entirely free is necessarily a slave.
(Globe, p. 588)

Mr. Donnelly favored giving the freedmen "all
things essential to liberty" (Globe, p. 589), and urged
that negroes be given equal opportunities to vote, to
work, to be educated. Unless he had this opportunity,
Mr. Donnelly declaredlthe freedman would remain in an
amphibious condition between freedom and slavery. (Id.)
He concluded:

Mr. Speaker, it is as plain to my mind
as the sun at noonday, that we must make
all citizens of the country equal before
the law; that we must break down all j90J*

Se&4; that we must offer equal oppor-
tunt ies to all men. (Globe, p. 589)

Mr. Garfield of Ohio also spoke in favor of
the bill. He replied to those who attacked the bill as
destructive to the federal system by declaring that
personal liberty andjPersonal rights should be "placed
in the keeping of the nation" and not left to the
"caprice of mobs or the contingencies of local legisla-
tion." If the Constitution did not at that time afford
all the powers necessary to that end, it should be
amended (Globe, App., p. 67). He asked if the Congress
was brave enough to apply the principles of the Declara-
tion of Independence to every citizen, whatever his
color. According to him:

The spirit of our Government demands that
there shall be no rigid, horizontal strata
running across our political society,
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through which some classes of citizens
may never pass up to the surface; but it
shall be rather like the ocean where
every drop can seek the surface and glisten
in the sun. Until we are true enough and
brave enough to declare that in this country
the humblest, the lowest, the meanest of our
citizens shall not be prevented from passing
to the highest place he is worthy to attain,
we shall never realize freedom in all its
glorious meanings. I do not expect we can
realize this result immediately. It may
be impossible to realize it very soon; but
let us keep our eyes fixed in that direction,
and march toward that goal. (Id.)

Consideration of the bill, on February 2,
1866, was given over to a long speech in opposition by
Representative Kerr of Indiana (Globe, p. 618). This
speech was filled with reflections on the necessity of
preserving the federal form of government, which he
felt the Freedmen's Bureau bill threatened. In the
course of ithe remarked:

I deny this construction [of the 13th
Amendment] as being most untenable upon
every rational principle of constitutional
_0anat4&czu interpretation. The States
by the adoption of this amendment certainly
did not mean to surrender to Congress their
cherished right of exclusive government
over their own citizens in all matters of
domestic concern. They only intended by
this amendment to abolish slavery and forever
prevent its re-establishment in many part of
the country. (Globe, p. 623)

The next day, in another long speech, Mr. Marshall
of Iowa also attacked the idea that the 13th Amendment
empowered Congress to act. According to his interpreta-
tion, the Amendment meant that

If any man asserts the right to hold another
in bondage as his slave, his chattel, and
refuses to let him go free, Congress can by
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law, under this clause, provide by appro-
priate legislation for the punishment of
the offender and the protection from slavery
of the freedman. But Congress has acquired
not a particle of additional power other
than this by virtue of this amendment.
(Globe, p. 628)

He added that this section certainly did not empower
the federal government to coerce or interfere with
legislation in regard to different classes in the same
state. (Id.)

Representative Hubbard of Connecticut answered
Marshall by appealing to a higher law duty to provide
for the general welfare for the authority to enact the
bill (Globe, p. 630). He spoke further of the "righteous
purpose" which he felt the Reconstruction legislation
was pursuing and the evidence these measures gave that
the nation was "fast becoming what it was intended to
be by the fathers -- the home of liberty and an asylum
for the oppressed of all the races and nations of meni

He continued:
The words ".jge, race, color, ever

unknown to the Constitution, notwithstanding
the immortal amendment giving freedom to
all, are still potent for evil on the lips
of men whose minds are swayed by prejudice
or blinded by passion, and the freedmen
need the protection of this bill.

The era is dawning when it will be a
reproach to talk in scorn about the distinctions
of race or color. Our country is, and must
be, cosmopolitan. The fathers invited the
oppressed of all nations to come here and
find a happy home. Many of them, from many
nations, have come, and more are coming.

We have among us men of all
nations, of all kindreds and tongues. They
all meet here to worship at freedom's shrine,
and the Constitution intends they shall all
be made politically free and equal.
(Globe, p. 630)
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Mr. Moulton of Illinois then attempted to
answer various objections to the bill. In his view, the
bill's purpose was the "amelioration of the condition
of the colored people," which he said would be effectuated
by the abolition of discriminatory state laws. He
continued:

The very object of the bill is to break
down the discrimination between whites and
blacks. The object of the bill is to
provide where the refugees and freedmen
are discriminated against, where a State
says, as many do in the South, that the black
man shall not make conti'cts, that the black
man shall not enjoy the fruits of his labor,
that he shall be declared a vagabond, a
vagrant, and the same laws do not operate
against the white man -- that such discrimination
shall not exist, notwithstanding the statute
of any State. (Globe, p. 632)

He denied that intermarriage or sitting on juries were
among the rights protected by the bill, and stated
that:

[Those which were protected were] the
great fundamental rights that are secured
by the Constitution of the United States,
and that are defined in the Declaration of
Independence, the right to personal liberty,
the right to hold and enjoy property, to
transmit property, and to make contracts.
These are the great civil rights that belong
to us all and are sought to be protected
by the bill. (Globe, p. 632)

He stressed the fact that military jurisdiction would
end whenever the. iscrimination ceased and pointed out
that the bill put' in the power of states to exclude
themselves from the bill's provisions "by ceasing to
make unnatural discrimination between their own citizens."
(Globe, p. 633)

Later in the afternoon, after a protracted
discussion of the financing of the Bureau, Representative
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Rousseau of Kentucky voiced further objections to
the bill. He insisted that under the bill the Bureau
could arrest and imprison those who excluded Negroes
from public places:

If you get on the cars with your wife
and daughter, and if there be a spare seat,
and a drunken negro comes forward to take
it, and you ask him if he pleases to move
a little further off, and he takes a notion
that he will not do it, and should report
to the bureau that because he was a negro
he was not allowed to take that seat, this
Freedmen's Bureau may at once arrest you
and your daughter, and fine and imprison
both. I say this bill authorizes that thing,
and I defy any one of its friends to successfully
combat that position. If you go to a theater
in a place where this Freedmen's Bureau is
established, and, not because they are
negroes, but because they are unfit and
ignorant persons, they are told they have
no right to go and take seats with your
family, and you prevent it, the bureau
may arrest and imprison you. If a judge
decides that a negro cannot be sworn in a
cause being tried in his court, under the
laws of a State which he has sworn to
administer, why, sir, before that decision
is cold upon his lips they may arrest and
take him off to the agent of the bureau and.,
punish him as before stated. (Globe Appendix,
p. 70)

Furthermore, he gave exaples of the present
Bureau in Kentucky interfering to protect negroes from
private discrimination. Thus, one negro woman complained
to the Bureau about a dispute with her employer and the
Bureau arrested the employer, his wife, and daughter
(id.). Rousseau concluded:

I tell you, sir, that no community of
the United States can endure a system of
this sort. Such have been the operations
of this bureau under the old law. What will
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be its operations under this bill
Heaven only knows. I cannot even imagine
what a man may not assume the right to
do under the provisions of this bill.
(Id.)

Representative Chanler, also of Kentucky,
expressed similar views and gave examples of "usurpation
and unlawfulness" by the Bureau (Globe Appendix, p. 68).

During the evening session on February 5, 1966,
Mr. Shanklin, an opponent of the bill, insisted that
at the time the 13th Amendment had been enacted, the
proponents had assured those opposed to it that the second
section was intended only to carry out and secure to
the negro his personal freedom. He also said the pro-
ponents had indicated they were opposed to negro suffrage
and negro equality and that the Amendment could not be
construed as giving Congress the power to legislate
toward these ends (Globe, p. 638). He viewed the bill
as an attempt to wipe out all laws and "customs and
habits of society in regard to color or race." (Id.)

On February 5, 1966, Mr. Trimble of Kentucky
spoke, insisting that the 13th Amendment did not authorize
Congress to enact the proposed bill (Globe, pp. 647-650).
However, Mr. McKee of Maryland insisted that the Bureau was
essential to protect freedmen. Because of the discriminatory
Black Codes, negroes were not entitled to their "full
rights and protection. He asked:

Is there a solitary State of those that
have been in rebellion . . . is there a
single one of these States that has passed
laws to give freedmen their full protection?
In vain we wait an affirmative response.
Until these states have done so says this
high authority, the Freedmen's Bureau is
a necessity. (Globe, p. 653)

He pointed to the existing inequalities in the laws and
commented that even in his own state

We have one code for the white man,
another for the black. Where is your
court of justice in any southern state
where the black man can secure protection
of hisrights of person and property? (Ibid.)
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He challenged the states to "pass such laws
for their protection as will give them the same rights
in their courts of justice that other men have" (Globe,
p. 654). Until that was done, the bill was needed,
he thought.

That same day, Representative Eliot withdrew
the Committee bill and offered a substitute (Globe, p.
654). Thaddeus Stevens also offered a substitute bill
(Globe, p. 655). Both substitutes left the civil rights
provisions of the Committee bill untouched. On the
following day, the Committee bill passed the House by a
vote of 136 to 33 (Globe, p. 688). The two amendments
were decisively defeated.

The substitute bill was then returned to the
Senate for its concurrence. It was reported from the
Judiciary Committee on February 8, 1866, with additional
amendments, not relevant here (Globe, p. 742). During
the brief discussion on the floor, the interference
with local government was again attacked. Mr. Sherman,
who had not spoken during the earlier debates, supported
the bill. He said:

We are bound by every consideration of honor,
by every obligation that can rest upon any
people, to protect the freedmen from the rebels
of the Southern states; ay, sir, and to protect
them from the loyal men of the Southern states.
We know that on account of the prejudices
instilled by the system of slavery pervading
all the Southern states, the southern people
will not do justice to the freedmen in those
states . . . . We must maintain their freedom,
and with it all the incidents and all the rights
of freedom . . . . * * * [Wje are bound to
protect these freedmen against the public
sentiment and the oppression that will undoubtedly
be thrown upon them by the people of the southern
states. (Globe, p. 744)

The House bill, as amended, was concurred in that day
(Globe, p. 748), and the next day the House agreed to
the minor Senate amendments without discussion (Globe,
p. 775).

I
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President Johnsonvetoed the bill on February
19, 1866. His message echoed the arguments made by
the opponents to the bill: The bill contained provisions
which were not warranted by the Constitution; it would
provide too much patronage; the states would adequately
protect the rights of freedmen. (Globe, p. 915). He
also noted that the bill failed to define the civil rights
and immunities it was designed to protect. (Ibid.)

In the Senate debate after the veto, only two
Senators spoke, Senators Trumbull and Davis, perhaps
the best representatives of the two sides. Senator
Davis discussed at length the constitutional basis for
the bill. He insisted that the Thirteenth Amendment
simply abolished legal subjugation of one person to the
will of another.

Furthermore, guaranteeing civil rights to
negroes was a separate and distinct matter from abolish-
ing slavery, and a matter which had been traditionally
controlled by the states. He pointed out that in every
state which had ever permitted slavery (which were the
original 13 plus 9 others), emancipation had conferred
no political rights on negroes. The rights of emancipated
slaves were controlled by the states and were apart from
the act of emancipation. In fact, "intermarria e with
white ersons comm n in .bijjCtJg....._reatres,/~
AjSambats. and other civil rights and privile es were
always forbid to free negroes, unTfr M sac usetts
recently achieved the unenviable notoriety of making
herself an exceptionable case." (Globe, p. 936)

Senator Trumbull, in a legthy speech in reply,
supported the authority of Congress to pass such a bill.
In the course of it he said:

What kind of freedom is that which the
Constitution of the United States
guarantees to a man that does not protect
him from the lash if he is caught away
from home without a pass? And how can
one sit here and discharge the constitutional
obligation that is upon us to pass the
appropriate legislation to protect every

I
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man in the land in his freedom when we
know such laws are being passed in the
South if we do nothing to prevent their
enforcement? Sir, so far from the bill
being unconstitutional, I should feel that
I had failed in my constitutional duty if
I did not propose some measure that would
protect these people in their freedom.
(Globe, pp. 941-942)

However, the Senate failed to override the
veto, by a vote of 30 to 18 (Globe, p. 943), and no
further action was taken on this bill in either
House. 16/

16/ On July 16, 1866, another Freedmen's Bureau bill,
containing many of the same provisions, was passed over
the President's veto.
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The Civil Rights Act of 1866 (S. 61)

The Civil Rights Act of 1866, 14 Stat. 27,
originated as a companion measure (S. 61) to the
Freedmen's Bureau Bill (S. 60). Both bills were intro-
duced by Senator Trumbull on January 5, 1866 (Globe,
p. 129); both were reported favorably from the Judiciary
Committee six days later (Globe, p. 184); and both were
explained to the Senate by Senator Trumbull the following
day (Globe, pp. 209, 211).

The Freedmen's Bureau Bill was considered
first by the Senate. On January 25, 1866, immediately
after the final vote was taken on that measure, Senator
Trumbull moved to take up the Civil Rights bill, and
it was made the order of the day (Globe, pp. 421-422).

Section one of the Civil Rights bill was
almost identical with the original section seven of
the Freedmen's Bureau Bill. As originally reported,
it declared:

There shall be no discrimination in civil
ri&Lim.so immunities amon-g the inhabitants of
any,,Jtgt gor Territory orthe tJhitd states
on account of race, color, or previous condition
of slavery; but the inhabitants of every race
and color, without regard to any previous
condition of slavery or involuntary servitude,
except as a punishment for crime whereof the
party shall have been duly convicted, shall
have the same right to make and enforce
contracts, to sue, be parties, and give evidence,
to inherit,, purchase, sellL hoL4, and convey
real and personal property, and to full and

benIFtlof all laws and proceedings for
security of person and property, and shall b&
subject toIke punishment, pains, and
penalties, and to none other, any law, statute,
ordinance, regulation, or custom to the contrary
notwithstanding. (Globe, p. 474) 17/

17/ Note: This bill left out the word "prejudice"
which was contained in the Freedmen's Bureau Bill,
though it retained "custom," There was no discussion
of this deletion in the debates.
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This section was subsequently amended to
provide that all persons born in the United States,
and not subject to any foreign power, excluding Indians
not taxed, were citizens of the United States (Globe,
pp. 211, 474). (Passed by vote of 31-10 on February 1,
1866 (Globe, p. 575).) The purpose of this clause was
to declare Negroes to be citizens and thus to avoid the
consequences of the Dred Scott decision and to make the
privileges and immunities clause of the Constitution
applicable to Negroes.

The other parts of the bill provided that if
any person acting under color of law, statute, ordinance
or custom, deprived an inhabitant of any right secured
by the bill, he was subject to criminal proceedings in
the federal courts. Furthermore, all civil suits
involving the rights protected by the bill were removable
to the federal courts (Globe, p. 475). Section 3 of
the bill was patterned after the Fugitive Slave Act
(Trumbull, Globe, p. 476) and provided federal facilities
for the arrest and examination of alleged offenders.

Senate Debates

As with the Freedmen's Bureau Bill, the
congressional debates centered around the constitutional
authority to enact the bill. 18/ In arguing that
Congress could abolish distinctions in state laws, pro-
ponents of the measure declared that the second section

_l8/ The various provisions were objected to on different
constitutional grounds. As for section 1, which pro-
hibited distinctions in civil rights and immunities,
the objection was that this intruded on matters historically
determined by the States and the Thirteenth Amendment
was not intended to authorize such action. Also, it was
argued that the Constitution did not authorize Congress
to make Negroes citizens in this manner.
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of the Thirteenth Amendment had given Congress the
power to do all that was necessary to secure the
freedom secured by the first section. In their view,
the Black Codes reenacted much of the old Slave Codes,
and thus the Federal Government had the authority
under the Thirteenth Amendment to intervene to wipe out
these discriminatory codes and protect the rights of
the freedmen.

This view was perhaps most thoroughly
expounded in Senator Trumbull's remarks opening the
debate in the Senate. The Thirteenth Amendment, he
stated:

. declared that all persons in the United
States should be free. The Civil Rights
Bill is intended to give effect to that
declaration and secure to all persons

, within the United States practical freedom.
There is very little importance in the
general declaration of abstract truths and
principles unless they can be carried into
effect, unless the persons who are to be
affected by them have some means of avail-
ing themselves of their benefits. Of what
avail was the immortal declaration "that
all men are created equal; that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain
inalienable rights; that among these are
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness,
and "that to secure these rights Governments
are instituted among men," to the millions
of the African race in this country who
were ground down and degraded and subjected
to a slavery more intolerable and cruel
than the world ever before knew.

It is the intention of this bill
to secure those rights. The laws in the

fi slaveholding states have made a distinction
against persons of African descent on
account of their color, whether free or
slave. (Globe, p. 474)

He then referred to provisions in the Slave Codes of
Mississippi and Alabama. He believed these had become
null and void with the enactment of the Thirteenth
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Amendment, but that the Black Codes still imposed
on freedmen "the very restrictions which were imposed
upon them in consequence of the existence of slavery.
The purpose of the bill under consideration is to destroy
all these discriminations and to carry into effect the
constitutional amendment." Indeed, Trumbull went on to
say;

any statute which is not equal to all, and
which deprives any citizen of civil rights
which are secured to other citizens, is an
unjust encroachment upon his liberty; and is,
in fact, a badge of servitude which, by the
Constitution is prohibited. (Ibid.)

Anticipating the objection that the bill would
give the Federal Government power which belonged to the
States, Trumbull stated that the bill would have no
Operation in States which had equal laws.'eYel"that
when t I1 T" RT rff&Eedet 1 tttyle of the
southern States and its punishments became known, dis-
crimination would cease in all (Globe, p. 475).

In answer to a query of what was meant by
"civil rights," Trumbull replied that the first section
of the bill defined them and that it did not confer
"political rights" (Globe, p. 476). On this topic he
also stated that:

The first section of the bill defines
what I understand to be civil rights: the
right to make and enforce contracts, to sue
and be sued, and to give evidence, to inherit,
purchase, sell, lease, hold, and convey real
and personal property, and to full and equal
benefit to all laws and proceedings for the
security of person and property. These I under-

b stand to be civil rights, fundamental rights
belonging to every man as a free man, and which
under the Constitution as it now exists we have
a right to protect every man in.] (Globe, p.476)

However, in the course of his speech he had refer ed to A_'t-
the rights to travel, to teach, and to preach as being
secured by the bill, indicating that he thought the bill
covered more than the enumerated rights.
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Mr. Saulsbury of Delaware then attacked at
length Senator Trumbull's interpretation of the scope
of the Thirteenth Amendment. He stated that those who
had voted for the Amendment had not avowed such an
interpretation on the Senate floor. He argued that
there was no logical and legal connection between the
Amendment and the bill (Globe, p. 476), and went on
to insist that the Amendment conferred no power on
Congress to elevate a whole race to equality with the
white race. Indeed, he pointed out, it had always been
recognized that a man could be free and still not possess
the same civil rights as other men (Globe, p. 477).
If equal civil rights were the aim of the proponents
of the Amendment, Mr. Saulsbury insisted, they should
have expressly provided for this in the Amendment
(Ibid.) He thought the generic term "civil rights"
included all rights derived from the government and
hence the right to vote was protected under the bill
(Globe, p. 477). He went on to argue that the right
to vote was also a property right, expressly secured
by the bill (Globe, p. 478).

Consideration of the bill on January 30, 1866,
was devoted primarily to a discussion of the constitutionality
of the bill. The debates centered around whether the
Thirteenth Amendment authorized Congress to legislate
to secure civil rights; and whether Congress could make
Negroes citizens without a constitutional amendment.

Senator VanWinkle of West Virginia opened
the debate by insisting that an amendment was needed
to make Negroes citizens (Globe, p. 498). Senator Cowan
also objected to the citizenship clause. Furthermore,
in his view the Thirteenth Amendment conferred no power
on Congress to enact the bill, as it was not intended
"to overturn this Government and to revolutionize all
the laws of the various States everywhere" (Globe p. 499).
He stated that he was willing to vote for a constitutional
amendment which would

secure to all men of every color and
condition their natural rights, the
rights which God has given them, the
right to life, the right to liberty,
the right to property.

I
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But this bill, he felt, was an attempt "to do the
same thing without any constitutional authority"
(Globe, p. 500).

Senator Howard, who had been a member of
the Judiciary Committee when the Thirteenth Amendment
had been drafted, reported, and adopted, supported the
broad interpretation of the Amendment and pointed out
that

[It] was in contemplation of its friends
and advocates to give to Congress precisely
the power over the subject of slavery
and the freedmen which is now proposed
to be exercised by the bill now under our
consideration.

It was easy to foresee and of course
we foresaw, that in case this scheme of
emancipation was carried out in the rebel
States it would encounter the most vehement
resistance on the part of the old slave-
holders. It was easy to look far enough
into the future to perceive that it would
be a very unwelcome measure to them and
that they would resort to every means in
their power to prevent what they called
the loss of their property under this
amendment. We could foresee easily enough
that they would use, if they should be
permitted to do so by the General Govern-
ment, all the powers of the state govern-
ments in restraining and circumscribing
the rights and privileges which are
plainly given by it to the emancipated
negro. (Globe, p. 503)

Howard went on to declare that if the Amendment did not
prohibit the State legislature from prohibiting the
freedman from earning and purchasing property, from
having a home and family, from eating the bread he
earned, emancipation was a "mockery" (Globe, p. 504).
Indeed, the intention of the framers of the Thirteenth
Amendment had been to make the Negro the opposite of
a slave, to make him a free man, "entitled to those
rights we concede to a man who is free" (Ibid.).
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Senator Reverdy Johnson, of Maryland, counsel
for the defendant in the Dred Scott case, argued that
under that decision Congress could not by statute
naturalize a native-born Negro and that a constitutional
amendment was necessary (Globe, p. 504).

Debate on January 31, 1866, was devoted
principally to discussion over Congresst'power to make
Negroes citizens, and this continued on the following
day. Senator Morrill of Maine favored the bill and
asserted that the bill was extraordinary and unparalleled
in the history of the country. That the bill was
revolutionary was no reason for its rejection:

I freely concede that it is revolutionary. I
admit that this species of legislation is
absolutely revolutionary. But are we not
in the midst of revolution? Is the Senator
from Kentucky utterly oblivious to the grand
results of four years of war? Are we not in
the midst of a civil and political revolution
which has changed the fundamental principles
of our Government in some respects? Sir, is
it no revolution that you have changed the
entire system of servitude in this country?
Is it no revolution that now you can no longer
talk of two systems of civilization in this
country? * * *

I accept, then, what the Senator from
Kentucky thinks so obnoxious. We are in the
midst of revolution. We have revolutionized
this Constitution of ours to that extent; and
every substantial change in the fundamental
constitution of a country is a revolution.
Why, sir, the Constitution even provides
for revolutionizing itself. Nay, more it
contemplates it; contemplates that in the
changing phases of life, civil and political,
changes in the fundamental law will become
necessary; and is it needful for me to
advert to the facts and events of the last
four or five years to justify the declaration
that revolution here is not only radical and
thorough, but the result of the events of
the last four years? (Globe, p. 570)
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Although a revolution had occurred, there
had been no usurpation, Morrill thought, since the
change merely brought into harmony with the general
principles of American government that which had been
exceptional (Ibid.). He denied a previous assertion
by Senator Cowan that American society had been established
upon the principle of exclusion of inferior races. To
the contrary, in his opinion, American society had not
been formed in the interest of any race or class but
America had always been held up as a land of refuge:

Is there any "color" or "race" in the
Declaration of Independence, allow me to
ask? "All men are created egaua "gALQ g >g 4
the idea of a, or c9Lor or caste. There
never was in the history of this country
any other distinction than that of condition,
and it was all founded on condition.
(Globe, pp. 570-571)

The speech concluded with an examination of the Dred
Scott decision and the assertion that the Negro had
been denied citizenship not on account of his race or
color but only because of his enslaved condition
(Globe, p. 571).

Senator Trumbull then stated that the words
of the Declaration of Independence applied to the black
as well as the white man and that he wished to place the
matter beyond any question (Globe, pp. 573-574).
Senator Hendricks of Indiana dissented from this con-
struction of the Declaration of Independence but agreed
that the question of whether Negroes and Indians should
be admitted to the political community should be
submitted to the people of the country (Globe, p. 574).

The citizenship clause was then agreed to by
the Senate by a vote of 37-10 (Globe, p. 575). As
adopted it read:

All persons born in the United States,
and not subject to any foreign power, excluding
Indians not taxed, are hereby declared to be
citizens of the United States without distinction
of color.
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On February 2, 1866, the day set for the
final vote, Senator Davis of Kentucky renewed his
opposition to the bill. He held there was no constitu-
tional power to pass any law connected with the subject
of the bill except the privileges and immunities clause,
and he offered a substitute bill based on this clause
(Globe, p. 595). This substitute, he asserted, would
preserve the integrity of the States, whereas adoption
of Senator Trumbull's bill would be "centralizing with
a vengeance and by wholesale" for

heree the honorable Senator in one short
bill breaks down all the domestic systems of
law that prevail in all the States, so far
not only as the negro, but as any man without
regard to color is concerned, and he breaks
down all the penal laws that inflict punish-
ment or penalty upon all the people of the
States except so far as those laws shall be
entirely uniform in their application. To
the extent that there is any variance in those
laws, this short bill breaks them down.
(Globe, p. 598)

Senator Trumbull then defended his bill from
the epithets Senator Davis had applied to it. The bill,
he said:

applies to white men as well as black men.
It declares that all persons in the United
States shall be entitled to the same civil
rights, the right to the fruit of their own
labor, the right to make contracts, the right
to buy and sell, and enjoy liberty and
happiness; and that is abominable and iniquitous
and unconstitutional! Could anything be more
monstrous or more abominable than for a member
of the Senate to rise in his place and denounce
with such epithets as these a bill, the only
object of which is to secure equal rights to
all the citizens of the country, a bill that
protects a white man just as much as a black
man? (Globe, p. 599)
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It provided that "all people shall have equal rights,"
but, said Trumbull

[ijt does not propose to regulate the political
rights of individuals; it has nothing to do
with the right of suffrage, or any other
political right; but is simply intended to
carry out a constitutional provision, and
guaranty to every person of every color the
same civil rights. That is all there is to
it. That is the only feature of the bill,
and all its provisions are aimed at the
accomplishment of that one object. (Globe,
pp. 599-600)

Furthermore, the bill would have no application to a
State which performed its constitutional obligation and
abolished "discrimination in civil rights between its
citizens" (Globe, p. 600).

Senator Guthrie of Kentucky then stated his
view that all laws providing for slavery fell under
the Amendment and that the bill was surplusage. Although
he had advised the people of Kentucky and would advise
people of every State "to put these Africans upon the
same footing that the whites are in relation to civil
rights," to adopt "one code for all persons," and to
provide "one general rule for the punishment of crime
in the different states" (Globe, pp. 600-601), he did
not believe that there was any authority under the
Thirteenth Amendment

to overturn the State governments, and
permitting the Federal Government to run
into the States to make laws on this subject
when it enters into the States for nothing
else. I tell you, gentlemen, it is my firm
conviction that it can lead to nothing but
strife and ill-feeling, which will grow and
continue to grow. (Globe, p. 601)

Because the bill would result in federal-state conflict,
he believed it would destroy the unity of the Government
and would prove to be "the most impolitic law that ever
was passed." (Ibid.)
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Senator Hendricks of Indiana also feared
the bill would lead to conflict between the States
and the Federal Government. The bill would apply in
Indiana because the State did not recognize civil
equality of the races which was the purpose of the
bill (Globe, pp. 601-602).

However, Mr. Lane, also of Indiana, favored
the bill and stated that its object was to give effect
to the Emancipation Proclamation and the Fifteenth
Amendment (Globe, p. 602). Although he agreed with
Senator Guthrie that the laws which related to slavery
were nullified by the Thirteenth Amendment, he felt
Congressional legislation was necessary because "we
fear the execution of these laws if left to the State
courts" (Globe, p. 602). Mr. Wilson also supported
Senator Lane's argument, saying that the States had
passed Black Codes wholly incompatible with freedom
and these were being persistently carried into effect
by local authorities. This defiance by the Southern
legislatures of the rights of freedmen and the will of
the Nation as embodied in the Thirteenth Amendment,
made legislation imperative (Globe, p. 603). He spoke
of the perishing of slavery, which had previously
controlled the policies of the Nation, and declared

By the will of the nation freedom and
free institutions for all, chains and fetters
for none, are forever incorporated in the
fundamental law of regenerated and united
America. Slave codes and auction blocks, chains
and fetters and bloodhounds are things of the
past, and the chattel stands forth a man with
the rights and the powers of the freemen.
For the better security of these new-born civil
rights we are now about to pass the greatest
and the grandest act in this series of acts
that have emancipated a race and disenthralled
a nation. It will pass, it will go upon the
statute book of the Republic by the voice of
the American people, and there it will remain.
From the verdict of Congress in favor of this
great measure no appeal will ever be entertained
by the people of the United States. (Ibid.)

a
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However, Senator Cowan objected that the
purpose of the bill was "to repeal by act of Congress
all state laws, all state legislation, which in any
way create distinctions between black men and white
men in so far as their civil rights and immunities
extend. It is not to repeal legislation in regard to
slaves" (Ibid.)

Senator McDougall of California returned to
Mr. Guthrie's argument that legislation was unnecessary
and stated that the passage of Black Codes indicated
the Southern people would not follow Senator Guthrie's
advice to put all people on equal footing. Since this
had occurred, he felt there was a positive duty on the
Congress to act wherever discriminations were adhered
to (Globe, p. 605).

Just before final vote on the bill, Senator
Saulsbury moved to amend the bill by expressly excepting
the right to vote from its coverage. Senator Trumbull /
pointed out that the bill related only to civil rights
and not to political rights. But Senator Saulsbury
argued that the right to vote was a civil right and that,
despite Senator Trumbull's disclaimer,

[h]is meaning cannot control the opera-
tion or the effect of this law, if the
bill shall become a law. I believe that
if thi* bill is enacted into a law your
judges>Rost of the States will determine
that under these words the power of voting
is given. * * *

It will not do for the honorable chair-
man of the Judiciary Committee to say that
by specifying in other lines of the first
section the right to sue and be sued, and
to give evidence, to lease and to hold
property, he limits these rights. He
does no such thing. He may think that
that is the intention; but when you come to
look at the powers conferred by this section,
and when you consider the closing words
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of the section, giving to everybody,
without distinction of race or color, the
same rights to protection of property and
person and liberty, when these rights are
given to the negro as freely as to the
white man, I say, as a lawyer, that you
confer the right of suffrage, because,
under our republican form and system of
government, and according to the genius
of our republican institutions, one of
the strongest guarantees of personal
rights, of the rights of person and
property, is the right of the ballot.
(Globe, p. 606)

However, his amendment was defeated 39-7 (Ibid.). The
bill itself was then passed by a vote of 33-12 (Ibid.).



House Debates

In the House, on March 1, 1866, Representative
James A. Wilson of Iowa, Chairman of the Judiciary
Committee, reported the bill favorably, but with amend-
ments. (Globe, p. 1115). After all the Committee
amendments had been agreed to, Wilson moved to recommit
the bill, a procedural device explicitly intended to
cut off further amendments.

In his opening speech Wilson admitted that
"Some of the questions presented by this bill are not
free from difficulties. Precedents, both judicial and
legislative are found in sharp conflict concerning
them." (Globe, p. 1115). It was, however, plain to
him that Negroes freed under the Thirteenth Amendment
were citizens, even without the declaration of the bill,
a conclusion which he bolstered by citations of adminis-
trative precedents and by castigation of the Dred Scott
case for holding otherwise. (Globe, p. 1116).

As for the provision for equality in the en-
joyment of civil rights, Wilson remarked that

This part of the bill will probably excite
more opposition and elicit more discussion
than any other; and yet to my mind it seems
perfectly defensible. (Globe, p. 1117)

He then discussed the meaning of the terms
"civil rights and immunities"t

Do they mean that in all things civil,
social, political, all citizens, without
distinction of race or color, shall be
equal? By no means can they be so con-
strued. Do they mean that all citizens
shall vote in the several States? No; for
suffrage is a political right which has been
left under the control of the several States,
subject to the action of Congress only when
it becomes necessary to enforce the guarantee
of a republican form of government. iior do
they mean that all citizens shall sit on the
juries, or that their children shall attend
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the same schools. These are not civil
rights or immunities. Well, what is the
meaning? What are civil rights? I under-
stand civil rights to be simply the absolute
rights of individuals, such as--

'The right of personal security,
the right of personal liberty, and the
right to acquire and enjoy property.'
(citing Kent's Commentaries, Vol. 1, p. 199]

He quoted two other authorities on the subject of civil
rights and concluded that

From this it is easy to gather an under-
standing that civil rights are the natural
rights of man; and these are the rights which
this bill proposes to protect every citizen
in the enjoyment of throughout the entire
dominion of the Republic. (Ibid)

The term "immunities" was clearer in meaning --

in this regard the bill merely "secures to citizens of
the United States equality in the exemptions of the law."
Thus,

(a) colored citizen shall not, because he
is colored, be subjected to obligations,
duties, pains, and penalties from which
other citizens are exempted. Whatever
exemptions there may be shall apply to
all citizens alike. one race shall not
be more favored in this respect than
another. One class shall not be required
to support alone the burdens which should
rest on all classes alike. This is the
spirit and scope of the bill, and it goes
not one step beyond. (Ibid)



There was no question in Mr. Wilson's mind
that Congress could enact the measure, for Congress
was "following the Constitution" and "reducing to
statute form the spirit of the Constitution." (Ibid.)
Indeed, if the States would acknowledge and guarantee
the rights belonging to all citizens by virtue of "pri-
vileges and immunities" of United States citizenship
and would legislate" as though all citizens were of one
race and color" there would be no need for Congress to
act. But as such was not the case, Congress was obliged
to protect all citizens in the enjoyment of the great 1
fundamental rights.(Globe, p. 1118) Wilson stated that
Congress' power to act rested on the Thirteenth Amend-
ment and the privileges and immunities clause. (Ibid)
He also justified the bill under the broad principle
that the government had been designed to secure a more
perfect enjoyment of the great fundamental rights of
life, liberty, and property, and thus the Government
could intervene, although not expressly delegated this
power, when a state denied these rights. (Globe, p. 1119)

Mr. Loan of Missouri then inquired why the
penalties of the bill were limited to those who acted
under color of law, and did not apply to the whole
community. Mr. Wilson replied that

That grows out of the fact that there
is discrimination in reference to civil
rights under the local laws of the States.
Therefore we provide that the persons who
under the color of these local laws should
do these things shall be liable to this
punishment. (Globe, p. 1120)

Representative Rogers of New Jersey, a member
of the Judiciary Committee and leader of the "Administration
party" in the Congress, objected to the bill on consti-
tutional grounds. He declared there was no authorization
under the Constitution for such a measure. In his view,
reporting Representative Bingham's "Equal Rights" Amend-
ment which was designed to confer this very power, implied



an opinion by the majority of the Joint Committee on
Reconstruction that there was no such power at present.
(Globe, p. 1120) Furthermore, if Congress had the
power to pass this bill then it also had the power
to take away civil rights and immunities. Thus, he
concluded, a fair interpretation would mean that Con-
gress could enter a state and supersede its normal
domestic relations. (Globe, p. 1121) He also believed
that the privileges and immunities language was so
broad that it included all the rights which are derived
from the government and thus included suffrage. (Globe,
p. 1122)

Mr. Cook of Illinois then asserted that Con-
gress could act under the second section of the Thirteenth
Amendment. He interpreted this clause as meaning that
"Congress shall have power to secure the rights of free-
men to those men who had been slaves" and also that

Congress should be the judge of what is
necessary for the purpose of securing to
them those rights. Congress must judge as
to what legislation is appropriate and
necessary to secure to these men the rights
of free men, whether we can do this except
by securing to them the right to make and
enforce contracts and the other rights which
are specified in this bill, and each member
of this House must determine for himself,
upon his oath, what legislation is appro-
priate to prevent their being reduced to any
servitude which is involuntary. (Globe,
p. 1124)

He went on to say that the discriminatory
laws of the South showed that these states would not
secure to freedmen any rights or freedoms. He asked:

Does any man in this House believe that
these people can be.safely left in these
States without the aid of Federal legislation
or military power? Does any one believe that
their freedom can be preserved without this aid?
If any man does so believe, he is strangely
blind to the history of the past year; strangely
blind to the enactments passed by Legislatures
touching these freedmen. (Ibid)



At the opening of the debate on March 2,
1866, Representative Thayer of Pennsylvania con-
tended that the Thirteenth Amendment was of no
practical value if the states could still pass and
enforce laws which reduced a class of people to the
condition of bondmen and prevented the enjoyment of
the fundamental rights of citizenship. (Globe,
p. 1151) In his view the measure guaranteed
certain fundamental rights, which had been enumer-
ated in the bill in order to avoid any misapprehen-
sion. It could not be construed to confer suffrage,
for

the words themselves are "civil
rights and immunities," not political
privileges; and nobody can successfully
contend that a bill guarantying simply
civil rights and immunities is a bill
under which you could extend the right
of suffrage, which is a political
privilege and not a civil right.

Then, again, the matter is put beyond
all doubt by the subsequent particular
definition of the general language which
has been just used; and when those civil
rights which are first referred to in
general terms in the bill are subse.
quently enumerated, that enumeration pre-
cludes any possibility that the general
words which have been used can be ex-
tended beyond the particulars which have
been enumerated. (Ibid)

Thayer reiterated the argument that the Thirteenth
Amendment was intended to abolish all the oppres-
sive incidents of slavery and if it were not so
interpreted, those who had been freed would be left
in "a condition of modfied slavery, subject to the
old injustice and the old tyranny. . .". (Globe,
p. 1152).

He continued:

Sir, what kind of freedom is that
which is given by the amendment of the
Constitution, if it is confined simply to
the exemptions of the freedmen from sale
and barter? Do you give freedom to a man
when you allow him to be deprived of
those great natural rights to which every
man is entitled by nature? I ask the
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Democractic members of this House, what
kind of freedom is that by which the man
placed in a state of freedom is subject
to the tyranny of laws which deprive him
of rights which the humblest citizen in
every State in Christendom enjoys? (Ibid)

He concluded by stating his approval of Binghamas
proposition to put the protection of equal rights
into the Constitution, although he doubted the
necessity of such action. Still, "in order to make
things doubly secure," he would vote for Bingham's
proposal. (Globe, p. 1153)

Representative Eldridge of Wisconsin
pointed out that when the Bingham joint resolution
to amend the Constitution had been proposed, Mr.
Thayer had supported it on the ground, advanced by
Bingham, that under the present Constitution there
was no warrant to enter a state to protect a citi-
zen in his rights of life, liberty, and property.
Now, he observed, Mr. Thayer seemed to differ in
all his claims from Mr. Bingham. (Globe, p. 1155)
He also stated that insofar as the bill was pressed
in the interest of the black man, it recognized
the very distinction in race and color which it was
intended to abolish.

Representative Thouton also expressed op-
position to the bill. If the proponents' inter-
pretation of the Thirteenth Amendment were correct,
he maintained, then Congress had an indefinite
power, "unlimited except by the passions or caprice
of those who may assume to exercise it." (Globe,
p. 1156) Furthermore, he suggested that the term
"civil rights" included suffrage and asked, given
the "loose and liberal mode of construction
adopted in this age, who can tell what rights may
not be conferred by virtue of the terms as used in
this bill? Where is it to end? Who can tell how
it may be defined, how it may be construed?"
(Globe, p. 1157)

Mr. Windom of Minnesota declared the bill
to be

one of the first efforts made since
the formation of the Government to give
practical effect to the principles of the
Declaration of Independence; one of the
first attempts to grasp as a vital



reality and embody in the forms of law
the great truth that all men are created
equal and endowed by the Creator with the
inalienable rights of life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness. If there be
any reasonable objection to the bill, it
is that it does not go far enough. It
assumes only to protect civil rights, and
leaves the adjustment and protection of
political rights to future legislation.
Globe, p. 1159)

He went on to say that had the spirit and
design of the original architects been followed by
those who built the superstructure, the country
might have been spared the horror of war, for "(a)
true Republic rests upon the absolute equality of
the rights of the whole people, high and low, rich
and poor, white and black." (Ibid.)

According to Mr. Windom, a broad grant of
power to Congress had been contemplated at the time
of the adoption of the 13th Amendment. At that
time, he said, it was "well understood"that
"although the body of slavery might be destroyed,
its spirit would still live in the hearts of those
who have sacrificed so much for its preservatioq,
the Amendment gave Congress the power to enforce
"the spirit as well as the letter of the Amendment."
(Globe, p. 1159)

Mr. Windom then asserted that the bill
"does not attempt to confer on the freedmen social
privileges '*or the privilege of voting. (Ibid.) He
closed his address with reference to the condition
of the negro under the Black Codes and concluded by
askint, "Ur, if this be liberty, may nodn"eef now
what slavery is." (Globe, p. 1160)

At this point Mr. Wilson withdrew his
motion to recommit the bill, and proceeded to offer
some amendments. Most were technical, and not
material here; one, however, was an express proviso
excluding the right of suffrage from the rights
protected by the bill. Wilson stated that this ad-
dition did not change his construction of the bill,
since he did not believe the term "civil rights"
included the right of suffrage. After all of these
amendments were adopted, he renewed his motion to
recommit, and the House moved on to the considera-
tion of other measures. (Globe, pp. 1161-1162).



Debate on the bill was not resumed until
March 8, 1866. Representative Broomall of Pennsyl-
vania argued that the bill would not only protect
black men but woUld protect United States citizens
and soldiers who were being punished in the South.
(Globe, 1. 1263.) He also argued that the preamble
of the Constitution and the general welfare clause
authorized Congress to enact the bill. (Ibid.)

Representative Raymond expressed doubts
as to the constitutionality of section two, the
penal section of the bill. (Globe, p. 1266-1267.)
Mr. DMand of Ohio was dubious of the power of Cong-
ress under the existing Constitution to pass such a
measure. Despth Mr. Wilson's disclaimer that the
bill conferred the right to'act as a juror, Delano
felt that section one necessarily conferred that
right in the clause, "to full and equal benefit of
all laws and proceedings for the security of per-
sons and property as is enjoyed by white citizens."
(Globe, Appendix, p. 157.) Wilson replied that
those words had not been in the original bill, but
were inserted by an amendment offered by himself
"It was thought by some persons that unless these
qualifying words were incorporated in the bill,
those rights might be extended to all citizens,
whether male or female, majors or minors. So that
the words are intended to operate as a limitation
and not as an extension * * *." (Ibid.) Delano
continued his objections by pointing to the phrase
in the same section, "That there shal be no dis-
crimination in civil rights or immunities among the
citizens of the United States in any State or
Territory." He supposed that the enumeration of
specific rights following this general declaration
operated as a limitation upon it. But then the
phrase to which he had previously referred followed
after this enumeration, and, in his view, seemed to
be an enlargement or extension of the specific
rights enumerated in the bill. Under this con-
struction, he asserted, the question whether the
right to be a juror was conferred by the measure
was still a debatable one. (Ibid.) Delano thought,
therefore, that the bill could be interpreted to
encroach upon the reserved rights of the state under
the Constitution. It appeared to him that "the
authority assumed as the warrant for this bill would
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enable Congress to exercise almost any power over a
State." (Globe, Appendix, p. 158.) He expressed
strong doubts as to the authority of Congress

to go into the States and manage
and legislate with regard to all
the personal rights of the citizen
* * *. (Ibid.)

While the extreme assertion of state rights was a
contributing cause of the war, to him

it is just as important that
we should not swing back into
the assertion of powers in this
Government that do not belong
to it * * *. (Globe, Appendix,
p. 159.)

He concluded, therefore, that since authority for
this bill was not conferred by the Thirteenth Amend-
ment, Congress should first take up and submit for
ratification the amendment to the Constitution
offered by Mr. Bingham. When that amendment had
become part of the fundamental law, then Congress
could proceed "to secure the rights of these per-
sons in a way in which we shall not be trampling
down or endangering the fundamental law of the
land." (bid.)

Upon the conclusion of this speech,
Representative Kerr of Indiana rose to present his
objections to the measure. In his view the declara.
tion of citizenship was wholly unauthorized, for the
naturalization power did not permit Congress to
declare native-born non-citizens to be citizens.
(Globe, p. 1267-1268.) Furthermore, the Thirteenth
Amendment did not grant that authority, nor did it
authorize civil rights legislation by the Congress.
In his opinion, all the amendment had done was to
sever the domestic relation of master and slave and
to prevent involuntary servitude. He asked:



It is slavery or involuntary
servitude to forbid a free negro,
on account of race and color, to
testify against a white man? Is
it either to deny to free negroes,
on the same account, the privilege
of engaging in certain kinds of
business in a State in which white
men may engage, such as retailing
spirituous liquors? Is it either
to deny to children of free negroes
or mulattoes, on the like account,
the privilege of attending the
common schools of a State with
the children of white men? Is it
either for a religious society,
on the same ground, and in pur-
surance of its long-established
custom, to refuse to a free
negro the right to rent and
occupy the most prominent pew
in its church? Is it either for
a state to refuse to free negroes
and mulattoes the privilege of
settling within its boundaries
or acquiring property there?
(Globe, p. 1268.)

If these elements did constitute slavery, the per-
sons discriminated against were the slaves of the
State and the Federal Government had no power to
"break down any State constitutions or laws which
discriminate in any way against any class of per-
sons." (Ibid.)

Mr. Kerr then elaborated on the problems
of the differing character of State and national
citizenship and stated that the present bill would
confound the distinction. (Globe, p. 1268-1270.)
Congress should not be empowered, in protecting
United States citizens under the privileges and
immunities clause, to invade the States in order
to prescribe what rights the States should accord to
State citizens. (Ibid.)



Mr. Kerr also argued that if Congress
could "declare what rights and privileges shall be
enjoyed in the States by the people of one class,
it can by the same kind of reasoning determine what
shall be enjoyed by every class." (Globe, p. 1270.)
This was clearly inconsistent with the concept of
State regulation of internal and domestic affairs
and would mean that Congress "may erect a great
centralized, consolidated despotism in this capital."
(Ibid.)

Kerr then pointed to the confused defini-
tions of "civil rights and immunities" which the
proponents offered. He pointed to the different
opinions of the authorities as to Wbkb rights were
"civil" ones and asked:

Who shall settle these questions?
Who shall define these terms?
Their definition here by gentle-
men on this floor is one thing;
their definition after this bill
shall have become a law will be
quite another thing. (Globe,
pp. 1270-1271.)

He assured the bill would reach state laws which
allowed only white males to engage in the retailing
of spiriteovsliquors, required separate schools,
and prohibited immigration of negroes and would
subject state officials to punishment. These
illustrations indicated the "inherent viciousness
of the bill." (Globe, p. 1271.)



After Mr. Kew had concluded his speech,
Representative Bingham offered an amendment to the
motion to recommit, to instruct the Committee to
strike out the broad language relating to "civil
rights and immunities." He also wished striken all
the penal provisions of the bill, substituting there-
for a provision granting the remedy of a civil action
for damages to one whose rights had been violated.
(This proposal by Bingham had already been endorsed in
advance of its offer in speeches by Representatives
Raymond (Globe, p. 1267) and Delano (Globe, App., p.
156)).

The following day, March 9, 1866, Bingham
was allowed thirty minutes to speak on behalf of his
amendment. (Globe, p. 1296). He stated at the outset,
that even if his proposed changes were adopted, the
Congress had no authority to pass the bill; but by
striking out the broad language of the bill, and re-
moving its criminal penalties, he asserted, its
"oppressive" effects would be eliminated. (Ibid)

To Bingham, there was no objection to the
declaration of the citizenship of the iiegro, for that
was a fully authorized exercise of power by Congress;
but,

in view of the text of the Constitution of
my country, in view of all of its past inter-
pretations, in view of the manifest and
declared intent of the men who framed it,
the enforcement of the bill of rights, touch-
ing the life, liberty, and property of every
citizen of the Republic within every organ-
ized State of the Union, is of the reserved
powers of the States, to be enforced by State
tribunals and by State officials acting under
the solemn obligations of an oath imposed upon
them by the Constitution of the United States.
(Globe, p. 1291.)

In discussing the general language of the first section
of the bill, Mr. Bingham referred to Representative
Wilson's views. He pointed out that the latter had
privately said that he did not regard the "clause in the

I



first section as an obligatory requirement." (Globe,
p. 1291). To Mr. Bingham, however, that clause was
tas obligatory as any other clause of the section."

He thought "civil rights" was a very broad term,
embracing "every right that pertains to citizens as
such," even political rights. If civil rights had
this extent, the effect of the first section of the
bill would be

to strike down by congressional enact-
ment every State constitution which makes
a discrimination on account of race or
color in any of the civil rights of the
citizen. (Ibid)

Most states did have such discriminatory laws. With
the objective of eliminating such laws, Bingham agreed
entirely, but that should be achieved by the law and
voluntary act of each State:

The law in every State should be just;
it should be no respecter of persons.
It is otherwise now, and it has been
otherwise for many years in many of
the States of the Union. I should
remedy that not by an arbitrary
assumption of power, but by amending
the Constitution of the United States,
expressly prohibiting the States from
any such abuse of power in the future.
(Ibid.)

In limiting the operation of the bill to "citizens,"
he claimed, the House revisers of the bill had dis-
criminated against aliens; to reach all equally with
protection it was necessary to use "persons," for,
while

the bill of rights, as has been solemnly
ruled by the Supreme Court of the United
States, does not limit the powers of
States and prohibit such gross injustice
by States, it does limit the power of
Congress and prohibit any such legisla-
tion by Congress. (Globe, p. 1292.)



The Freedman's Bureau bill he distinguished by reason
of its application only to the insurrectionary States,
and only so long as the courts were "stopped in the
peaceable course of justice" by civil unrest. (Ibid.)
But when peace should be restored and the courts
opened, the ordinary limitations of the Constitution
would apply, under which

the care of the property, the
liberty, and the life of the
citizen, under the solemn
sanction of an oath imposed by
your Federal Constitution, is
in the States, and not in the
Federal Government. (Ibid.)

Mr. Bingham asserted that even his pro-
posed constitutional amendment did not seek to disturb
that traditional limitation. It sought

to affect no change in that
respect in the Constitution of
the country. (Ibid.)

On the contrary, it sought only to provide power in
Congress to punish all violations by State officers
of their obligations to uphold the Constitution and
the bill of rights,

* * * but leaving those officers
to discharge the duties enjoined
upon them as citizens of the
United States by that oath and
by that Constitution. (Ibid.)

Borrowing de Tocqueville's phrase, this would con-
tinue "centralized government, decentralized
administration" (Ibid.), which is the strength of
this country:

I have always believed that the
protection in time of peace with-
in the States of all of the rights
of person and citizen was of the
powers reserved to the States.
And so I still believe. (Globe,
p. 1293.)



Representative Shellabarger of Ohio echoed
Bingham's constitutional doubts, but, in view of the
great need for such protection, he resolved his doubts
in favor of the bill. "Its whole effect," he said,
"is not to confer or regulate rights, but to require
that whatever of these enumerated rights and obliga-
tions are imposed by State laws shall be for and upon
all citizens alike without distinctions based on race
or former condition in slavery." (Globe, p. 1293.)
The Congress could not say that the states could not
prohibit married women and children from testifying;
it could only require "that whatever rights as to each
of these enumerated civil (not political) matters the
State may confer upon one race or color of the citizens
shall be held by all races in equality." (Ibid.)



Mr. Wilson again took the floor to rebut
these objections, many of which had come from his
own party. He stated that the term "civil rights
and immunities" as used in the bill and properly
construed did not include all civil rights, i.e.,
"those which belong to the citizen of the UntFed
States as such, and those which belong to a citizen
as such." (Globe, p. 1294) Instead, the bill "re-
fers to those rights which belong to men as citi-
zens of the United States and none other." (Ibid)
These he defined as the rights of life, liberty,
and property, "in connection with those which are
necessary for the protection and enjoyment of the
rights thus specifically named, and these are the
rights to which this bill relates, having nothing
to do with subjects submitted to the control of the
several States." (Ibid) The penal provisions were
necessary so that the citizen despailed of his
rights, who was most likely to be poor, would not
be obliged to press his own suit through the
courts. (Globe, p. 1295). Furthermore, the meager
damages proposed by Mr. Bingham was not adequate
"protection" by the Government. (Ibid.)

Four days later, on March 13, 1866, the
bill was reported again with amendments, as urged
by Representatives Delano and Bingham, striking out
the general language relating to "civil rights or
immunities", and leaving only the individual rights
specified, (Globe, p. 1366.) Mr. Wilson explained
that the elimination of the general language did
not materially change the bill, for, he still main-
tained, unier accepted rules of construction, the
specific language had limited the general. However,

some gentlemen were apprehensive that the
words we propose to strike out might give
warrant for a latitudinarian construction
not intended. (Ibid.)

A few other amendments, not relevant here,
were also reported. All the amendments were adopted
by the House. In answer to an inquiry on the
omission from the final bill of the proviso
explicitly excluding the right of suffrage from the
operation of the bill, Wilson replied that

Some members of the House thought, in the
general words of the first section in
relative to civil rights, it might be
held by the courts that the right of suf-
frage was included in those rights. To



obviate that difficulty and the dif-
ficulty growing out of any other con-
struction beyond the specific rights
named in the section, our amendment
strikes out all of those general terms
and leaves the bill with the rights
specified in the section. Therefore the
amendment referred to by the gentleman is
unnecessary. (Globe, p. 1367.)

The Senate then had a brief discussion on
March 15, 1866. In the course of this, Senator
Davis remarked the bill assumed that Congress had
the power to occupy those "vast fields of state and
domestic legislation which regulate the civil
rights, and the pains, penalties, and punishments
inflicted upon the people of the respective States
which were not delegated to the Government of the
United States, but were reserved to the States
respectively, and to the people. . .". The Senate
then concurred in all the House amendments, includ-
ing the deletion of the "civil rights or immunities"
provision, and sent the measure to the President.
(Globe, pp. 1413-1416).



On March 27, the President returned the
bill without approval. (Globe, pp. 1679-1681.) His
message was in large part a repetition of the argu-
ment in the Congress against the bill. He stated
that

Hitherto every subject embraced
in the enumeration of rights
contained in this bill has been
considered as exclusively be-
longing to the States. They
all relate to the internal policy
and economy of the respective
States. They are matters which
in each State concern the dom-
estic condition of its people,
varying in each according to
its own peculiar circumstances,
and the safety and well-being
of its own citizens. (Globe,
p. 1680.)

If Congress could repeal all state laws discrimin-
ating between whites and blacks in the subjects
covered by the bill, it could also repeal state
laws discriminating on the subjects of suffrage,
office, and jury service. (Jbid.) Furthermore,
the former slaves did not yet possess the requisite
qualifications to entitle them to all the privileges
and immunities of citizens of the United States.
Moreover, he believed the bill would frustrate the
adjustment of capital and labor in the new economic
system in the South. (Ibid.) He concluded by
stating that the absorp~ToE and assumption of power
by the Government, which the bill contemplated,
would "sap and destroy our federative system of
limited powers and break down the barriers which
preserve the rights of the States." The bill marked
"another step, or rather stride, toward centraliza-
tion and the concentration of all legislative powers
in the national government." (Globe, p. 1670.)

The veto did not come up for discussion
until April 4, 1866, when Senator Trumbull reviewed
what he claimed to be the inadequacies and errors
of the message, point by point. (Globe, pp. 1755-
1761.) He regretted that the President should have



thus alienated himself "from those who elevated him
to power." (Globe, p. 1755.) At the conclusion of
his speech he stated that the bill would in no
manner interfere with the municipal regulations of
any state which protects all alike and could have
no operation in Massachusetts, New York or Illinois.
Trumbull then remarked:

How preposterous, then to
charge that unless some State
can have and exercise the right
to punish somebody, or to deny
somebody a civil right on account
of his color, its rights as a
state will be destroyed. It is
manifest that unless this bill
can be passed, nothing can be
done to protect the freedmen in
their liberty and their rights.
(Globe, p. 1761.)

On April 5, 1866, Senator Reverdy Johnson, who sup-
ported the veto, again reviewed the Dred Scott case,
noting that under that decision the Congress might
be able to make a Negro a citizen of the United
States but not a citizen of a State. (Globe, p.
1776.) Since this legislation related to rights
inherent in State citizenship, it was an unconstitu-
tional attempt to invade the powers reserved to the
States. (Globe, pp. 1777, 1778.) For the most part,
the few remaining Senate speeches were devoted to
repetition of previous arguments or to general
Reconstruction matters. (Globe, pp. 1781-1786;
1801-1809.)

On April 6, 1866, the day the vote on
overriding the veto was taken, Senator Davis attacked
it in a lengthy speech, in which he said-

[Tihere are civil rights,
immunities, and privileges which
ordinances, regulations, and
customs, confer upon white per-
sons everywhere in the United
States, and withhold from negroes.
On ships and steamboats the most



comfortable and handsomely furnished
cabins and state-rooms, the first
tables, and other privileges; in
public hotels the most luxuriously
appointed parlors, chambers, and
saloons, the most sumptuous tables,
and baths; in churches not only
the most softly cushioned pews, but
the most eligible sections of the
edifices; on railroads, national,
local, and street, not only sets,
but whole cars, are assigned to
white persons to the exclusion of
negroes and mulattoes. All these
discriminations in the entire
society of the United States are
established by ordinances, regula-
tions and customs. This bill
proposes to break down and sweep
them all away, and to consummate
their destruction, and bring the
two races upon the same great plane
of perfect equality, declares all
persons who enforce those distinc-
tions to be criminals against the
United States, and subjects them
to punishment by fine and imprison-
ment, and directs the appointment
of legions of officers to prosecute,
both penally and civilly, for the
benefit of the favored negro race,
at the cost of the United States,
and puts at the disposal of these
officers the posse comitatus, the
militia, and the Army and Navy of
the United States, to enable them
to execute this bold and iniquitous
device to revolutionize the Govern-
ment and to humiliate the degrade
the white population, and especially
of the late slave States, to the
level of the negro race. (Globe,
App., p. 187.)

If Congress possessed the authority to pass
this bill, Davis asked what there was to prevent
Congress from passing an entire and exclusive civil
and criminal code for all the thirty-six states*
(Ibid.) on that same day the vote was takenand the

veto was overridden by 33 to 15.



The Senate's action was not transmitted
to the House until April 9, 1866. However, on
April 6, 1866, the day of the Senate's vote on the
veto, Mr. Wilson announced that when the Senate's
message was communicated to the House, he intended
to cut off discussion and bring the House to a vote
at once. There was some objection voiced to this
procedure, and on that day Mr. Lawrence made a
lengthy speech on the bill, and Messrs. LeBlond and
Clarke spoke on Reconstruction policy.

Lawrence favored the bill; in his view it
did not interfere with the rights of the States "to
limit, enlarge, or declare civil rights" but merely
assured that the enjoyment of certain civil rights
would be shared equally by all citizens in each
State. (Globe, p. 1832.) According to Lawrence the
States could deny civil rights to a class of persons
in two ways:

either by prohibitory laws, or
by a failure to protect any one
of them.

If the people of a State
should become hostile to a large
class of naturalized citizens
and should enact laws to prohibit
them and no other citizens from
making contracts, from suing,
from giving evidence, from in-
heriting, buying, holding, or
selling property, or even from
coming into the State, that
would be prohibitory legisla-
tion. If the State should simply
enact laws for native-born citizens
and provide no law under which
naturalized citizens could enjoy
any one of these rights, and should
deny them all protection by civil
process or penal enactments, that
would be a denial of justice.

When the States denied to "millions of citizens the
means without which life, liberty, and property
cannot be enjoyed", Lawrence believed the nation had



the power "to enforce and protect the equal enjoyment
in the State of civil rights which are inherent in
national citizenship." (Globe, p. 1835)

In his speech on Reconstruction, Mr. Clarke
discussed the "evil influences" of the slave system
which still permeated the minds of Southerners and
made Congressional legislation under the Thirteenth
Amendment essential. Furthermore, he argued for
federal jurisdiction because in courts of the Southern
states

Judges, juries, lawyers, officers,
must for many years, certainly
during this generation, carry with
them such a hatred and contempt
for the freedmen as to utterly
preclude the idea that they can do
him full justice. A negro testi-
fying in a State court against a
white man, will labor under the
disadvantage for many years of
being despised by the local court
and the local population. Now,
sir, I do not say this in reproach,
but as a simple illustration of a
well-understood truth. (Globe,
p. 1837.)

However, there was no further discussion
in the House on April 9, 1866. After some dilatory
tactics by the opposition, Representative Wilson
called the previous question, and the House overrode
the veto by a vote of 122 to 41. (Globe, p. 1861.)
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If thwe as sch a poliy whch wes the ractial eqUivalent of a
statute or weetive order, I an no dabt that the disetaiatio

ast be seafdee as that of the state, Jas"t as under * PlAttf4
"*,omU men 0" stitioners entitled

to 6 nv trial onathea meantAt they ha a rigt Aer the orteeth
hill monamen, to present evidence tha~t the Alertetivon we eaUsld by,

or ft esbtaset n, stAao

4. Peta rnIo-Al I st aboveifo my pretagueto
Vat I cosier herealy tpartest orwrinothe Solicitor GeneralI's

namasseIIAeI.-I--* 1thinkthtoat PttIIIis Sooftouweanarment"L-whebther
it is CaLed ante-a-ay tretionalor Saethig that it abol
not be Pressated or epportedby the sevennthe SupremeCoat.W

A. I$5sk tat the Salleter Genera's o COMEnis

stdAstnly weaker in at ilet one vey tapaiiirtuman tOOWepetthan th
ameAet y Pe at the 0ivig Division.

Aleasthei leano lt does st distingAUsh beteen enticaldisara-
inattn4to he Noth ant Santh.As tmOatf nte 1maneseada ll* as

wht amut to a raatbepeuptin hent ter U wGenerval's
PeSItten weaA MeanMthat the eSe rtstUreat enaar cantAlsabInat
senft ereSM Infthe wt but mant tartaSte lanthe SeathMs

ream sttitheUs orfthese ae not ea have never ben, laws
suprtn aal ateerlanItasic*smraly *SeSetoterGasmalhas
a A s ipwsitiea arsluy t equestat a reras"Mow
east fe tee"aas*van fto me sortt the aS tes athe on per

it o U -044-q-*tt authm"leaes he bary tistinttan eteewte*orthon&d the Santh Oease
tisily the esas sia f e eItheCUSthSaveaameral e*
ten to Segregateresat iten in

seemssnwc IIpIstsetatt at aothto ay"asorhen"apersasto I
aemaonsqwtal Ue busotft owtoeow eftbeen prom bya sInse
hat his sean a7 %e treae as that O the state. a etn tsW

stateme1 .111p-neatto&as ernmm SUiswn***bse
When6. te Saltater Genetoa meaWon-sHtt v tly adm"ts

a it an be. I dUbt vey a"h that easheaSe ofmwritiesoreAditiOnal
avanatavilooepItGfthesenatwoI sugeshatempextena

brewill meit$e iaes evemm*Timn o
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matifiefrmanon se vewaker the araiment, Ukiah Iwill dus-
easebetw SM actioprm atto saoniy atan is In say sense

the aetta of the state. Where the state bs not Peasdasegre
tia lawS, theemiete emnt be canadeed the re-
sait of state mottaa

It aht be"aged that *l civil rigtsCasslavelving 1Negree
have a reaterffeCt m the SeAth than the orth va tat tbelss

tree beasmethe South hab"etalAtertdot e eating free state
acetioix fthe habar degree.Ad Intoall te ss Wmsupto nor
the Setthsstt"nuatytWith the Aeaiat o

bNY ransetag the state Alsotai*tioA asUftr h telone far-
bMsdas maroet #tteparfts a sa s post*s, we senarnstates

woul neastl jtssuatethese testiUes tothe on* war that ther
a"e sesen a ates ti e norm. anBut wte sensite GeneralI's
view a"a~apte by boII the8peeCourt$ We SeAtrn *tate"Cannot

lace eseesthesoe""eatnas"toherat-
prive etaure-1Iat ows will ave casnttesst tessse
ase tenmwr annot mome a steftte --c,1Ompang eaream nin restan*
rate btaintthe partoatte ammts weaaming that no

esutaite eaM 2tsea ven itfal asens*ntat"Ies sa br slle

11ans, wnstin=t1r amenetembae perseshe bas---easan-ese

SsubtatIaayt the au±atettse .AnAwthe Sltote

itGeet'aftted vie thatoneanatto ea"titetmwernot~

S e newseeint$a* no"etan oese nle eathaIe tetesimnaerbettevein rstenen1as"a sAterfr heamsenoa
leer eState.

"e tmlInSoa.ton, t inm aIt s .$ n etacttrt
ien tl':waseasa etway to ""Aa es toU theasses.

emnsefton wanas *AII anew"as aahfr svra oM asob*ch
eftUh am*oM4Wryey rahasWtw

sassuke asta bas Jto rela es stteessalo *G&W
==a$ity eat n mftney Camby" M& tee*Ftsvae

ft te oGum sabo 0"e) at sneesnInne gu PANO+ Mas 1"t tas
thm eulcitormanlypaeto eam Vat his mer retakesrever*
eal 1n the Aaeam*&an--weatby te Mth Carallaseam*e,*bt a a
the MaryanIs&e, to oeata to be 4a14mee 1 wdas aWaas it A&Ne$
taAtawuuat aycotnu n h Nrhwafter bht horme.
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stailer to the dolicit tooalIa his caneurrin, opinion in the
Geraer case., whh4- - M i.i** that the result wold be to

flrttjaneraination in the North but not the South. And thira, it
is clear fra the face of the 3aolicitor General's arament that it
applies liffently in the North tha in the South.

Ielh Spritzer has suggsted a maitie version of the Jolicitor
General's theory in bopes of preventag different trestaent for Iift
forent stotiam of the country. H Sug ts that the existence of a
custom of racial .eise iton in retarants, whith is pnalueed in
part by state segreatia statutes, abould not be-canelusive that the
oner has disortaimated as the resutt of nston. Instead, he s uets
that these fe sbOshealpredaoe a rebuttable presumptio which may be
overs, by proof that the restaurateur maa tree decion of his on
to 1Iseriaiate.

Mr. $pritzer's theory, however, does not remoe the sctartination
between North and Seath if it is appli to the fonalatica of the
W"ef theoryIn the Solleter General's amoa *m.It a Privateo
aetemination based on cstan is state action only when tstos is in
se way the result of sateeneouragme, a Northern restaurateur

may speciflelly base his diertintoc on eastan in his manity
while a Saatherner my not. The oly uoss for this tdistintion is
that the ensta in the North a*s ta4e pendnt Of stt uragenat.
As a cosequence, oMthenr lose the right possessed by Nortmeres
to iserainate, ad even twentheir state eneearaed s ation in
the pst rather than the present.

Mr. bpritzer's aagetion ilAsremove the discriination between
North ad South only it it applied to the Solicitor General's broader
theory, which has beenorally expresse, that al private decisions to
iscriminateb~ased oneasta costitute state action. If this is so,

it is meastitutional for Northerners at mSothenr alike to dis-
orisinate beeanaeof astn their ases. Sat, as will be se below,
the fomalUttm ofthe bottettr erat's argen, h des set
dlepend mn ay govermntal action to oeurage the east=m of disertains*
tion, is even weker leaily a logicaly than the theory as advanced
in his meMOranan.

It seem to s that any position which in effect ays that private
iacrimtion ay tatinse ia the North but that it isunestitAtIonal

in the sot" is intaerabj" l wether or not this is a legalargment
against the Solicitor Gasral's position, it is to a- an absolutely
conlausive raon againt advancing it, Ift W do Mke ove an a" e
I think that the SantJ will be oreft forW the first tin in
that the federal govnnmnt, whic Ais den taed by the North, As attempt*
lng to opoe integratian on the South when the Worth itself eantinus
to uisersuinate, assar th supi Couralwou Jwtierably be
atteeked as ta fbat amnts to different staans as different
setctin of the contry . The result, I believe, wlA be ham
to the prestige of the COrt.
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(1) The failure, to canaider this case iA ternaof the three-
part analysis ag ted tove has led the Solicitor General to the
aramnt(pages 15-16) that the convictions here were wncuwtituticarl
because the omer aitted the Negraes an the presses aA merely
retufed to allow th into the reeteurat. Ths eatentioI submit,
has absolutely noth to do with whether the has the
racial diserlaintioa in thee ases, even if I could agre with the
Soliltor General that the sdertasntica Io these cases Is more irt-
tianal or is otherwise vrse than total excaluin fra the promises.
The distiactica the Solicitor General suggests relates only -to the
kta of disrtastimA. tt it seesabsolutely elear that racial

discrinatti in public p1se is the very kind of diserization
at which the FourteenthMaeSgent is alast. The werst foam of racial
discriaton, heavers o not violate the Fourteenthmn n uss
tiny result te state atic.

I know of sal4 ana0arge61 t which NNW aeastheexistence of
state aoticondepeak aM the kiad at reeial Alsortaitittn involved.
ConeivablyAt coalA be aued" that less stateamolvemnt nd be
bown vhen tin rtaladieraination is particularly bad. This can-

teftion Is totally unreported by saysatherity. Moreover sme
shotag that the diserIt tion resulted twe state nation mnt be

In an evet, I can see ao basis for believing that total eolu-
*ion fran restaurants Is smehow better thanadmisai to a diee store
but wetlusin Itaestaurant. as theSte~aointof the ham to
the Neo"theretono *=att aass or any distinction. Since io
both eases theNero habeen lated a I- a ;retaurantloo,11:beeaeeof his

cws both atUatits tavlve the clear Spoition by a private busi-
ne"s of a obfge at inferiority. In one*ase thepro has merely been

as- to a itfterkt at etalishmeat, a Aim store. It is
soad that the aeA S ofa a e to the etre but their eolusian

wa the wes r portion is particwlwlyV"abecame the basi-
aMe has cosn-dto take his =y m b with his ban be is
sta ig but not wnhe is sttis at ettg. Ut is it less or moe

Wn the btaesi refaceto deal with his at al by ttal
exebaste tethe preae1edobtea that Nea"etesl an verse in

one aituation than enbber. Wie theS e Geneala e as &
mabjetive reaction whisk is str.Ar is the situations wlvt in
these ae sewenl otber persa to we I have talked iave the can*
trary mtfe e that total e la he the prmiss is
verse or tied no Attreeein the two attention.

I alsonsea Tteeasebetween the two sitnties he the stead-
point of the Omr at the bsises. b abes sot sote 4 ay see iration
ally in onee than ather. rt at al, the Pearteenth
is baecda the pro that al Meal Aeersiat is atial. I
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serianly de0&t the viat of suggeting that saee rioal 4iacrtiaa*
tian in public places is ere irrational thaother smh Jdsrtgiatio.
So matter how earefthly ss taA of avement is phrased, it wI i oud
like the govermut hs a rsally strong *betin to aehagNegree
ent el4 from publie places.

Seea'tit wassess the ratioaulity of racal tscrtaintio
an bS t to their stem but at to the

partmat the stare are etig us as raticeally as bust-
asemmes was rmu on -- !Iestausats as& seI N egroe" eatraly theo
preaisee* Te breasts eSoth It not to h intees orto

haw sethingto As withathM. fGo he astsey, pgr0s 04tentl

vat as UA" In white homs whose they cc* fto, ecr tart ein
and wieress asm thvi their wat.seo a r in many

other sItuatI= ten oeressc* t eseyvishhtes.The eastein
the eathto thatereas aas8e8taVe with white but tny mast remain

ality at rastal srastia e , it iso for
is dae eterto Madat Reree atet6e0remseto bUy strISIgorPenIls,

for~ o -amge.a-th1eecontes s hits.S"ado sa eampletel
ea reaahipwhieh deas not aqply social equality. On the

other betA, state eatIn wile seated tale natal as wll as eta

eetlye ary ehraetal oeate. In
sort, it taNinmeon "atboth atbned sewitha -eteauSt
oat a rentmun5at an by Itelt, he val qitea a (It beha

r vine as toerebothe
but to eaitha toh ee

the SolicAtor GeneatMn eagseststhahergt etrivacy
U"a fravledt enNetees w been eaitteto eSkMethe assesI* a

I c0*Aa*seo*e. fte, teseaneIn fthese CaSes stafnt easttes
t. the gms e As nhy n bUa, tOey nw baiw Sene
to ml"ft athea s e a*ee atated
to r at a'srea* sabebba MINeb
Other seen Mrmii wea WAW O aptpeae InA bortf soa*esete aea

Omtee se a t bftenbe eaumea*ftrsnotem8saa etita

plaedta geeas I behA shamehep Uto sormetaetmlhn
is ameta m ll ssertata-6t44 somWaly
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Seeand, tie friht of privacy doe not me the right to be alo
and thenrfonremly the rigt to eatml Wo emcoanoneta proprTy4
Insteei, it mow"sthe rigt not only to control woc amnes tin prorty
but their IevemaXn eowdet after tiny enter. Ths, ZbI allow
a painter to enter my hn, my right of privery is Oimetly inwlved hen

I:a skastoUlv*or tesIAd b nter earthen 4me of the pieaes
aIsrt, Ueargh of priay it sIavoed. ma astoeQ sfne to

&new series to entr kas peatentbase asksas wate Ubte" es wroe
tted tmA s eron to ahoe tnml eflr)yit to equany savalreanfa
ator" ss eponom U2eaveor grease to *Lmn snseto entr aoetain

Pat of nrtntee e wote tor bay e&teau Jedt a=m
taw. ui sem a aly bntt scto m et tolene nsfrmasy
enter andto ask peaaasto leav thes eetar any reson whatsever,

no Mootr bhermre"enl, seato usV" * orceif Sky tan.ww

ThusIt to mea that the eaoer of a sto orea aletoy, polte t t
of privaw to actMay hitafp taths heuwis athat, thea , when

a praea ters a $te"m vt s gn tote oouIble hasob fno
rightto rmataor o/~r postemof the armto eanmtmay to the

wishee of.UmeOner

fteMatIm, atk eSlter pinresast ae to da stores
ehicham twe.a ra tbut at to their rstipateflts eem
wrOng on ia Practieal pound. Itthe prexsmtamn oVAnya+A* Cout
of this amel theory, a yewathaty wah *sesto as rmote, itses
abrange to metisoanedy taw seape of oar vIetary-parvtealarl-y
aban,as I have styeasedabwovethae is t a oiereseen, ftakeret
la the leastal theoryItself, for thts 1mtaio.manYy Of U theda
*Ao-e- Io the Seath are elteedy toa*lly desogagated and many of tbe others

It Is weretb nototbttho e sugesedby the satiner nnera

-MVe-sse ~omany stea n V. . asft**** aeela to tedfor
the psepeatitanthat al pe a pbl4gaerll sevit
the aeopeof the arPnateen w*-a-Int.IAntaureate wh$4h OemAadeOnQIly

Negrmon eae asopen to the phite as bmtsoe* Ues wtcha No Wae
in be store bt t othe sentara YAM eek notbe a dIfferent
ons trt maaedtown Mah's Witaass rea etertag aeame the

eacheofa apeateakr eteenedeleaof personsdoes not seen that
a pie"e usnas esser eganto me 96**

In mwrevent,as I bhave asd nestoan owriteWmomenmaoths

Iuerpetaotenofrfggb v. Is m"n too sems. ass awe does

act place an I IeetaI-e1e00,11 anMto thessapoh1e witnthe proatu*
ofn or n ewIf n a ss unt reesos~q e annme e Im s"4

s ii- uf uc hsftssearethe egadenf a ad*eIVgetIwtythir activity
is treated as that o V o tate.-



vill xndoutedly soon be 4sewregate regardless of t e Cort's dieci-
stan in the sitwn eas. As to the other Ato store, I do not thil*
we shouldwon te suggesting tiat disc tice can exist in restaurants
it Negroes ae exelteziw tei entire premises. It neald be extrely

ug -,_ifmoneseggation esulted tra the theory w *e proed.
mom$Ahe faraeoeiaportant situation thich wlU be Involved in

meet of the cases In the atte is that of the pure restaurat such as
Nowar Johnaeas I see no seasoneven to suggat a castituttoual dis-

tinetion between e41m stores with rmtarantsand pure stan ts which
vonA has the sit-ta efforts.
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(liA) Turning tt the heart 4 the Solicitor Geeral*s legal
argument (as umodifted by Mr. Spritser's eaggestion), I cannot under-
stand bv the custom of the community, plus state seregation laws
in other fields, can make state action ot of a private decision to
discriminate. Apparently, the argmt is based on the notion that
the state has praseted racial discrietation generally and that this
has led, to ome extent, to the custom of racial discridention in
restaurants. Consequently, then the owner says that he is discriw-
esatiag because of the custom of the casmLtt, his decision is based

-n activities and beliefs resulting in part from state action.

There age at least tw principal weaknesses in this argmet.
first, a very difficult sociological question Is posed by the extent
to which racial tiacriinatton in the South-an the absece of an
existing statute (or perhaps even in the absence cf ach a statute at
ay time JA the past) compelling sach discriatntion in a particular
activity-ais the result of state laws. State laws requirng raciAal
discridstueton are themselves the protect of auch discrimination.
Coseqetly, private racial discrimiastion almost certainly preceded
the state laws. On the other hnd,* the state laws almost certainly
helped to prolong ad increase racial discrinatio. The sociolog
cal controversy iVelves the etet to Vich this is so. 6/

clearly, this controversy is not the kiad of question khicethe
Supreme Court can decide through judicial notice. Judtial notice of
a far more obvious sociological (act is the Rrton case has resulted
in a star* of controversy. On the other heamd f is hard to isagine
the Court the case to the state court for a deteranstion
of the extent to which aws havn produce racial disc:iaination in
restaurantAs inthe particular area. TAs vault reslt in the tw-
sides Introdedang coflicting naccicoests as expert witness (and
the toA sids wault have little difficulty Vadag saciologsts Wo
place peat eon the impact of law a these *o say it has
little effect). I doubt whether the fairest of courts could come to
a wry satiectory 4ecisioa when presented with s eh confieting
tstuMmy. bat, Isay event, it Is not hard to predict that the
state courts wOld Walversally deteraie that state law has had little
effect is produtag the Custom of segregate and this tint w11
be supported by edeace so that the Suprame Court will not be able to
overtura it.

/ It is Anterestiag to cessider the *Itwatics in Maryland. Tw
*ase **ate coeab iucAaeda someseregaota lawv exists through.-

out the state. Tet, the eastern sore is on of the mst segrega-
tiaist areas of the South, %itle some other areas have s real custom
of segregaties. The sea is probably true even of states i the deep
South. There are areas in the deep South where the custom of segrega..
tics is quite weak.
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The Solicitor General hs attempted to avoid ting his1 finding
of fact depend on the testimony of sociologists, by indicatiag that
the extent to which the custom of segregation results frt'm governmmn-
tal action is entirely a question of law. Uader this theory, it is
apparently anougb that there be significant statutes at the present
time or in the recent past cenpelliSg racial segregation in other
fields, and evidence of a present custom to discriminate in restau-
rants in the particular area. but this is in effect merely taking
judicial notice, without explicitly sayng so, that a certain
patters f state statutes produced the present custom of discrimina-
tion. As I have indicated, this is a completely unjustifiable use
of jticital notice to decide facts whch are In great dispute.
Therefore, the only way is which the socialogical problem can be sur.
mounted is by ating the Supreme Court to decide that any state
escourageuet of segregation at any tie is enough to make a
restanrnter's decision to discriminate state ation. This argument
wUld be based on the ground that one a state encourages discrim-
Antion all ubsequent private. disc risas*ie is to some degree the
result of state action evm if the degree is extremely amil. but
this As a ridicUlous and extreme argumeat which the Solicitor
General clearly does not men, since he would not apply his theory
to Maryland.

Second, the custom theory converts what everyone regards as his
private deciAtens ito these of the state, It isreoable to
arpu. a the Solicitor General does is fart I, that wten the state
cMeL segregation, a private person cast argue that he would

ve atated eit no law existed, In sach a situation, it
is fair to say that the private action, tch is comp"lled by the
state so that aso discretion exists As the action of the state. 7/
But, in the sat-An cases, the private persea's decision 'to discriL
tea Isisset cogelled by any direct actoa of the state but oly by
caston, which is itself to some extent the result of state action.
While one can say that the decision to tiscriate ws not
"wet ttered," this label is of little important. Pew. If any,
deciaiee are completely usfettored by custom. In fact, few, if any,
private deACsiAe are not Anfluenced by custom which, to some extent
at lent, has bees Anflunced by state ation. Nevertheless,
despite the 1imitatims placed on ou' dectsis by astoe, the wvies
of our frieds and families, and other Such nftlaes, we cosnly

7/ It Is unrealistic to say the private person is really not con-
plled sace the statute Is wmcstitutional.



regard our decisions, when aot comelled by the state, as free.

Purthermore, even if we consider a choice liaited by custom
(whether or sot the partial result of state encouragement) as =free,
this is still a far cry from saying that the decision is unfree
because of the state sad therefore constitutes state action. Custom
means the general values and rules of the camatty at large. But
the comuiatty is composed of Aiaviduals and therefore the customs
of the commaity are nothing more than the values of a majority of
the iacividual citizens. It seems strange indeed to treat private
decisions as those f the state Whenever a majority f individuals
in the commity, even if encouraged by the state, have come t- the
&es coaclusins. 9/

This point can be easily deasastrated if we move from racial
discriminatica to another field. Suppose that General Motore refuses
to hire a qualified auto.mwobile worker solely on the ground that it is
contrary to custm to hire Cummists. It can readily be abom that
this custom is An vry large part (probably more than racial discrim.
Anatio is the South) based on fedatal and state statutes, iavstiga-
tcs, ad otha govemumetal actions. Can it reasonably be said
that Geneal Motors' decision centitutes state action because it was
based on custom which in two was greatly iafluenced by the govern-
aat? I submit that s one would call this state action. Yet, the
deteruisation tether the private decision constituted state action
As surely the s whether discrimination based onea l or race
is involved. The only tdifenes between the tw areas Is that Con-
ceivably the decision not to hire Co mists does not violate the
Por teeth Aed t, eves it the dec islen does constitute state
actin.

This secondtobjec tics to the Solicitor Ge al's theory becomes
even storage* e WpIL $ to his oral suggestion that racial s-
crAiinatiem beset on custom alone, sflaeated by state statutes, is
state acties. Frankly, this agment is alOst beyo my corehea-
s*e. Surely, "state,*" a used Ai the Portath A--- t a
state action, as used is Jtdial decisieosmeans the governmat and
govesmata actions. rnpectively. nt Oke goversAnt is not
involved I any way thes the eeCmity, mening numerous Aedividual
persons, decides on ome beliefs nd ways of e nduct without say

It-so(s this reason that we etbl lsstinc lively against the
ypotheticalmwapept headlae thM t 8olicitor General Urges Sqpres

Court to Castlaw Southern Caitows." Tot this beadinae Is abtastially
correct in describiag the solicitor Gerals arwust.



participation by the ow eat. It is strange, to ay the least,
to cotend that the beliefs and activities of many persons, ewn if
they act io concert, castitute the state . Marsb v. Alaban estab-
lishes yw ach proposition-4t holds only that*as corporation
has the powers and functions of the state, in ac rapaay tom, it
will be treated as the state uder the owrteenth Amendment. But a
more custom to discriinate by a majority of c itieas is not In any
way the equivalent of Anvesting any private group with the powers
of the state. 9/

(iv) Mr. Spritser*s modified version of the Solicitor
Genursl's theory has ees worse legal problem than the anmodified
argument. No one has yet foralatedtbt standard sho uld be applied
in deter tiwether a particular private decision to discrisiaste

9/ There are other xtremly difficult qustieas posed by the
Wtustotf thmry besides those dicessed above: (1) What is the appro-
priate geographical aren for deterusts the Xistce Oft the coatce
Custom differ widely within the same state, as MarylaT dematates,
or even within the same coasty. o standard for detersinng this
questic has been sted. It could be deteramied arbitrarily as
the city, county, or state. Alternatively, the proper geographical
area could be foud by doterstatag the area in which the particular
bm s dress das customers, Rut this rwie nitbe based on the
assumption that the court is determining ether the particular bst.
sas is is effect beingcoered by the state isto dtiscrainatioa.
ths is conestent with Ralph Spriter's motifLed theory whch I wifl
diss belowbut not with the Solicitor general original theory.

(2) Should the determinatio be based not only on geographical
area but on the cnstom of the particular kat of retasrst in the
city or as a whole? MoutgOery County, for Oxample, apparently has
so general custom of racial stearhaiaation iu restensats but may ave

mach a custam relating to very expenaive restancats.

(3) What ktad of state active is related (ields should be consid-
ee? Sha we consider speeches by state oftictse? Sheald the

pri" iples taught for the previous half century is the public schools
be considered? It racial Asrisatse is taught as the schools,
this is far Sore likely than 0ere statutes M other fields to have

iatfeenced the custo0 of racial tiactIatios. Yet easy of the val.
Ues is our seeAty ae promoted by the public schools. Can it possibly
be said we vote, giV *mny to the poor, or the lke, our
action is state action because it coaeors to custom skich, A ttu,
is directly tussed *at encouraged by the state?
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constitutes state action or not. Certainly, it is not enough to say
that this issue will go to the Jury. The jury must be given reasn-n
ably definite iastructions in order to deterMinE the question.
Likewise it is nut enough to say that we, and the Court, can fnrmulate
an appropriate standard at some later time. The problem is that I
dubt that any standard makes sense. Unless a reasonable standard is
at least tentatively suggested, there is no way t% pr4ve or dispr've
Wether a rebuttable presumption is workable.

I will assume that the appropriate line is that disc rimination
ciantitutes state action when it is based -n, custon (whether "r nt
this custom must result in part from state encouragement), rather
than the restaurateur's ow view of NXegroes. Custe in this context
must mana not merely the commn attitudes of the community since even
the staunchest advocates of natural law wsuld admit that all beliefs
ad actisas are greatly influenced by the comity. Therefore, if
custom means aly the majority view, all or almost all decisions,
consistent with the general beliefs of the cmnalty, would be based,
to a cansiderable extent, on custom, and therefore would constitute
state action. If Mr. Spritmer's rebuttable presumption is to mean
sachs, it must mesa that cutm constitutes not only the viev oif at
least a majority of people but also community pressure, whether
direct or indirect, explicit or implicit, real or imagined by the
restaurateur, which inhibits his free choke.

I assume that the stadard to be adopted will also regard the
restaurateur's discrimination as state action when it is based on
fear of loss of business, social prestige, friends, or the like. For
ach natives are merely a more detailed description of wby a person
follows custom. alike in the case of Aimportant decisions which
flow custom Io large part because of habit, important decisions
are basre on custom largely because o fear of som Mpleasant con-
equece. This is true wether or not we analyse the reason why we

follow custes, or eves know that we are following it every time a
decision is made. Therefore, it is wtenable to say that, if a
restaurateur bases his disc rnataaton on custom, this ionstitutes
state action, but if he bases the discrisaastion on fear of loss -. f
profits, this is his individual decAsinn, Per a busies neas
loss of profits precisely because the custom of the c omaity is
segregation of Negraes ant whites in restaurants.

Applying the above standard, the legal objections which I have
discussed to the Solicitor Ceatral's theory apply eubstantially
the same to the theory as atdifled. First, the evidentiary prcble
ill still remain. If the original theory advanced in the Slicitr

General's memorandum is followed, the state courts will still have
the almost possible sociological prtblne of determining the extent

I



to which the custoM has resulted from state encouragemet. Moreover,
before that lasue is even reached under Mt. Spritaer's awdUfLed
theory, the state courts will now have the very difficult problem of
determia nift ether a custom of discriaiation exists at all, The
area of the custom, under the audified theory, cannot be the entire
city or state. letead, it mast consist of the particular customers
of the restaurant, the restaratrear 'a friends* and the like. for
evn if the ommnity at large ay have no custom of segregatioc,
the restaurateur's decisi to discriate is nAt free in the sense
the Solicitnr General ad Mr. Spritar use the term if he hfas
loss of his particular customers or friends. The trial wil therefore
cueist largely of evidence conesaiag the moves cf the businessman's
particular customers sad friends. 10/

0ven if the problem of fUting the existence of a custom and the
fact that it is based is part an state law is sond, the jary will
still have to detetae the additional fact, sact required in the
SOldttec aerGnen s original Ondifed theory, whether the restaura-
tou s detion as hUs om or was based on custm. I submit that
this is an iaposaible detersntioa. All our publicly know
dtecislss are to some extent based on pressure from other persas.
Perhaps it is possible t mke a reasonable guess whether social
pressure, i.e., custom, ws desnant, but this wold require, or at
least allew for, psychiatrks testimony. It takes tUte tion
to see that the Adif4 theory wad aste a farce of state crAm-
Anal trials. And agai this theory wald do little good. Pew
Seuther businem would testify they tisacrinated because of
pressure, instead of their ow beliefs. For such testimony weald
likely har their business almost as mach as desegregation. And
Sett juries wald almost nrvaeally boU that any red-blooded
Satherm baknesease himself agreed with the views of the commaity
and disrMaated because of his se belLefs, not because of
pressure from others.

The Msat objection to the Solicitor General's theory applies
as strongly to the modified theory. We regaut our dec sts which
are Antinenced to so extent rom outside pressure as essentially
free. Indeed, the ature of freedom is not Coplete
frow the reasonable pressueoft our friends a A neighbors but rather
the theece of state copulsiOc. It we Onesider decisions as uaftr
whenever they are restricted to som extent by commaity pressure,

0/ Ifthe restaurateur aspires to office n private or public orga-
iastoas, is evidence necessary conerming the astem of pereans is
his thess Club, or his church, or city, or evn state?

a*- -

MOMMONOMMUMML.
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w pcs awvr free An evmn it attans te o
custoaeannot neded s , t tis bari to nea tan hw tWy an
aontitte state atemn, ther or not that aaste has been encourage
in ac" e way by the state*g

I attes to the tw objeetionm 3baOI appLy to the So"lcitor
General's theory there a* two other etre strong ametOgaist
Mr. Spritnr's naudttd pei en. Pat the to tb

wog t a theo a thait hat43*adenee tmeo a.A strong
Mots under He Madsited tSecry audAUto ble to dISeadtst bea

he pranaW Ut greenlbut a sweAty 1&eI or derate to
surely tem less ot his b tmeor seetlstrtm couut not. T
rule the A do essagestest 'b"ha a bassasman veronaly disLikes
andi d1isatst ate aeagrees. Weaseit gtsA gatVmwan best

a paatuerety.ro s uch affortsve3A aeatitute ev~manceIt the
de"seregaste& hadnot yet onesed, that the be omse AMo buiac
w nt tod zIstoaste a iaSt sgt"o

S0e=4tbtere t LO A fateapInal oisteny In Mr. Sprttrs
positive As I erstand the oUetter General* ad Mr. Spriteer, they
WOUld notalo anxOtalgistaten mon wether coatn esult# in part
trnsat ora OXGeNess. Wey agenit ette, contrary to Smy an.
tetio a $oe, that this Ao a qutia of JUat notice bse a state

statateSoanderhapeother satd~ter ev~eam Thts mm xno eftbet that
there JAto s reettteaUp---ppt-O that custon meatlta Sn gat fro

state a*cUm. But it sonoa eanle.pQeempt at tanV10w
or otherpopnfthe mitotaJat Atasedin part on
stat. aettan, t is optey e to m that the astautur

ston any base tAuaed isrb" s V1a0"tntof the Sste 3 Sinc e

fir if Iriv- 1i II I I !! oreu*tm W43A not
'b2.a..s, ..o s eness rrm sa nmiy n*w ms

even to ageoi Utag. Aaoewy wudalm~otOostel ethe mevant

In amse ecervatte days, Mr. Spriter "a*e the 0ament
cQAnoaring wther tefutm hatawpxoteeftt teSat * was =0

raviun to toe 61-1 L t so "weo):

a00i * **ats ** ** * * W** * * *** * ton

to clasM that a atfrtsa beaI g me to vip o t all
urax ditSzuct between state sn as posts atonIt
in cA psrtisasats, omr psitt, smeit s to me, semt be
Srouns aon twe Oamnfe clause414Wa m onteo rseenth heOa-

Mt. it n be asle wer, I t , tha w ae not a**
twnt"asto $use ease was starsnesses Y privafte samaners
no matter hw stated t i atento e , s, to

AltAftn S ta am e evensastteee



deotan to d ri At I JuaSt &aftteeedby the statti'* aWenoa a
ment aS wery*e ele's, if there is a Amrretttable pemption that
the aton reoulted in part %tn state aetfo, than a)oi01y

be a sate~r rvbutttabe presouion that the ttansates eito onto ie t ealo ntated in ort trat state action. I othr weZrts,
even if the restaurateur's se ayet deation to diaarianate

Is not boaed an social presee, it m=t t SoAezed as wresting to
sanmexatent fran state nation.*
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(Y) The Solicitor Gemeral'samau utat oe pot
that thn Civ1 Ihts Divioan abuid iasert all the au tinesu"
portag the taste theory. This sgatten I believe, is bad nw
on hope tha an realty. After considerable inve tion of this
field over the past year, neither I nor the staff of the Civil Rights
Divisie know of any spPort in the history of the FourteetA
jiteial deeatos s interpntiag it, or any other aathorittn which

wul even Sgget that private astten based an cstem, whether ae-
eeapaed by related state laws or net, oates the Fourteenth

t. Ani it is likely that the Civil ights Divtian will
*afe up with m tatial authority in then on toroughresearch which
it is nIorpaeta.IS smsother strangeto sythe leaty that
no deisa or camentator has swggestedanything lke the catan theory

t the amlres declaim U at law review articles in this field. The
dettaens at have universafly state or elearlyas d

that state nation man alas which iJ iaratly iAna
tatt with tI pxoeat1An that easteswitheat any sampang sate

lv a *=& voars. hy have laseeenumdincaa ansgregattn
tl the Seat, that state aeton mease whih s been
Oeocragd ttetly'by the gvernMent.A.

A scent deitstan of the Fourth Circuit (Jegga sobelt:tweas on
the panel) eleastysheoethis aepted tatexptatien of the Fourteeth

Ametmet. lliesV.-1et JhAiean$*'satamnt,68 F. ad 845
(C.A. 4). The ceart thes Antaahd hee steact those scts
whih are t earled out by volntary choice and without e in by
the "e eof the state in e ee with their an ires at soial
pnettes." TIW court sai that a bgrose4Midnot britg etancagai
& astearnt for Maortatatten"anMes these actions war oed in
obedaiece to m postte preoa of state law. * * * The
of the people et a s .tA *oanot enestitwte state action wth the

1 Woet Wely s the C sAs s for thiss t As the
~i~tor Geni's amozatsLagetei theeess anatl od

taguished wther ea is argatg thecutmthery.s
or a other theory. FOr the Courtempiestly stated StAn
the _th to C that it asaged that no state pzaitted sta

d&scSeiet1ii7pblt places a that, if a state 41A Vomit suoh
diedtatina tesnt "e asewe2 o rsetdben thohthe

elust that - state pmtttd seiatisea h 80sis
thexedibis hether viewd tre the stantpe4at of toley or that tin,
the emplslanguag--at the ourmt spettlally 1stts Its haAsag. On
on other boa&# the MutAl s es base toeen terpetd vr stase

to an that diseat g um lAis eixed to institute state
action aer the rt eh

ter ti estem of &sstdlAMrtatnstianuee
lss, Ais fAs.
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prohibition of the Frteenth Aeat." This case involved Virgiiata,
a state having a strong catcatnsgsmgatio, thich, under the Soli
Genral's theory, is In casierable part the produt of state laws

The only authority wtic the licitor General's amoradea cite*
is shll v. ramer. The aaorandm argues that b8 g is based on

t Xt IOveCovenants are the eqUivalen a anteipal
ordinaone; that eetame have saentially the ameet;S ani that

therefoe ea the asten theory .part of the FeArteenth Amend.
t. I"oliio Ghen rthatwShe'.CUe iof little, if any, elp to

the Solttor GeaSSel'sagmenta ~ts tbereisnot a ved In v.
oratIt* seemas r woV 0 mWh icdh even sugget
netten hat they areed an asOtewof raial diaiernaten or the

equivalat. Onathe actary# %these ease ar emliatly based onnan
toyatrazesi~mt aromA. Bseaagsad argeaby better reaons into

SupremeCourt 4eiaican to a far eater sa.t for peftson thm for
advocates befor the SupmCourt itselts particularly en several of
r t eeA eoef hatuSi deIs*cwn as they
were wrtten.

Seconithe theory that v. r s d the
fact that retrictive sae theSofami*teel ord

Wameteaextruely ubtous. Szaly4, thedestaien wouW Anot have
been 4treentl if te particular cont tavlved had covered ay
five housaolthesevasnoeother stthr ovat in the parteula
atty . Th, it As Car thb the doiatto Is is ett aed m

eeagrtu caemeto to mOpluordiee (oatoeatom) .

t hI tmAnh to bmatteen mdId S strCeAvsense r;"0

wasM a-tstra somese me lawtass t a&mse stt aODV02% inthreau n ft

noasstedor convied an h amt a t a e t
ema atmeeamwas b este~d o the gelptpsrtrtyat ofa

I" arten m ad e t t cton Ia taumsa

a" sed on eta teassnto temaoeablemaa the 1 * o Iaa ft$mes eebitted to aY teetto ga t saemeh h e

th 01 t; 40&rw"IN*ptuat a to eten Inthe San oU d*

"O prmevate1:est1m0n14 n&st auteleAt operta shou
beeqaly nttedt amS4aaetsa *t tsttOAnUnte tIMn

or Assorssaeaten y1a1whos Afoseonwa ase aases
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holng of tht the eVneRemNOWt by a state ACOUrt of etal dit-
=rtanie am u the Pear tee t Amo-hmato extre~ meybeadD

Io anagerted1bYanMeb~taralm or otber authority. At l1t, howvrs
It Is "Ual SAd nthe state entrees a private eoistun to

dsartae, it m be satA that the diserlintn rm lts trn state
nation. A IAngW that a mstrsite covttv e mtosthe eqdvaet of a

anasel exl aewoud tobequa*Uy m getby authority adivin
additten, weaA ase lttle 1*ogic1am$sns. Consiering mraalcov*
naots asthe eqatvalenat anoategpal eninancesbas all theseme beso
wekness(s(mcnd abom) as stattag utat estcanequals sate atics.

The feet that the zeumlt of private ation iUas hamfulto &groes as
state *e6en am aske private taott into state action.

ate fvenIt we ssum abat v."r o se4at
boa tnompreaOf rsaeeasu to M Mis2 t

holtag weald hav to be drastietly 1atende to gover the alt-s a ass
Ina n way stah moreathe sote basis forA eagernas atrictive se-

nants to e*teseThe onlyset ompr beatween a seatriete
o an eatace is t both foatSbM w allm burns an sellers

fun taeastertg omate.s*tat 4partues, the state la oftintemes

the "asses to when the covenantt s tot we as*atemptato
us the statoeaurts to tuedisartaotbca on erasns whoan earth.

ia to dse tot. To t heattet* cae, hoer, theS tua stoao
to da VI tonuer, On et c ntary, it Is the sener to

telns asup* to leave, ne po se, andas tshePolc to
ernst theWRs 4 or to thm to lnew. In sot, It Is the aler

who "a"ts toAeert 0Anthe state, by enteret ewnt el law
at the pue$fc a of ft e seller, aset arflt hts to ds-
-- arsatm.I analtae Uas07asolsetter nnest to WArgas that metto
atoto* hasUld t t fm state easuraemet, or,maeadiato
I"is aent theerys tan eat4uao Am ad alleu" t

i t * t this, ev it It is "o at a1, is ertatay
not t1 eam kind of m a n as ter a WtrtIVe eVeat. the
most that a be eUto that th*e seller hs to sme depeebeendwd
by oaesspeas"esto AtaeWsasats. Ra *asi toeUsued etenetwe

spkeeones are haly the #eqwUtra at fa lw aes4wthyte
ask the deaAn of theselr te SettVn t te N , let elaM

the state.

C. the seiester Asalb insa the vtatuesao
the ewatn neary in AngAtmto arthemsewa t qwbas mbenat

eneed on the bht oft the attain oIs that tin aims thee10la k
sterably am narn. I balteve, an thnenatarys that the Ottitier

ats t is irtat as eaas a thery bas tothe ittel
leauag mof ma



I have shon above that it s illso"a to Unit the cntan theory
to dia atores which ait Regaes to most of the stom but not the

restenwt. Without this 1Sitatian, however the theory is virtually
as broa% as the fU apiteatin of v aesar (at that theory
too can be artifietally lUaited by e Sam ta oferanous rules
wneitda to its le00"a sope). The amtm thory 4wouldapplY he
ver thee was a strong eastemof rsat disertaiatunvivs stae

action at the paeaetinss or ecnt at to foster raIl diserdn-
tion inrelefields""** heemWSthe eatttxe Sothwor, it the Solicitor

Geerl's eral satee of bit h y Is fbacvsmbar thee is
a strengs eae of resa uranten sne*wteah means the South,
ach of the beder states,and pbal$amne easeof the North.Insteally
analyse, ths aes that all racia 4 dtn te

Is stat. setun* The oaa IueStiAl as arS Wtb r the t ieatdiortanatens th 04 aby
the fourteenth AedmTh e 017ay ffasance under v. ry

WO.

is tAth2"ote14teartt Uhoutht
Although h thottarytnSa gAmosIa see btie r t the Seeter
Geneal'sothuIStm ps n esht the*count teh as-Ihave
aranabovaave greatadvantagetW

nea o oo ttha t only en tiaos awea anfo2 tape, tm tow* aN as ma totyaaesao assej

weadintothe Owenet t Genesel's trs ae as" Obfette

awelt f sateasha.who enIs aet onSs whtherma the toeft

to Of the tope prosesesby"emensnThadun&

^L4w 4c;% 4w
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D. fy tasin ebeeton to te tb oltatr 'Geals eOte theory
Is bet 9Apeftiul theomy. hb enste theory, in m wien, to based

as stt toteUtartomept at the rtatthip between
the itatvtdnl set the state. These inpitattoes ot the uess theory

ke it, ai nop*Lane, ftar breaanr eat eren.eagareas the an wothr
theer whieh Z hare seeneste on baof the uit4as.

I u that the aemut theory, i all the fas waih have
been augesttSeea O apt tn &OMIOMSeArOate Oaf tbMsUrlateShip

at the Itawitua ht theo e h mt eor
Gene as brader Sawy whah depends on eatanregadlessof
eg st p prset teoteragmeat, to et aalpast, .14-Wt**beMes *Iea

that it ad vwrtully el private e theoe a the state btle
the amenIto fa$ th AW so * pui%&- when Mat*te4 toata
%a iW 1o pert he at o state lew It atil I within
statectta a ast anret tprinto dnitaman set eaty

etl Atar-at to* last JA amay othe rfieldswrethereoarow.
late au ak aw.w m"Mmater he erino t Maws*who* para

"at ieth eta Misactia besoss ftt a the state. M r
e mr. *t0t*e"'wtteae o te helped ase

ta soaYtser tes pss bsas is actto ser bWeanse at
*ola UhiS set beenessthat of the state.

If s Stae ae b taistas wareet eatirely tli.*
ent seseide1e as these at the stawt, the reatm t neaU be to

a"0 taofea 1tea to -Iaetee t o Iathen pro
port4em. Th le14" mtat a apayte= Vbtsh sees feV4*WGdM SOa
basmea o ttnt mahee mtto Sdesow ftasW! athsateituaeeto
aMS seekdatam tse oSte tosoe deg to no te*amse

If he otetheeis tets ae fatseSo th eas at property
iens ton rbee et stritey tho e is m ate rp o

1itMtah Asiletas h tes h str ohmis at0" eta e
tsen~ts. fibs, a AA ttsa rae osstsesros1*moos *e right to d94r ae a hebe"etr A" ueto** AMettatea
041 bot t1 ag1". -s o th seniafte SeGassek's theory eatens~rbaentv

tuAs aaIt the tdsAtm 4paesto 4tartW mete Nowbeeamseat Oeast
is sat ea a thel to aeq etho eta basot an ese. Ant $t
a deat a wybe ensteetOat o the state, the wsuely It o"
6* ofl5b ' tte4 a*b"Is"ml"elt C thevg 46
li tethed oIthe Gemal s latteoo tsop*anger

mar are o ,At tutat aetse taoe trmeeNeanae soet.

I weaUlethe r toL sdtbtly attement tms a ate
thIat the ieteterSetah ase aAa0lts"atdagreUl nAtesotunt thatbto the tatAWnt eat th tate is a tree meel. A

demousassea saset aysla oC tetIe ietfltsee thme
swermen, so nthal detlms et Se wit naugesetegmse
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an be treated as those of the goermnt. A free, pluralistic
society has between the itnvidual ad his et ameous other
groups such as clubs$ unims earporatiose, chehures, a dthe like.
One of the clearest dif ences betweendeery*Ad totalitarianis
is whether these groups are coasideeA as arms of the state. L/ The
right to organize at 3on such gr eqsn well be the most baic
right t say demooracy. For freda of speech and belief is if little
value if one anot arganise ons neighbor in a oeaon enesvar.
And wen an Intvidual deeldes to follow the rales of an organization,
to bichb he hea decided to belong, as to how to coauet his life, his
decision cannot possibly be viewed as bthat ofthe state. This is so
evan if the orgWaution's ales are enforced by presses such as ex-
palSIon rCa1 the rWa1sation ext los Mf8 frieas. I sgst that a
decision to follow astm, even if that astm is et reed by eam
pressure, 4toust as cnlarly nota deiason of the state. A custom
Is srely an arittea rule of the eassnity at large. The Teraece

between the nnty ad the orgetsationa which along with Itivi-
Unal cpos it, is n t very slgfantet. 1 mmea psefollM S
the easts or rules of his group, his dee ias tostill free eat iate-
peent;s ilarly, when a peron foows the auste= of the cmmuwity,

his aeati onseanot be canderedthose at the state.

I mnt se "that I lame annostly xpaiSy objections on
the basis of political theory to the Soleitor Genrals parents. It
ay, hwer, be easier to state w posittien in tems f the history of

the political theory tie resulted in the herisan Coastitation. John
lmak, who is the political patio e naly considered to habe

had the greatestin iie on the t a fathers, stated as perhaps
the fInatal tenet of his system that s lived without gvemet
Unt1l they decided to ta o-e for the Protectioc of themselves at

their Jrpetytat * U3 srefoe *IMase eomoexrment eartmn

yvws.. veeh .. emoW ....... ae...oel ....... sviaxa . te th
purposes for waich it -e create. ltte, at ous, Ieaks adesorip-
tion at the pretie wIy g em started is At histrta ly a uate,
the basic point is that umaboth itAlviually eat in groups is superior

to oas, aret for r pposeeoit
The tonesefttrn adOpted asse pinsiAes itothe constitution. They

too sweve nt astheN creature at toe ol having only tose
tweeion deattA t seernentby the people.

t In S a 1 Qseasy ax the soieSatin all, or almost all, oreanisa.
ton are controlled by the state.

This is so parteAlarly when a particular orantloc is
in a particar e Vma . An example weal be the Cthatie Church iS
large areas of aetee# or even osaton as awhle. Qaery, is it state
action when a CWthelie to South oastas follows the custm at his eCematy
ad goes to charea on uateI
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The real meaning of the Solicitor General's theory, I believe,
is totally ireawsiteut with the principles uaterlying American democ-
racy, and probably any democracy. The Solicitor Genral's position
inverts the relationship between the government sal the individual.
Locke states that governmt is only the powers given to it by the
people. Consequently, all actions which are not clearly within the
power of the govenmt are within the sole control of the individual.
Ovionely, individual decisions cannot be eonadtered as those of the

r nt ely because the decisions are consistent with the custas
of the canty. On the other hat, the Solleitor General's theory
would mean tht the reels of governmat swallows up nearly everything.
The eustns theory goes well beyond saying that the government has al-
most unlisited powers over all aspects of life it says that, even
when the govermeat does not formally act and the Individual sems to
be acting totally iodependently, his acts are actually those of the
state.

It eight be sai that Iaw argtuig about lbels, tiat the Solieitor
Generl is not proposing a theory to draw a line between the power of
the state ^ad the p or the individual but is providing a label to
be placed on particular kis aof actions. In short, it light be said
that the Solicitor General Ia merely labelling private action according
to custm as that of the state, not saying (except as to real 410.
erisiation) whether the state ca regulate such action. But a polit-
ical theory cannot be kept in such sterile receptacles. The effect of
the Solletter Generals argumet-indeed, the heart of his arguant-
to to call the action of the state what as always been considered the
inte eet choice of the indivial. This concept, if adopted by the
higOst court of the land in interpreting the Cantitution itself, will
Ultimately affect Our entire apprcsch to govAmin*thtry.I

ef believe that the custm theory is extremely dangerous to our
basic conepts of freea . It seams to mse waloe to argue such a
theorwatch to inherently opposed to freedu omar everyoe i the ange
of freedcam faregrees&

&. I haveargued at great length that the eusta theory cannot
in good conscience be presated or supported by the goerimnt. I
have contended that it is totally iapractical because it makes a dif*
forest rule for the arth ad South# it is lagiclly a it is
totally unsupportedby history, 4tlal esonr, a entators,
and it is, in bate political theory, daeroms to hAricanfreedom
I do not think that I need state qman at say length the great re-
sponsibility of the United States in this case to ate only reason-
able oramgate. It is sufficient merely to say that the gvermant
has an obligation not to attempt to corrupt the law, even for so
important a eause as this oem.



It has been sugeteAowr, that the eat theory alght well
eaopteod by theSupreme Curt. I 6eieve, an the ctary, tit the

hmesm, are extremly slight-tant the Court, at lest it the Issue is
taufy ratat exptor.4 wnila the in cntahq 7  spltely

atenable. Butt, ins eW*vent, I strenewobe 3AA te oMl*e of
the eneatinv amneh io ,geerMl, at the Solicitor Genrl in per-
tieut ar, it Uitt to predictng what he Supme Court will do.
Throughot owur ttwoy, e testhave rightly Itite4 that the
executive branh hus the a nse responsblity as the SupreCourt to
iaterprt atAphold the Coetitution. This ens theatre es

bo tbnportearmbers of the cort are likely to vote (and the
Court hasseat amre tbsha one stake in the past), the Soicitar
Geneai want decIde heerthe faurteenth "betmnWqP l
be iaterprtetd as the basis of the neata theory. Mhe averto
thit qaetla is platyl, I believe, that it sbaA not be so inters.
Preted.

Inaour arigal isaasioa of the att-tn nees, It weas amasd
that nnrrw gomaas covered oly five at the even ea s ea that
the motm theory voA oover an aAtieal case (the &nth Croln
case). overtheless IUthoght(at attl do) that tb eas m theory
was so untenma that it evalA act be eovened, so matter how any
CaSe" 1depease n Ito, as SaO~e ta Gneal, haowr$ugse ht
it I object to themttheory, I wmst saS t another arpnt

*ih weaIA cover the North Caraim case. tt, I smit, is un-
. It to Juat pe se, at I i*dto view the thct, that the

sittains I the Borth Caroltsan.*s wereleallywrong. I bow to no
one JA et to Mgo rights, but thi does seot sea that

the fourteet he adgent proteltsl e veyeatW usedby Negreesto
obtainAft WessoubefAt Uskei mraltriaatth

In a wen"*t$ itSb"hassagently been 4401isewredthatth

arth Caroln cas my e within the ettivelyaStrr aa
io Poitt I of the Solioter Geauel's-smereIthI o0o
the eastetoryIstosle6mree eYUt ofat sevm cases to
be e n la or to Maatthe Mitotn At the l t, it a01
see that our arw erant to the rth Carola mae will be as
str as saargumetWapplagthe easc themoy to that eae, even
it we eamme that the heart will adopt the eatem theer in gennsal.
For North Carots ha oely to or so gnral se tion lae at
does not be. a really soaeastsf at emra in ublIe places.

S o sorth atous ass en fan" witi Pant I it th curt
can take Judicial sete of a aitepalaeA
ties io rosaata. ae is, bowsver,as a et wh
the Suprme Court cas take JeUial settee at the erdianae. Se th

of Sr. Oerg at the aileto leak Conasel.



fthi s1 Pubalmos e06ti0GC~~noingly-Mostated by the fact tint most
lunch cotersn in the aejor citis of AtCroin weredesgregate
at about the tin of the acAnt. involved in the North Carolina case.
In Durha, vbere the case arose, the luch counters weredsegreted
only a few anath later*

It Is been easted that, even if we avo a reasoable arrow
ground ifthe north Carola ease, the cutm theory can sat ibould
be arged as an alternative groud for revrsl in the Loutsiaan sWA
Serth Caris case. As I knve iate aboe, I believe, as does
the Solicitar that therea"e sverl strong narrow gras
for reveal in t Leoisiaa asse. Sot tMy gan the Louisans cas
bo deidedl on arVow grouASe, but it o sa t a complete certainty
that if the eas is *et1M for the st-10s at all it wil be on a
arrow gre itlrly, it there isa emvgra for

reveal a the trth Caroas case, there is little necessty for
araixw the eastem theory In t0t ae. It is very Ualikely tint the
SupremeComt Vill reah Wat far A thOr- asbre as the Seltatr

General's in Cases wtab oter so muh -arreaA

te onty res eas for ugtin the castem theory in the
*orth Carolina sat Loisian oases are (1) toget the Court acustmed
to the aents tat it will be more trieamy to it in the future;
(a) to see the reaction at the Cowt in order to Aecide whether to
argu. this theory to fttro Mit-ai oases; eat (3) to eaht the
D*pritent of Justice In future st-ia esse.

As to the first reason, the pn sive poW of sheer repetition
seems tobeverYai t"hiAssp"altre if a theory's weeks

a*asee become sere aparsnt the more it Is analyst. I thereOre be-
Uen tnt geter to the oats theary wil umlyreace its

very *ei1tght tbases f btage vted

te last to Juwtieattae for skIa" the estm a t are,
of o2"s, contrfdiete7-4t wee akiqg the gm a

surely ta not wet to ita enrsles auti w e .the reslt. In aMW
event, it is sot vrwy )heLy that we ill i able to t We
view of ay hatiess e er *a teory by imcing it in er
brief atdi oral aemmtk Lttls, if any, iatertion waMs nta4 afrm

mans the bree Agmet othe eaeWsN " en1tag that-1" tdmm U*heary.
NWro* there is eve less is we ill gat eae

siace thes Slictre aA wll uialy at be able to devote sanh at
his oral armnt (t e as a) to o at three or so altemstiw

graaeo In ae atsx o seven oase.

those.

1 It will, O earte, be"ptittle to disone the view Araestices
oae view an be esertata fairly seatel even w.
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As to the last 4ustification for arguing the Cutas theory at this
tie, I enlibt that it is entirely proper to attempt to cogit the
ov e, vin i a wak moral ens, toa potion which hs naaag
only ia the future. Sh. idea that we know more than future government
officials is the at extres sort of pride. If the blwa& contention
in tentis viewed as an attempt to omamit the gover met in future
cases (though I doubt that this ewas the prose), it tailed. On the
other heats that argumnthas Proved s emoan asmt saime the LA.A.C.P.,
an perhaps even ease Justices, ave aderedwhy we are ot contiatai
to argue that position.

he feet of the matter is that the governetolike the SUpreM
Court, gan fran avoiding having to take ebrea stitatioml position
uales it aheoately nst. It to far better for theg r to put

ott the day when a detiaon has to be me4 ftr ameraone esons. Among
the aot isprtantto that a decision ny n have to be ade or, if
it ast be ade, s at oetr ataxnesmays gt a different re-
salt. Se as &t Senen wilenot asl tely bla tag osatten an
embarraent in la1qea a new position.

In the ease last year, the govermto t expiitly declind
to takes position in its brief on the greaaA that th were
aerrw gronVa192e rrg M revers3a" ad tereoreearbreat groutds
shou3A rt be Usebed.Mheso uantico 1 esent her V

y county ass be peraesto drop the berylant ease (a
below).*aeV" if the Majrlant ase runne, a substantally Mnts

~tlania to that tU ete"since heestai the oesnot
apy to the Mryland ease toi say tWeet.a eertheleasIt isbeag

e nt a n penitien in to
rewa" ou"et bmakerg1Mnts1bleh are *totally nmessry SIs t
partlalyhbard to undrstnt tac Mtebeast1a rmel t we propose
to a" toi itreaevant to at least far o the sit ease ick will
probably be avant.

hn short, I caot MersAN W11Uhr we are repatas te wOn
thoavt eat posAtion tih we teok lAst yaw to avad saing brat

conasatina aametsanil Oabs lutel aneary. It seem to
as that tseo ide antio A relae e the Oaste
theory evn Ait it were senaiU. hesialthe sme reason to
argue an 4Mvalaary wheoau rasPoPhe wo ba sutes thie
fildl ibelievesasIdothat the eate theory I, to
Put It sti4,s sUMble.

4. oas ae othat the goveragent,fit ippears to
these eases, a l efinitely act aiteasee thie uste theory or say
ao~dtieation of it which hea yet been sagestet. This is at eere,
the really apa t teen coved by this ammwsuatus The oter



qwestioaconcernig whether we tile a brief, and that position we
should take if we do, are s tively adaportant it the eaton
theory is not argued.

If the *rylat ease is not dropped, it would be tmbarra g to
take so position on it in the brief. If the Solicitor Ieoral appear
to argae the ea orally, he would be ford to state, or at least eag-
Seet, that the sit-ins were wag in that case. Consquently, in these
oireaetaees it migt be better for the goverament not to appear at
all. 2/ A brief, however, weald tave the ne emeellent urpose as
our brief in . It would help the Court to decade the ease for
the sit-in on arrow groa by concentrating on these arguments, by
skins them clearly (tasteSo o sixi thes with the breet argtmnta
as the LA.A.C.P. oistel to 4*), a by placing the considerable
restige of the Soliciter Genea babA the c* i1g

all six eases tar the it-in a arro v eas obalance I think
that the value at a brief wOalA slightly outweIgh the aisavatages.
On the other bat, If the Marylant ease is 4teppaA, theresms as
real reson for not filiag a brief. It our decision to til, a brief
in the Gar ea s meearnet, asauilar de cson weuld be correct

dh*I I to not feel strongly about it, I do not think that the
Solicitor Geral aalt appear an oral armat even it the Maryland

oae is dropped* Is ability as an avoeate sat the additional Pree-
tige athiS MOffcewal tbe be of considerable help In pr-
sudiag the Court a. to the coneetseas of the uarow granada. Pat,
in a opiio, this gala is ov e by the fat that he vill al-

most certainly be caltUed on by se Justioe to cement on the LA.
A.C.P.'a broad mnts. I ds not thtakOtte shold be taktg a
position an those arguests at this tme, weak as I believe those

rMea e. Ona agemeet, b r, it is extringe difficult
to waoid nesting a position in the face o nasistent pentntg.

Finally, as I bave il tA before, I thik that we sbal aske
ever effort to have the lrylat autheritite t this ee-

ask theSupree Cout to ree"at"theMaseto the leax*A"courts
the poceoutMr an ask fir to sl of the tletet. This will be
Of gretiot anewhether or net we appear Is these seo It we
appear, the drao ag at the MaryantAse wIllalla as to *Aet
stating, or susstiMg b alieee oris O brief, the weakn at the
sit-ins position in that ease and C the breat greaade gmnally.

S I -seno reason why we mst appear i these eases. il eas*
es at the Courtm-those prepare to vote for the sit*ae*vealt

4oubtless ike us to appear in the exqptatios that e will fever
their position, it, as I believe, there are aIpwrtant reasons for
our not entering this oeae, I thiak we shaIA bare the overge to
sake the decision as to the gereas iterest by ourselves.
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Frtherore, if the Soliiattr Geaeral ages rally, the arflhd
ease allow the Court to press ftr mnor insttently forc ur views
on the broad issues. In the other eases, the Solicitor General can
at last say that he need not reach the bread tases since the
narrow asrgmsat are themselves ample grounds for reversal. But
he can be easily aa to look ridiclous if he reftwes to take any
position at aU on one of the seven cases actually beiag argued.

Whether or not we appear in these oases, the dropping of the
Maryland ene will be valuable to the Court aat the sit-ins. If,
as I think is lily, a majority of the Court will not accept the
bred siteiA largest, the Cort vulprobay like to decide as
any cases for the eit-is as possible on arrow aroI t decide
as few aiust thee. Dissal of the Maryland case would leave one
less ease to decide probably against the sit-in. More important,
this voald allow the Court to 4lay at least until next spring and
maybe fall deiding the broat issues in the sit-in cases. Since the Court
set for ar net several different kias of cases incltag two
(Maryland eat tarth Carolina) *ieh it probably thouht wealdre-
quire dseeisio of the broad tiees, the Court aparetly has do-
etded that it mest face the broad issues at this tn. iAtI still
think that delay, for perhaps as anch as a year, would be even more
useful to the Court than the goverame. hs. are Aifficult issues
which deeply affect the civil rightsmrnt, basteacopta of
constitutonal Lw, ad the prestige or the Court.

he sit-ins oult amot surely be aedt by dropping the
Marylant a . without that ease the sit-ins are very likely to
via six out of six cases. C the other han, It is quite likely
that the Marylant case nwouA a* be lat. It seems to me that it
is iaportant to the sit-tas that they win as usny cases as possible
before lostag. Namenta is therety built up which eugpets that
the sitdna are beasialy friht in their legal eateatione This
is useful at least until thieSpreneCourtdoesdasa caseait
the eat preobby to a lesser extent even theraetter*

I otaulS think that we maUA goaib" to have the
ease rop. Sice
statute uag megrees al access to most public places
and simce Gl M hob is now lesegrepted, there is little reason
Tr Mtgery Oounty to oentime to gross these oases. I there-
fare think that a telphoecall ftrm the Attorney Gaeral, the
Solicitor general, or r. Marshall Wiout probably ourince the
Prow Marylad authorities to agree to timiseal of these.

Bruce J. Terris



Offit of the olicitor Oneral
astington, IB. C.

August 3, 1962

MEMORANDUM TO ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL MARSHALL

Before leaving for San Francisco I want to
add a few words of caution about the "sit-in" cases.

The comments of my staff, both those who have
read the outline and those who have heard discussions of
the basic theory, indicate that they find grave deficiencies
both in the theory itself when carried to the poi U beginning

with the discussion of the North Carolina case aT&hat it is
very hard to make the facts of the North Carolina case square

with the general theories, even if the latter are sound.

I also have some indication that others don't
think much of this approach, but figure that anything which
will commit the government to supporting the "sit-ins" is

better than opposition or nothing at all.

We should be very careful not to get committed
to a theory which we think it would be bad constitutional
law for the Supreme Court to adopt. If the propositions
that we might present in support of the petitioners are

meritorious enough to fall within the zone where it is

50-50 or 60-40 whether they should be adopted, it would

seem proper to submit them. If they are outside that
range, we should not. Whether they are within the range
or outside it is still a very debatable question as far as

I am concerned.

Archibald Cox



office of the6 olicitor @entral
alashington, 0. C.

August 1, 1962

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL MARSHALL

Re: 1962 "Sit-in" Cases

I attach a very tentative outline to show the
direction of my thinking in the current "sit-in" cases.
The purpose of the outline is simply to give your staff
some indication of how I think the brief should develop.
It may not work out this way at all. However, I must
confess that the structure and line of argument is taking
shape in my mind, although I am not yet able to articulate
it very clearly in precise words.

Perhaps I should make a few specific comments upon
the outline to avoid misleading anyone.

1. Obviously, the detail in which I have developed
various points is unbalanced.. For example, I have sketched
a rather complete statement of interest and introduction to
the argument, whereas there are some headings which take
only a few lines and are not followed by any argument
where, in fact, there will have to be not only a sub-
stantial but sometimes a rather elaborate argument. I
have dictated the outline only to provide guideposts. I
did parts in more detail either because they were really
part of the directions or else because my ideas had
developed somewhat further and this seemed a good way to
record them.

2. No one should attach any significance to my use
of such words as "restaurant," "restaurant keeper,"
"restaurateur," or "public eating place." I have used the
last term somewhat more carefully than the others. The
choice of terms in the brief will have to be made with
some care so as not to mislead anyone concerning our legal
theories, but I could not think of an appropriate phrase
immediately and judged it unnecessary to delay preparing



the outline while I chose a word that would cover the

kind of eating places involved in these cases without
necessarily extending to other kinds of restaurants.
For example, it would be a mistake for anyone to infer
from my use of "restaurant" or "restaurateur" that I
think any of the arguments asserted with respect to
lunch counters in stores which usually trade with Ne-
groes emplies that the same arguments or doctrines are
applicable to restaurants which are not part of a de-
partment or variety store and which are in no way open
to Negroes. Some of the arguments may be applicable;
others are not. The choice of words, I repeat, implies
neither conclusion.

3. Obviously, I have not made any effort to work

in the precedents which support us or those which might
be cited in opposition.

4. I would like to keep in fairly close informal
touch with those working on the brief. For example, if
they don't mind and realize that I would not judge it as
a final product, I would like to have copies of any drafts,
even of single sections, for I expect to be continuing to
think about the problem and perhaps to do some writing
myself.

If anyone assigned to work on the case finds that
there are points that can be clarified by me, of course
I will be happy to try. I suspect that any vagueness or
ambiguity is the result of uncertainty in my thinking.

Finally, needless to say, all this is tentative
and no one should feel bound to follow it if he thinks
he has a better way of developing the basic thesis we
have been discussing.

Archibald Cox
Solicitor General

Attachment



NOTE

A good way to proceed might be
for anyone who has time to submit a
revision of all 6r parts of this out-
line without awaiting the product of
those charged with writing the first
draft of the brief.

Destructive criticisms and
comments posing specific problems
would also be helpful.

A.C.



NOTES TENTATIVELY OUTLINING BRIEF FOR THE
UNITED STATES IN THE 1962 SIT-IN CASES

INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES

Although other questions are presented, a funda-

mental constitutional issue running through these cases,

albeit in several significantly distinguishable forms,

is to what extent does the Fourteenth Amendment condemn

as a denial of equal protection of the laws enforcement

of racial segregation in places of public e n

when the owner of the establishment has adopted and re-

quests the State to aid in carrying out the policy of

racial segregation.

This pervasive problem affects the constitutional

rights of many citizens. The activities resulting in

petitioners' convictions were part of a widespread peace-

ful protest against the violations of human dignity and

equality inherent in general segregation of Negroes in

establishments serving the public at large. There are

invoked in opposition to the petitions both the power of

the States to preserve order and the freedom and responsi-

bility of individuals to make their own decisions con-

cerning the use of private property and the choice of

associates. The problem lies on the frontiers of con-

stitutional adjudication under the Fourteenth Amendment.
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For both reasons, the United States has a substantial

interest in this question.

The petition 'for certiorari in each of themrzma

cases submits other grounds for reversal. Since the

primary interest of the United States is in the pervasive

question, and the parties are competently represented by

counsel, it will serve the public interest and, we believe,

give greatest assistance to the Court to confine the brief

on behalf of the United States to the analysis of that

fundamental question.

QUESTIONS PRESENTED

1. When a municipal ordinance requires the owners

of establishments serving food to the public to segregate

according to race persons to whom food is served, does a

judgment entered by a State court effectuating such racial

segregation involve a denial of the equal protection of

the laws in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment?

2. Where the State promotes a policy of racial

segregation in public eating places through the action of

police and other municipal officials, supported by statUtery

discrimination in related areas, does a judgment entered by

a State court effectuating such racial segregation involve
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a denial of the equal protection of the laws in violation

of the Fourteenth Amendment?

3. Whether a judgment of a State court effectuating

a community-wide custom of imposing racial segregation in

the service of food, in places which are otherwise open to

and deal with the public without regard to race or color,

involves denial of the equal protection of the laws in

violation of the Fourteenth Amendment.

STATUTES INVOLVED

No question of statutory interpretation is presented.

The text of the State laws and municipal ordinances most

directly relevant is set out in the Appendix.

STATEMENT

Herein we should summarize the facts either of all

the cases or of all the cases upon which our theory has any

bearing. Probably the latter course is preferable, which

would mean that we leave out the case involving playing

basketball in a city park. The statement of the facts

should be oriented to the issue that we discuss and should

make plain this limitation.
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ARGUMENT

Introduction. The Fourteenth Amendment provides--

nor shall any State .
deny to any person within its jurisdic-
tion the equal protection of the laws.

In the Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.So 3, decided

shortly after the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment,

this Court held that the Amendment drew a fundamental

distinction between a State's denial of equal protection

of the laws and discrimination by private individuals how-

ever odious. "It is State action of a particular character

that is prohibited. Individual invasion of individual
1, Jf1  )

rights is not the subject matter of the Amendment" f 11>.

During that period, it was also taken for granted that the

Amendment imposes no obligation upon the State to prevent

private discrimination.

For the next century these basic postulates have

been consistently applied in the course of constitutional

adjudication. For a State which makes it a crime for

Negroes to eat in a public restaurant with whites to prose-

cute persons of both races who break bread together would

violate the constitutional interdiction. Similarly, if a

State imposed upon restaurants the common-law innkeeper's
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duty to serve the public, it would be a denial of equal

protection of the law to refuse Negroes a remedy against

a restaurant which served only white citizens. But if a

private landowner should invite all his neighbors to use

his swimming pool at will and then request one to leave

because of his race or national origin, the discrimination

would be private and not unconstitutional. Furthermore,

since in a civilized community where legal remedies have

been substituted for force, private choice depends upon

the support of sovereign sanctions, there would be no

denial of equal protection if the State made its police

and legal remedies available to the owner of the swimming

pool against any person who came or remained upon his

property over his objection, In such a case, the law would

be color-blind and it could not be fairly said, we think,

that the State had denied anyone the equal protection of

its laws.

The latter principle is invoked in support of the

judgments of conviction in this group of cases. We agree,

for reasons indicated at more length below, that in the

absence of other grounds for holding the State responsible

the foregoing principle may be applicable to uninvited

entrants upon business property, where the business is
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neither subject to a legal duty to serve the public as

in the case of inns and common carriers in common law

nor owned and managed by one exercising sovereign

functions. In our view, however, the principle is not

uniformly applicable to the present cases. -Wemy-

to_rana-s~ie immediately V

werecit pr~rt~e~Q~d or~b~'- r~ro~w~.In %k

- Souh b arolina and 2ame cases, municipal ordinances re-

quired racial segregation in public eating places. In the

a a case, there was no such ordinance but the pe-

titioners were denied service because of a community-wide

custom of maintaining racial segregation in public eating

places; the custom was promoted by the police and municipal

officials and supported by statutory discrimination in related

areas. Jah-thm-er- - eae, the owner of the premises

in which petitioners were convicted of trespassing invited

the public into his store$without regard to race or color

and accepted all persons as customers, save that be yielded

unwillingly to a custom imposed by the entire community and

enforced racial segregation while -serving food. The repre-

sentative of the ownex5 testified that e policy did not

represent his own wishes. The community custom was closely

related to segregation enforced by the State.
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Manifestly, there are differences in the degree of

State responsibility in each of these cases which might

lead to a difference in the application of the Fourteenth

Amendment, but while recognizing the possible differences

we submit that for the State to give legal effect to the

maintenance of racial segregation in public eating places,

under such circumstances, involves its denying Negroes

equal protection of the laws. Under such circumstances

the State law is not color-blind; the decision to exclude

petitioners was not private and individual in any true sense.

I

WHERE A STATE LAW OR MUNICIPAL ORDINANCE RE-
QUIRES THE OWNERS OF ESTABLISHMENTS SERVING
FOOD TO THE PUBLIC TO MAINTAIN SEGREGATION
OF THEIR PATRONS ANY JUDGMENT ENTERED IN THE
STATE'S COURTS EFFECTUATING SUCH SEGREGATION
INVOLVES DENIAL OF EQUAL PROTECTION OF THE
LAWS IN VIOLATION OF THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT,

Immediately under this heading attention should be

called to the municipal ordinances in the South Carolina

and Alabama cases. They should be set out in connection

with any relevant facts, especially any material bearing

upon the owner's policy of segregation.

A. A State law or municipal ordinance which requires

racial segregation in establishments where food is served to

the public violates the Fourteenth Amendment.



The development of this argument is obvious and

can be very brief indeed.

B. The State is not insulated from responsibility

for the denial of equal protection of the law by the

decision of the managers of an establishment to practice

the kind of racial segregation required by State law.

1. It is too clear for argument that if a State

enacts a law requiring segregation and the owner of an

establishment requests Negroes to leave a lunch counter

reserved for whites because, and only because, the State

law requires it to maintain segregation, the prosecution

of the Negroes for criminal trespass for refusing to leave

would be an implementation of the discriminatory State

statute and would therefore be the result of denial of

equal protection of the laws. The relationship between

the discriminatory statute and the prosecution is not

broken by the participation of a private person acting

pursuant to the State's command.

2. The case is no different when the record is

silent as to whether the restaurant-owner acted only be-

cause of the discriminatory law. Under ordinary circum-

stances, neither the owner nor anyone else could truly say



how he would have acted in the absence of the statute.

Even if he testified that he had never heard of the statute,

his course of conduct would be shaped by the practices of

those who had. There would still be a proximate relation-

ship between the discriminatory statute and the prosecution

for criminal trespass.

3. Nor could the State escape responsibility by

calling the restaurant-owner to testify that his personal

prejudice against Negroes was so strong or his customers'

demand for segregation was so urgent that he would have

enforced segregation even in the absence of the statute.

The trustworthiness of such testimony would be highly un-

certain. The owner himself could never tell how he would

have acted if he and all others who catered to the public

had been left free each to make his own private decision

as to whom he would select as patrons and how he would seek

them. It does not lie in the mouth of the State to assert

that the laws which it enacts and enforces have had no affect

upon the conduct of citizens who are complying therewith. To

speculate about the independent decision of some restaurateur

who was doing business under other than existing conditions

wQuld be to enter the realm of fancy.
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4. None of the foregoing situations presents a

case in which the State law is color-blind and merely

safeguards a free private decision by the owner of the

establishment concerning the conduct of his business or

the use of his property. In each instance, the State law,

through the segregation ordinance, put its finger on the

scale by commanding a decision in favor of segregation.

A judicial decree implementing a private decision made in

accordance with the unconstitutional command must, there-

fore, be set aside as infected by the Staters denial of

equal protection of the laws.

C. To apply the Fourteenth Amendment under these

circumstances would curtail neither the power of a State

to preserve public order nor the freedom of individuals to

make true private decisions concerning their associations

and property.

1. The State action which amounts to a denial of

equal protection in these circumstances does not rest simply

upon the intervention of the police and the State court to

remove and punish trespassers upon the private property of

an owner who engaged in racial segregation. It is the

State's segregation statute or ordinance which constitutes

the critical denial of equality and fatally taints any

other State action proximately related thereto.
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2. Consequently, our contention does not deny

the State power to protect private property while leaving

the owners free to resort to self help. For the State to

base any decision of its officials or in its courts, in

public or private litigation, upon a restaurateur's de-

cision to preserve segregation of the races while serving

food, in accordance with the unconstitutional statute,

would itself be invalid as an inseparable consequence of

a legal system which denied equal protection of the laws.

Specifically, if the owner forceably removed the Negroes

and they sued for battery, the State courts could not

constitutionally sustain the defense of privilege, not be-

cause the State courts cannot give effect to the discriminatory

practices of a restaurateur who is entirely free to make his

own decision, but because the State commanded the discrimina-

tion. Similarly, if State law afforded a remedy to white

patrons who were refused service without proper justifica-

tion, the State could not constitutionally deny the same

remedy to a Negro who was refused service because the owner

had a policy of segregation like that required b y State law.
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II

WHERE THE STATE PROMOTES A POLICY OF RACIAL

SEGREGATION IN PUBLIC EATING PLACES THROUGH
THE EXECUTIVE ACTION OF THE POLICE AND
MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS SUPPORTED BY LEGISLATIVE

DISCRIMINATION IN RELATED AREAS, ANY JUDGMENT
ENTERED IN THE STATE'S COURTS EFFECTUATING
SUCH SEGREGATION INVOLVES DENIAL OF EQUAL
PROTECTION OF THE LAWS IN VIOLATION OF THE

FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT,.

The initial paragraphs directly under this heading

should acknowledge that the Louisiana case is different

from the South Carolina and Alabama cases because the

landowner's policy of racial segregation which caused him

to request the petitioners to leave the lunch counter was

not required by a statute or municipal ordinance. But it

is plain (the brief would continue) that the segregation

in the Louisiana case was not simply the result of an ex-

clusively private decision concerning the use of private

property in the true sense of these words. Officials of

the State of Louisiana were actively engaged in promoting

the continuance of a custom stigmatizing Negroes as an

inferior race. Then go on to develop, as forcefully as

possible, three aspects of the case: (a) the extent of the

activity by State and municipal officials and the local

police; (b) the legislative action of Louisiana in related

fields and (c) the customary segregation of the races in

eating places in Louisiana.
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These circumstances, we would submit, are the

equivalent for constitutional purposes of the municipal

ordinances discussed under Point 1; and the conviction

of the petitioners in the Louisiana case should therefore

be reversed as stemming from a denial of equal protection

of the law.

A. Discrimination resulting from executive action

by municipal officers or the official action of the police

constitutes, no less than discrimination under statute or

ordinance, a denial of ecrual protection of the law.

The argument to be made under this heading would

seem self-evident. You will note that it parallels the

initial subheading and argument under Point 1.

B. The State is not insulated from responsibility

for the denial of equal protection of the law by the decision

of the managers of the establishment to practice the custom

of racial segregation.

The argument here would closely parallel the ideas

expressed under heading B in Point 1 but would not, I think,

involve the same detailed breakdown into three kinds of cases.
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C. To apply the Fourteenth Amendment under these

circumstances would curtail neither the power of a State

to preserve proper order nor the freedom of individuals

to make true decisions concerning their associations and

property.

The arguments would be much as in Point 1. I

envisage a fairly sketchy treatment. Indeed, the real

purpose of subheading C under both Points I and II is to

set the stage for the very elaborate development of these

ideas when we come to the North Carolina case. My desire

is to get the Justices' minds running in this channel, even

though I recognize that there is little need to argue the

proposition under the first two headings.

III

A JUDGMENT OF A STATE COURT EFFECTUATING A
COMMUNITY-WIDE CUSTOM OF IMPOSING RACIAL
SEGREGATION IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE OF FOOD,
IN AN ESTABLISHMENT WHICH OTHERWISE DEALS
WITH THE PUBLIC WITHOUT REGARD TO RACE OR
COLOR,, INVOLVES A DENIAL OF EQUAL PROTEC-
TION OF THE LAWS IN VIOLATION OF THE
FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT.

In v. the Supreme Court of North

Carolina reasoned that since the law merely supported the

decision of the owner of an establishment concerning the

use of his property, regardless of what that decision might
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be, the State had not denied petitioners equal protection

of the laws by prosecuting them for their trespass. In

our view, even though the principle invoked may be sound

in the abstract, the courts analysis is inaccurate because

it fails to take account of three factors having critical

importance because they both show that the owner's decision

not to serve food to Negroes was not a truly free individual

decision concerning the use of the premises and also connect

the State to the policy of racial discrimination as well as

the prosecution andconviction for trespass.

1. Both the owner and manager of the Kress store

consented to Negroes entering the premises and sought them

as customers. The only restriction was the refusal to allow

Negroes and white persons to break bread together. We submit

that once Negroes have been invited into a store and accepted

as customers generally, adherence to the custom of segrega-

tion in serving food is not the same, in any true sense, as

an ordinary landowner's decision whether to grant or withhold

consent to enter his premises as a social guest or business

visitor. Requiring racial segregation in the service of

food is part of a system of racial discrimination which in-

tentionally stigmatizes Negroes as socially inferior. There-

fore, when a store invites Negroes to patronize all its other
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departments except the lunch counter, its action, viewed

realistically, is to join in the imposition of a badge of

supposed inferiority upon some who are licensed to enter.

We do not suggest that the State is constitutionally

responsible for private conduct which imposes a social

stigma although it would not be responsible for the in-

justice done by some men to others in granting or with-

holding licenses to enter real estate. The true character

of the department store's action must be kept clearly in

mind, however, in determining the origin of the discrimina-

tion and whether the degree of State involvement is

sufficient, when taken in conjunction with the prosecution

and conviction, to deny equal protection of the laws.

Furthermore, the true character of the discrimination

demonstrates that there is no real substance to the argu-

ment that the case involves the constitutional rights of

the owners of private property. Cf. Marshall v. Alabama,

_US._ ___

2. The discrimination against petitioners in the

Kress Department Store was imposed pursuant to a custom

adopted and promoted throughout the entire community. This

is important for two reasons. First, it makes it plain that

Kress' decision not to serve Negroes was not simply that of
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an individual or private business corporation. The manager

testified that he did not apply the rule because he wanted

to discriminate. The natural inference to be drawn from

this testimony is confirmed by the fact (a) that Kress is

a national chain which does not discriminate in other areas

and (b) that even this Kress store sought Negro patrons in

other departments. Second, discrimination by individuals

or single business firms, acting alone and giving effect

to their private prejudices and business judgments, raises

entirely different problems, and has entirely different

consequences, than a community-wide custom. Few people

would think that an issue of public moment was involved if

seven of the ten leading department stores in a community

served all customers at their lunch counters while the tenth

enforced segregation. Under those circumstances both the

stores and the customers, Negroes and non-Negroes alike,

would have an opportunity to act according to their preferences

and prejudices and the consequences would be recognized as the

result of personal decisions. Something more is involved when

the whole community acts,

(We will have to do the best we can in pointing out

the extent of the custom. I suspect that we have a record
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made without adequate attention to the line of argument

that we are now trying to present. We should keep our minds

open to the possibility that we might have to suggest a

remand of more evidence upon this question.)

3. Although the community-wide custom which led to

petitioners being denied food in the Kress Department Store

stems from many sources, one major source is the State

legislation and municipal ordinances which formerly ex-

pressly required racial segregation in public places in-

cluding eating establishments. (This should be built up

for all it is worth.) Even though the statutory and

municipal law has now been changed, the custom is still

supported by related statutes requiring segregation in

public places. (So should this.)

Under these circumstances the community-wide custom

should be given the same significance for the purposes of

constitutional adjudication as the municipal ordinances in

the South Carolina and Alabama cases in the action of the

city officials and policy in promoting segregation in the

service of food in the Louisiana case. See opinion of

Douglas, J. in Garner v. Louisiana. The State cannot fairly

say that the decision to segregate was the personal choice
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of the owners of the premises and under our analysis a

prosecution for criminal trespass involves a denial of

equal protection of the laws wherever the State, and not

the private owner alone, may fairly be said to carry a

share of the responsibility for the racial segregation.

Whether the State is sufficiently implicated to be responsible

cannot be reduced to a simple formula. See Burton v. Wilming-

ton Parking Authority, US In appraising the State's

responsibility the fact that the stigma is imposed by the

whole community does not become irrelevant merely because

the community no longer formally embodies the community-wide

custom, as applied to restaurants, in legislation adopted in

the community's organized capacity, although the same custom,

broadly speaking, is embodied in other laws, The arrest and

conviction of the North Carolina petitioners, taken in con-

junction with the community-wide custom supported by State

legislation in related areas therefore amounts to a denial

of the equal protection of the laws.

Our position is supported by Shelly v. Kraemer. We

do not rely merely upon a mechanical application of the case

that would say that there is State action for the purposes

of the Fourteenth Amendment whenever a decision of the State's

courts is drawn into question and then goes on to determine
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by a process of balancing whether there was unconstitutional

discrimination. Cf. Henkin v. University of Pennsylvania

Law Review. We assume, with a majority of the commentators,

that the real vice in Shelly v. Kraemer was that the State,

far from simply giving effect to current private decisions,

was interfering with the wish of the owner of real estate to

sell it to a prospective purchaser willing to buy. For a

State to enforce restrictive racial covenants which, it is

well known, usually cover large blocks of land and are often

written 10, 20 or 50 years earlier by persons who have left

the neighborhood, is in substance to write a public zoning

ordinance requiring racial discrimination- and of course

such an ordinance would be manifestly unconstitutional.

Similarly, a community-wide custom of requiring white and

Negro customers to eat in separate places, when backed by

the police and prosecutions for criminal trespass, is the

practical equivalent of a segregation ordinance.

Nor is our analysis subject to the criticisms leveled

at the more mechanical reading of Shelly v. Kraemer--that to

hold that a judicial decree giving effect to unreasonable

private discrimination violates the Fourteenth Amendment

even though the State has no other share in the discrimination,



puts a premium upon self-help, and promotes disorder, by

denying the States power to give the landowner a legal

remedy for an acknowledged individual property right. As

pointed out above, where a State statute requires property-

owners to maintain segregation in the service of food in

public places, any judicial action giving any effect,

affirmative or defensive, to a landowner's decision to

practice that kind of discrimination involves a denial of

equal protection of the laws. See p. above. A land-

ownerts decision pursuant to a community-wide custom,

supported as here by a State policy of encouraging public

segregation stands in no better posture; any judicial action

giving effect to it would involve denial of equal protection

of the laws, This view is supported by the dissenting

opinions in Black v. Cutter Laboratories, v.

and by the votes of four Justices in the Sioux City Cemetery

case, but our position is significantly narrower for our con-

clusion that there is State action in-the North Carolina case

rests not merely upon a court decision giving effect to

private racial discrimination or to a private employer's

interference with freedom of association, but upon the

municipal ordinance, executive action or community-wide
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custom nurtured by related governmental action from which

the private discrimination stemmed.

There is nothing in our position inconsistent with

the Civil Riqhts Cases, 109 UJS. 3. . . . (After making

the distinction we should go on to deal as best we can

with the meaning of "custom" in the post-Civil War period.

Apparently it is not very helpful to our case. Perhaps a

long footnote would be sufficient if we described all the

historical evidence.)

Indeed, the analysis we suggest would not interfere

with but, on the contrary, encourage individual freedom of

decision with its concomitant personal responsibility.

1W -W(The argument would repeat some of what was said

above about Kress' bowing to community pressure and then

go on to show how invalidating decisions enforcing a

community-wide practice or segregation in the case of

premises open to Negroes without discrimination except for

the serving of food would really increase the opportunities

for varieties of individual choice. This would seem to be

a critical part of the brief.)

Similarly, the case does not involve in any true

sense the constitutional right of a owner of private property

to decide whom he will receive as business visitors or social
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guests. . . . (I think it worth repeating this point

in somewhat different words although it would be made much

earlier in this part of the brief.)

CONCLUSION

Where the State and not the private owner alone is

fairly responsible for a practice of racial segregation

enforced by the owner in premises otherwise open to the

general public, any action by State authorities, including

the courts, which gives effect to the policy of segregation

involves a denial of the equal protection of the laws. The

municipal ordinance in -_v. makes it plain that

the decision to deny petitioners service because they were

Negroes could not be entirely private. The arrest and

conviction of petitioners, taken in conjunction with the

discriminatory ordinance, therefore constituted a State

denial of equal protection of the laws.

Our rationale seemly leads to the conclusion that

V. should also be reversed. The Birmingham

ordinance is indistinguishable from the South Carolina law.

Assuming that the petitioners in this case were encouraging

only peaceful demonstrations in places subject to the

ordinance, they were not promoting violations of any

I
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criminal or civil law. (We leave debate upon the validity

of the assumption to the parties' briefs.)

The Louisiana case is harder because there was no

ordinance, but we think it fairly plain that the State

cannot disclaim responsibility for the discrimination where

the Mayor and police promoted segregation in public announce-

ments and activities applicable to all establishments without

regard to the individual wishes of the owners, a policy

obviously supported by related legislation.

The issue in v. is much closer. In

our view, however, while a community-wide custom is not

official government action like a statute or ordinance, or

even the activities of State or municipal officials, never-

theless it should be given the same significance for con-

stitutional purposes when taken in conjunction with the

action of the State in supporting the custom by criminal

prosecutions. (Obviously, this last sentence doesn't quite

express the thought#) Accordingly, we submit that the

judgment in v. should be reversed.

Our analysis would not lead, by itself, to reversal

in v. (the Glen Echo case). Apparently,

Negroes were not invited into the amusement park as customers.



We know of no community-wide custom in the Maryland case

comparable to the North Carolina practice of segregation

in public restaurants and luncheon counters indeed, if

judicial notice is available, common knowledge suggests

that there is widespread variation in the area. We have

not considered what other grounds may be available for

reversal.

Respectfully submitted,

V
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I. The Fourteenth Amendment forbids a
state to discriminate or to assist discrimination.

II. Nothing in the Fourteenth Amendment,
however, deprives states of the power to assist in
the maintenance of other social values such as the
rights of private property.

III. Every case of discrimination by a
private property owner involves an act which promotes
both the objective of discrimination -- pure and
simple -- and other values of private property which
are the states' legitimate concern.

IV. Whether a state may assist discrimination
by a private property owner, depends, therefore, upon
whether the owner's act is primarily an act which
promotes discrimination and no other property value
or whether it is an act that promotes other values
as well as discrimination.

V. The Supreme Courts therefore, must
examine each state-assisted private act of discrimina-
tion to determine whether it carries with it the
exercise of other substantial rights.

VI. For example, a home owner may refuse to
invite a Negro to dinner solely because of a desire to
discriminate against Negroes but the state may assist
in this act because his act is inseparable from the
exercise of dominion of a property owner.

VII. In the Avent case the following facts
are of controlling importance:
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(a) the owner has dedicated his property
to the operation of a quasi-public institution
(Marsh v. Alabama).

(b) the owner invites into his store all
members of the public without discrimination.

(c) the owner discriminates among the customers
within his store who seek to use lunch counter facilities
not by his own choice but because of the dictates of
the community.

It, therefore, appears that the owner's act
of discrimination carries with it virtually none of
the private property owner's exercise of domain.
It is almost completely divorced from property rights
and is virtually a "pure" act of discrimination. The
court is left free to preserve the state's power to
assist owners who refuse initial admission.

VIII. In any case where the court finds a
state assisting a private act which is nothing more
than discrimination the court must hold this to be a
violation of the Fourteenth Amendment. It is thus the
fact that private property rights are so completely
attenuated in the Avent case that compels the con-
clusion that the state is doing no more than assisting
discrimination.

IX. The Supreme Court is not being asked to
draft a public accommodations statute. Its duty is
to prevent states from assisting discrimination and
the inquiry suggested is unavoidably necessary in
order to determine the nature of the act which the
state is assisting.

X. By "state assistance"1 is meant an
affirmative act of the state, such as police intervention.

XI. In the case of self help, a state would
"assist" discrimination if it denied a Negro the benefit
of laws available to others similarly situated.

4
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seemaity toen, ader the otter At comes IWea pefite
sftie.

This prOPosed merger Of the two thentea would
provide vs with the atvantaesof both without taerriag
the eoSkaeses a either. The principal weashess akherot
in the "aeasamity cstflsr theory As tht ao *a**C A* be
are at this point that cem tty custos on nralty be
eqnted with state law se" tease with #ttte est*a. *e
sac kiffircatty esiats With respot to the poAce arrest

appreOoh. On the Other Mat, it Mas been agested that th
police arrest theory setters ften the tect that it I s*A
*pe*a-es propoitio to be limited nsy flbyativideallaed
ant etherate bilanaL tat weighing is each iatvdetaa
'ase. 21, however, th~s theory isoItatteab Aa 1tte
as egste aeve, then it WOts ths tt ealty. fat
smerges is simply another very lMateE variation af814
v. agggr. the *Sett e aesnt oaggeated io his r awatea

) Agaite taquiry Late this ease aWA etthat be fsrewI
clue* by a rate of1s or A e bma the subject

a a rebuttable preenaptiae.
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speech that Shell* v. traiNer merely stands for the
propositiosWirttI woulTTe dental of equal protection
tl.c., state dicrinitatin) for the state to give effect
to a restrictive covenant inserted in a deed by a person
not a party to the imeaadite transaction. Similarly,
it could be said here that, as a setter of law, it wold
be state disctiasmation for the state to give effect to
an attempt to use the trespass law for discrieaatory
purposes where the discrimination did itt really originate
with the property owner seeking to eject the Kegro but
with outside factors, such as community pressures, which
affect the owners free choice. /

Accordingly, I suggest that we sight argue to
the Court (1) that the essential factual eleents in the
Avst case are the admitted existence of comnsunity customs
and the fact that the establishment was open to the public
in almost alt of its department (2) that the underlying
state action can be fonmd either in the community customs
or in the arrests; and (3) that the factual elements te-

ferred to water (1) indicate that the state was not merely
acting but was also acting discriainatortly n fviotation
of the equal protection clause.

3/ In other words. Shelley v. Traeser may be said to be
itaited to situations re theldiciaisation did not
originate with the imediate parties to the transattion.
In Shelley, the orginator was a third -- the person who
ft 7Wet asertet the coveant in the teed. re it s could
be argued that, because of the various factor sentiend
above, the discriinastion is sot, or at least not pri-
macily, that of the store oeat. It might reasonably
be contented lb support of a lSheie v. jjrvaer rule
so Limited that state ation doesiset beicomidtate dis-
criatastion if a party to the legal transactionlavelved
in the litigation ahiself origiaste sand supports the
discrimination, beae foe may legitimate reasons the
state may eaforce Idividual notions concerning assotiatioa,
privacy, etc. Os the other hand, if the state acts is
euforeenat of private discriminatory acts which are in
reality caused elsewhere, the sane state disclaimer of
responsibility for the discriniation need not be accepted
for the state would the& be protecting, not so uch the
rights of the lndivudal directly Involved but outside
discriminatory Laftweates not entitled to state protection.
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Office Memorandum * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Burke Marshall
Assistant Attorney General DATE: July 18, 1962
Civil Rights Division

FROM : Harold H. Greene HHG:mcs

Chief, Appeals and Research Section

SUBJECT: Methods to Overcome the Self-Help Dilemma

The dispute between the store owner and the
Negro customer could arise in the following legal
setting:

1. Criminal trespass prosecution by the
state. This is what is involved in the seven cases
now before the court. Presumably under Shelley v.
Kraemer such a prosecution would be illegal.

2. Civil action by the owner for trespassing
either to eject the Negroes or for damages. This would
seem to be very much like the criminal trespass prosecu-
tion. There is probably at least as much state action
inherent in a court order to eject the Negroes from the
premises as there is when a criminal prosecution is
brought.

3. Civil action by the Negroes for assault and
battery upon their ejectment from the premises by the
owner or his agents. This possibility seems to be the
most troublesome. There are several alternative methods
of dealing with it.

a. It could be argued that recognition of
the owner's rights in this instance would be as much
state enforcement of the private discrimination as in
the cases cited above and would therefore likewise be
prohibited. A number of reasons can be suggested why
this is so:

(1) It could be contended thatanalytically,
either the state is precluded from enforcing
private discrimination or it is not. If it is
precluded from enforcing discrimination directly
by criminal or civil action, it should also be
precluded from doing so in some other, less
direct way.

I
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(2) Self help does not exist in the
abstract. It exists only where ift is
recognized as such by the courts. Thus,
to give recognition to self help in the
courts in any form is to do precisely
what the state presumably cannot do.

(3) The Negroes cannot be deprived of their
rights either directly or by "ingenious"
subterfuge. To give recognition to self
help in this situation would be equivalent
to permitting the state and the property
owner to do indirectly what they are
forbidden to do directly.

(4) The state created the owner's property
right. Those rights would not exist but
for the protection which the state and its laws
provide. This is particularly true in the case
of a corporation which has no independent
existence outside of state law. The state
may not create and protect the owner's
property right and his incident right to self
help where to do so would be doing the forbidden
act of enforcing racial discrimination.

b. It could be held that the state may protect
the property owner if he has to use force to eject the
Negro. It is not believed that, were the Supreme Court
to adopt this approach, it would be extremely harmful.
In the first place, the self-help problem is not likely
to arise at all. Moreover, if it does, the Negro
population probably has a sufficient number of extra-
legal weapons (such as economic boycott, picketing,
etc.) to deal with the situation. Thus, if it be deemed
that the suggestion discussed under 3(a) supra is
unacceptable, we could still adopt the broad position,
inasmuch as the self-help problem could, alternatively,
be dealt with as described in this paragraph.
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c. There is another alternative, that is,
to have the state leave the parties as it finds them,
Under this approach, the state would be precluded
from helping either the Negroes or the store owner.
This alternative is unsatisfactory because of the
premium it would put on the violence and disorder.

4. Action for an injunction or for a
declaratory judgment by the Negroes to open to them
the restricted portion of the premises. It would be
very difficult to deny that to allow the Negro to
maintain such an action would not be equivalent to
holding that he has a constitutional right not merely
as against the state but against the owner himself.
Such a holding, however, would mean that the Civil
Rights Cases would have to be overruled. While a
decision based on this rationale would not necessarily
be broader in its practical implications than the
others discussed above (since the balancing test under
the equal protection laws could still be employed to
restrict the application), still, it would certainly
be difficult to overcome anticipated Supreme Court
reluctance to overrule the Civil Rights Cases.

5. The problem of self-help arises only where
the necessary state action to invoke the Fourteenth
Amendment depends upon some sort of court enforcement
of the private discrimination. If the necessity for
court enforcement could be eliminated, the problem of
self-help would likewise disappear. What this means
is that if some argument could be formulated which
would equate the action of the store owner, without
more, with state action, the difficulties inherent in
the self-help problem would be avoided.

Marsh v. Alabama and the related cases
(the shopping center case and the white primary cases)
indicate that private conduct may under some circum-
stances be equivalent to state action. It is also
fairly well established, under the Civil Rights Cases
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themselves and under various civil rights statutes
enacted shortly after the Civil War, that custom may
be the equivalent of law insofar as state action is
concerned.

What this may mean in the context of the
present cases is that in an area where custom compels
segregation and where the property owner performs a
function which, because of various incidents (such as
licensing, regulation, necessity, etc.) comes close
to that performed in such cases as Marsh v. Alabama,
state action exists, even if there is no intervention
by such organs of the state as the police or state
court.

A rule formulated along these lines can,
of course, be restricted within desirable limits by
means of the balancing test. Its virtue is that it
completely avoids the troublesome question of self-
help. But the approach is obviously very far-reaching
and may for that reason be undesirable.

,1

-~ ~V)
6



UNITED STATES GOVERT ENT D RTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO Burke Marshall DATE:l18,01962

Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division

FRO Harold H. Greene HHG:bco
Chief, Appeals and
\Research Section

SUBJECT: Sit-ins

This is in further reference to the sit-in
problem and more particularly to the case of Avent v.
North Carolina.

As you know, the Avent case raises the
"broad" issues inherent in the sit-ins in their most

of
acute form, inasmuch asall of the cases now before
the Supreme Court, it is the one least likely to be
reVersed on narrow grounds. The Avent case is parti-
cularly interesting from the Department's point of view
because it provides a good vehicle for the expression
of the narrowest possible formulation of the broad
grounds.

In its brief in Avent, the Department might
well argue that a decision based upon Marsh-Shelley
should be limited (1) to large establishments which
are generally open to the public, as distinguished
from small specialty shops which may be said to cater
to a particular type of clientele, and (2) to areas
of the country where racial discrimination may be
said to stem not so much from individual decisions
as from general community climate and community
pressure.

1. It obviously is a far shorter step
from a company town or a shopping center to a down-
town store open in all departments but one to all
comers than it is from company towns or shopping
centers to a small specialty shop or tearoom.
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Realistically, the functions large department or dimestores perform in the community differ considerably
from those performed by other, smaller establishments.
Moreover, the law may well give greater weight to the
rights of privacy and freedom of association of the
individual owner of a small hot dog stand who waits
on customers himself (or with his family) than to
similar rights asserted by a giant corporation. 1/
And it is not inconceivable that, irrespective of the
ramifications of local real property law, in striking
a balance under the Fourteenth Amendment the federal
courts could give weight to the fact that in the large
establishments an overwhelming portion of the premises
is open to Negroes who are on these premises by invi-
tation.

2. Geographic limitation of a decision is
defensible on both practical and legal grounds. First,
the problem arises and the need exists where all white
establishments are closed to Negroes. If one restaurant
in Chicago refuses to serve Negroes, there are twenty
others eager for the Negro trade. Not so, obviously,
in Jackson, Mississippi. Second, the refusal of the
owner in Chicago to serve Negroes is obviously his own
decision and therefore entitled to great consideration.
The same cannot be said of a similar decision by the
Jackson outlet of a national chain of dime stores if
the chain does not discriminate in its non-Southern
branches. The decision in that case is based more on
community pressures than it is on the real, free choice
of the owner, and it would not be shocking i h .ke courts
were to give him less protection on the theory some of
his property rights are really being exercised for him
by the community. Third, what really is at work here is
"custom" as that term is employed in several of the old
civil rights statutes and in the Civil Rights Cases.2/
Custom was deemed by those who drafted the post-Civil
War statutes and by the Court which decided the Civil
Rights Cases to be the equivalent of state law. These
men realized that in the South, insofar as the treatment
of the Negro minority was concerned, custom was law.
This, unhappily, is still true. Reliance upon this
factor might well enhance whatever legal arguments might
be presented by the Department in the Supreme Court.

1/ Such distinctions are not uncommon in the labor field.

2/ See 109 U.S. 3, at 16, 17.
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3. The Avent case involves a department
store in which approximately 50 counters serve
whites and Negroes without racial discrimination.
Only the basement sit-down lunch counter bars Negro
clientele. The manager explained that the refusal
to serve the Negroes was "dependent upon the customs
of the community." Whatever might be the difficul-
ties of proof concerning community customs and
pressures in other cases, the problem in Avent is
simplified by the manager's testimony.

If thtit' approach were adopted, it might
be desirable for the Department to file a brief
amicus curiae only in the Avent case, pointing out
that in our view the convictions in the other cases
can be reversed on narrow grounds adequately briefed
by the petitioners. We could further state that in
our view no such grounds are available in Avent and
that the Court should adopt the "narrow-broad" posi-
tion outlined above.
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